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Android	car	head	unit	firmware	update

in	my	car	the	orange	line	for	button	lights	is	day	light	time	controlled,	ie	it	only	worked	in	the	evening.	Hello	,	i'm	searching	an	update	file	,	i	have	the	same	unit	and	i	have	Android	7.0	Kernel3.10	,	and	i	want	Android	8	or	9	,	anything	...	The	load	lasts	30min.	but	it	gave	error	in	USB1.	If	so,	in	what	way?	I	was	told	the	max	size	is	32GB	so	wondering	if
anyone	has	gone	above	that	without	issues.	press	Ctrl	Alt	V	,	then	go	to	Window	and	select	"write	memory".	Thanks,	i	was	able	to	flash	(using	flash	tool)	a	factory	firmware	from	4pda.ru,	then	i	flashed	the	05052019	firmware	using	flash	drive.	And	that	is	simply	putting	the	zip	file	on	a	USB	drive.	I'm	trying	to	install
YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	(Root,	TWRP)	(the	one	with	XYAUTOUPG	folder	in	it),	but	the	upgrading	doesn't	start.	Received	firmware	files	from	seller,	but	its	probably	the	update	files,	not	the	complete	firmware.	I	will	try	turning	off	bluetooth	first.	Can	i	connect	them	and	get	canbus	data	on	my	HU?	and	then	its	like	finding
needle	in	a	haystack.	Hi,	Me	and	@viktorsaari	have	the	same	problem,	we	are	looking	for	bettere	radio	app,	trying	them	from	other	HU	similar	to	ours.	Thanks	Victorsaari.	In	a	personal	message,	on	the	site	4PDA	will	give	you	a	link.	What	is	the	next	step	to	get	the	unit	to	bootup	and	return	access	to	the	USB	port?	Open	in	text	editor.	Connect	to	usb1
port.	Well	it's	just	because	I	can't	install	the	05	version	right	away	(keep	saying	that	there	is	an	incorrect	firmware).	Should	be	able	to	find	it	if	you	search	Sent	from	my	iPhone	using	Tapatalk	I	managed	to	install	play	store	and	map	but	could	not	sign	in	to	my	Google	account.	Page	5	Hi	there	I	have	noticed	today	that	my	unit	is	extremely	hot	in	the
back,	close	to	the	connector	with	the	power	wires	I	am	not	sure	at	all	if	this	just	happens	with	the	new	MCU	or	if	it	also	happened	with	the	previous	one...	Thanks	again	Thanks	Maxkir	&	Viktorsaari	for	your	explanations...	In	the	message	link	to	the	firmware	dump	YT9218_00002_V004_20190624.	It	takes	1.5-3	minutes.	Only	thing	I	want	to	do	with	my
HU	is	install	firmware	with	root	(+	eventually	TWRP	).	It	has	been	the	fastest	and	most	stable	for	me	so	far	Do	you	know	the	differences	between	the	fakes	firmware	vs	the	other	ones	?	I	think	that's	normal	behavior,	right?	Are	you	saying	that	after	bridging	the	contacts	you	gave	him	power	and	entered	recovery	mode	like	cell	phones?	and	Black
should	always	be	ground.	Doesn't	work	at	all.	a	mi	me	pasó	igual	que	a	vos,	con	el	destornillador	no	tuve	exito	al	puentear	los	puntos	de	prueba.	I	have	shared	what	worked	on	mine,	and	also	my	unit's	specs	are	in	the	1st	post,	So	in	theory,	it	should	work	on	all	similar	units.	&	Offlinemaps	and	igo	nexgen	as	backup,	because	sometimes	Sygic	asks	me
connect	to	internet	and	not	work	without.	Seller	says	"Sorry	this	unit	doesn't	support	RDS".	Luego	hice	lo	mismo	con	una	momoria	micro	sd	y	funcionó.	sorry	to	bother	you	1.	Try	formatting	the	usb	drive	with	sdcard	formater,	try	a	different	usb	disk,	or	a	card	reader,	format	fat32,	try	both	usb	ports,	The	update	sometimes	give	same	error	on	my	unit
too,	but	eventually	works	when	trying	different	things.	just	shade	the	two	points	together.	On	the	site	4PDA	more	praise	the	November.	The	Russian	site	says	use	only	key1	but	where	do	we	connect	it	to?	Thanks	Last	edited:	Aug	8,	2019	In	my	opinion	it	is	obviously	1	GB	DDR	.	Btw	i	dont	want	to	change	boot	animation,	it	is	just	boot	logo.	What
release	do	you	have?	You’ll	also	get	a	picture	of	what	potential	problems	may	arise	when	you’re	driving	the	vehicle	in	the	future.CC0/StockSnap/Pixabay	What	Is	the	Vehicle’s	History?Avoid	buying	a	used	vehicle	that’s	been	in	an	accident	that	totaled	it,	or	that’s	been	flood	damaged.	Thank	you	After	installing	the	ROM	from	PDA4.ru:
YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	I	have	issues	when	using	power	of	the	headunit.	When	i	try	to	select	it,	its	just	close	the	car	setting	and	nothing	change.	its	called	GalaMusic.	Hey	guys,	am	I	in	the	right	topic	for	my	HU?	Nothing	happened.	Thanks	for	that......	I	honestly	have	no	idea	how	to	do	that.	CC0/ArtisticOperations/Pixabay
If	you’re	purchasing	your	first	car,	buying	used	is	an	excellent	option.	Click	start>	the	name	of	the	button>	the	button	itself	and	so	on	all	the	buttons,	then	close	and	ok	Sorry,	its	ROM_1	BOOT1	4mb,	its	the	first	partition,	which	holds	the	preloader.	I	did	not	check	the	reloader.	Okay,	thanks.	Maybe	i	can	try	changing	to	a	previuos	version.	After
recovering	boot1,	try	flashing	the	fashtool	firmware	by	first	unchecking	the	preloader	file.	In	the	first	post	there	is	an	instruction	how	to	dump	preloader	but	it	is	better	to	hold	whole	dump	just	in	case....	I	wired	it	directly	to	red	line,	so	it	stays	on	when	the	unit	is	on,	and	goes	off	with	the	unit.	2-	Device	put	in	"USB	debug	mode	:	ON".	Hi	there	I	have
noticed	today	that	my	unit	is	extremely	hot	in	the	back,	close	to	the	connector	with	the	power	wires	I	am	not	sure	at	all	if	this	just	happens	with	the	new	MCU	or	if	it	also	happened	with	the	previous	one...	or	may	be	contact	the	op	there.	if	you	have	22.05	version,	you	are	not	missing	anything	by	not	updating	to	24.06.	THANK	YOU	Reactions:	coffer
Sleep	mode	not	working	on	my	HU	Could	you	show	us	the	picture	of	wires	to	invert	Sleep	mode	not	working	on	my	HU,	I`m	still	using	the	original	firm	soft	on	it.	If	you’re	looking	at	a	used	car	with	low	mileage,	be	sure	the	shape	of	the	body	is	good.	Thanks	I	would	flash	firmware	as	you	instructed.	In	terms	of	rooting	my	device,	once	I	get	the	file	is	it
usually	as	simple	as	putting	the	file	on	a	USB	drive	and	reboot	the	head	unit?	What	is	the	difference?	First	of	all	thanks	to	Victorsaari	for	his	patience	with	us	and	epilef10	for	the	GND	tip.	If	the	device	is	not	detected,	you	need	to	power	it	on.	----------	Post	added	at	10:30	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	10:12	AM	----------	Try:	26959910	No,	you	need	a
canbus	adapter	(canbox),	it	converts	canbus	levels/signals	to	serial	3'3v.	anyone	else	trying	to	use	the	swim	port	on	the	board?	I	wanted	something	with	that	old	school	carousel	horizontal	scroll,	so	n7player	Music	Player	fits	the	bill	until	something	else	appears.	And	the	problem	is	solved!	You	should	give	a	try...	Tambien	logré	actualizar	a	mcu	3.1
pero	no	logre	actualizar	el	firmware,	el	que	esta	en	el	enlace	de	la	primer	pagina	no	funcionó,	tiro	error,	despues	bajé	el	que	está	en	una	de	las	paginas	que	es	la	version	9217B	que	es	justo	el	que	yo	tengo,	inició	la	actualizacion,	al	reiniciar	cargó	uno	poco	la	barra	de	estado	y	luego	tiro	error.	Sygic	works	well	with	agama's	central	widget.	Viktorsaari,
I	am	looking	in	that	folder	and	do	not	see	a	Boot_1.	Thank	you	Hello	again	All,	I	dont	mean	to	hyjack	this	thread	as	my	own	personal	project,	I	hope	to	learn	and	grow	from	this	experience	and	if	my	additional	post	can	help	someone	in	the	future	that	would	be	a	good	thing.	Tricky	Tricky!	Looks	like	I	have	1GB	DDR	and	not	2GB.	Do	you	notice	anything
odd	about	the	sound	from	each	speaker?	Also	the	doubts	I	have	at	the	moment	is	if	I	need	to	install	a	driver	for	the	flash	tool	to	detect	the	equipment.	For	now	I	still	use	agama.	You	have	to	unmount	usb	again	to	go	back.	Anyone	know	a	better	radio	app	which	would	show	station	names	at	least?	It	will	be	so	displayed	on	any	firmware.	What	helps	for
me	is	to	install	VNC	Server	app	onto	the	head	unit.	A	card	reader	with	a	8GB	MicroSD	Card	works	for	me	and	only	at	specific	USB	ports.	Upgrade:	(MCU	2.8)	(Thanks	lemmon	and	sandr2010)	extract	the	mcu	file	into	flash	drive.	(my	car,	VW	golf	plus	2013,	is	now	shown	in	Homescreen...)	Reactions:	karadas87	and	raphael.atienza	Sorry	a	bit	lost
here.....	Radio	sound	appear	loud	Everytime	it	launch...	OK,	the	long	press	doesn't	turn	off	the	unit,	the	date	screen	is	the	normal	behaviour	for	long	press.	Thank	you	A	mi	me	funciono	bajar	"Firmware	via	flash	tool:	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	(Link)	Thanks	Maxkir"	luego	descomprimir	y	dentro	de	esa	carpeta	cargar	MT3367_Android_scatter.txt	en	flash
tool,	despues	alt	+	ctrl+	v,	despues	ir	a	ventana,	elegir	write	memory,	luego	cargar	desde	write	memory	el	archivo	user,	en	begin	addres	poner	0x0,	en	region	poner	emmc_user.	In	non	hifi,	180	switch	doesn't	make	any	difference	in	sound.	I	believe	there	are	some	patches	available	at	4pda	forum	(link	in	1st	post)	but	you	have	to	find	yourself.	There
are	3	ROM	versions	for	the	8227L	based	head	units.	Now	I	have	root!	Ty	@viktorsaari	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2019	I	believe	this	is	usb	version.	Make	a	Full	Backup/Memory	Dump:	Open	SPFlashtool,	Select	Memory	Test	Tab,	Select	only	RAM	Test	(uncheck	the	rest),	push	start,	and	connect	the	unit.	The	amplifier	constantly	on	when	vehicle	is	off	will
definitely	affect	the	vehicles	battery.	I	recommend	USB	but	Wifi	does	work	a	bit	slower	though.	I'm	still	a	noob	with	these	Andriod	head	units.	Can	you	advise	which	rom	to	download	and	do	I	need	to	update	mcu?	In	the	original	apk	there	are	some	hidden	widgets	and	the	hidden	feature	for	using	3	Homescreen	pages	with	scrolling	between	those	and
hidden	feature	for	adding	custum	app	icons	and/or	3rd	party	widgets.	(my	car,	VW	golf	plus	2013,	is	now	shown	in	Homescreen...)	How	did	you	do	this?	As	for	the	other	file	would	I	also	be	including	the	preloader_8227l_demo.bin	on	the	USB	drive?	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Okay	thanks.	With	Bluetooth	connected	or	non	also	same	issues...	Here	is	the
check	list:	Firmware	May	2019	or	higher.	I	did	nothing	of	that	sort.	Reactions:	ayee9166	No	luck	with	adb	either.	I	can't	install	the	firmware	you	posted.	the	link	is	not	dead,	copy	and	paste	complete	until	the	.zip	part	anyway	this	zip	file	didn't	help.	i	have	same	unit	but	my	button	not	working.	Anyone	know	if	the	informations	here	apply	to	this	head
unit?	On	the	site	4PDA	you	need	to	use	the	firmware	for	the	links	with	the	words	"Для	флештул"	Last	edited:	Jul	23,	2019	yes,	with	carwebguru,	it	happens	sometimes.	Thanks,	do	you	know	of	more	codes?	If	you	press	go	to	home	while	listening	to	any	radio	station,	in	the	notification	bar,	you	will	notice	a	new	icon.	My	new	(received	Aug	2019)	unit
was	shipped	with	Android	firmware	"YT9217B_00002_V004_20190530"	and	MCU	firmware	"HW8227L-3.3-SW0-3.1"	When	I	boot	it	with	the	test	points	shorted,	it	does	NOT	automatically	look	for	updates	on	the	attached	USB	disk.	These	cars	are	supposed	to	undergo	rigorous	testing	and	inspections	before	hitting	the	lot.CC0/Skica911/Pixabay	Inspect
the	VehicleLook	over	the	used	vehicle	thoroughly	before	making	a	decision.	It	works!	No	freezing	caused	by	phones	plugged	on	the	USB	1	while	using	Headunit	Reloaded.	Hello	All,	I	will	update	the	Android	and	MCU	but	I	would	like	to	ask	if	anyone	knows	if	this	will	help	with	the	intermittent	connection	I	am	having	with	WiFi.	Sometimes	it	connects
and	sometimes	it	doesn't.	Either	I	do	not	have	a	#7	wire	or	I	overlooked	it	in	all	the	excitement	of	retrofitting	its	different	1	Din	body	into	a	traditional	1	Din	slot.	And	yet	I	face	a	rule	I	set	in	place	years	ago	"if	it	aint	broke	dont	fix	it".	The	unit	would	bootup	but	freeze	on	the	boot	animation.	Thanks	----------	Post	added	at	01:53	PM	----------	Previous	post
was	at	01:51	PM	----------	The	headunit	Reloaded	app	is	so	that	you	can	use	Android	Auto	from	a	phone	via	USB	or	Wifi.	I	also	can't	boot	head	unit	via	its	usb1	and	usb2	port..	EDIT:	I	have	soldered	a	jumper	and	now	I	can	see	it	in	the	computer	as	"MTK	USB	Port	(COM4)",	but	I	get	a	4032	error	in	SP	Flash	tool	when	I	try	to	download	a	new	Preloader.
Do	you	have	a	screenshot	where	the	version	of	the	firmware	that	was	installed	from	the	store	is	written?	--OR--	Extract	the	zip	into	a	folder	named	XYAUTOUPG	into	the	flash	drive	or	microSD	card,	connect	to	usb	port	1	or	2	and	then	reboot.	thats	why	i	removed	the	link.	Also,	all	my	steering	control	is	not	functioning,	is	that	caused	by	miswiring	or
HU/software?	When	I	go	to	the	Menu	/	Setup	/	car	settings	/	system	info	:	Android	upgrade	is	grey	(not	activated).	Or	contact	the	seller	for	the	firmware	update	link.	What	can	I	do?	Last	edited:	Jul	15,	2019	Reactions:	saxophone101	and	raphael.atienza	Page	8	Hi	there,	why	the	device	wont	be	updated	?	I	can	see	the	upgrade	but	after	a	few	seconds
the	unit	is	restarted	.....	My	MCU	is	3.1	now.	Thanks	for	the	link,	much	appreciated!	When	the	download	was	complete	I	put	all	the	files	on	my	USB	and	had	the	unit	reboot.	I	am	also	looking	into	updating	to	20190522	.	Deje	un	cable	preparado	en	(-)	Entonces	lo	que	hay	que	hacer	es	puntear	el	punto	de	prueba	con	el	cable	gnd,	enchufar	el	cable	usb,
luego	de	escuchar	el	sonido	cuando	se	ve	actividad	en	la	barra	de	progreso	desconectar	el	cable	del	punto	de	prueba	y	conectar	gnd	a	(-),	luego	tendría	que	seguir	la	carga	de	datos	sin	problema.	Hi	Viktorsaari	First	of	all	thanks	...	RESET	BUTTON	FOR	FLASHING	-Also,	not	sure	if	this	is	valid	but	I	have	flashed	a	boot	partition	by	holding	down	the
reset	button	after	disconnecting	usb	to	pc	then	plugging	in	the	usb	starting	the	download	or	memory	write,	then	releasing	the	reset	button.	Firmware	for	YT9213	Device:	(Link)	(Thanks	pajurpl)	Update	/	Upgrade	Files	USB	flash	drive:	Firmware	20190522	HiFi:	(Link)	(Thanks	foxgiggle	,	iSevenAuto)	Firmware	20190906:	(Link)	MCU	3.1	(Link)(Thanks
foxgiggle	)	MCU	2.8	(Link)	(Thanks	lemmon	and	foxgiggle)	Memory	Dump	Procedure	via	flashtool:	(Memory	dump	is	only	needed	if	you	need	full	recovery	from	a	backup.	You	modify	your	Wifi	to	have	a	static	IP	address,	and	have	your	VNC	Server	app	to	boot	at	startup.	luego	puentear	puntos	de	prueba,	hacer	clic	en	write	memory,	enchufar	el	cable



usb,	luego	desconectar	el	puente	de	prueba	y	encender	el	hu.	----------	Post	added	at	10:09	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	09:59	PM	----------	----------	Post	added	at	10:12	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	10:09	PM	----------	Rooted	FW	is	in	the	1st	post,	I'm	currently	using	it,	without	any	issue.	I'm	wondering	whether	firmware	YT9216C_*	(instead
YT9216C_AHD*	)will	fit	to	my	HU	?	Cheers	just	with	the	name	of	your	units	I	found	at	least	10	sites	in	the	first	fews	pages	of	google	Your	unit	is	not	related	at	all	with	our,	you're	just	asking	for	someone	else	to	do	your	work	Thanks	for	your	help.	Thanks	Thanks	Auhh	very	nice	viktorsaari.	That	way,	you’re	not	getting	hit	with	high-interest	rates.	I	see
that	you	are	trying	to	install	32gb	version	on	16gb	device.	The	16gb	then	upgrade	android	stays	greyed	out.	I	tried	to	install	MTD	drivers	on	my	Laptop	Windows	10	and	they	failed	.	At	this	point	I	would	start	FlashTools?	any	links?	(donations	are	always	welcome	):highfive:	Unit	Specs:	motherboard	marking	YT9217	VER1.5	XY	AUTO	also	9218	VER2.4
XY	AUTO	near	the	antenna	Model	no	8227L_demo	android	8.1	Android	YT9217C_00005_V003_20191402_HIFI	Kernel	3.18.22	DDR	1GB	FLASH	16GB	CPU	A7	1.3GHzx4	Amplifier	AC7315	mos	bile	duct	45Wx4	AutoChip	ARM	AC8227L	Mediatek	MT6323LGA	Kingston	EMMC	16G	no	se	pueden	extraer	los	launchers,	el	archivo	esta	dañado	o	es	un
formato	que	no	se	puede	extraer	con	winrar?	Do	you	mean	I	can	install	yt9217c	rom	on	my	head	unit?	Tendria	que	usar	los	mismos	archivos	que	me	mando	el	chino	para	flashear	usando	flash	tool?	Okay	so	does	the	station	name	display	when	in	the	radio	app	itself?	I	still	can	not	give	a	link	to	this	site,	you	must	first	write	10	posts.	after	update,	its
automatic,	it	goes	into	deep	sleep	instead	of	shut	down.	Anyone	knows	more?	To	make	it	work	I	used	the	usb	flash	method	with	the	folder	xyupdate	and	once	in	the	USB	port	I	restarted	the	unit	and	it	updated	without	issues	.....	Reactions:	cafsta	Page	12	With	the	quick	start	MCU2.8,	the	boot	image	and	animation	is	not	that	relevant	anymore.	Luego
resetie	desde	el	agujero	en	vez	de	apagar	desde	la	llave	como	lo	hacia	siempre.	Reading	the	thread	will	help	create	a	larger	overall	image	of	what	to	do	and	not	to	do.	I'm	using	Carwebguru	launcher	so	have	the	strange	window	opening	sometimes	when	starting	my	car	but	it	beats	having	to	wait	a	minute	for	it	to	boot	up.	I	just	want	the	quickest
starting	maps	with	quick	access	to	my	music.	I	also	managed	to	upgrade	to	mcu	3.1	but	I	could	not	update	the	firmware,	the	one	on	the	link	on	the	first	page	did	not	work,	shot	error,	then	I	downloaded	the	one	on	one	of	the	pages	that	is	version	9217B	which	is	just	the	one	I	have,	started	the	update,	when	rebooting	he	loaded	the	status	bar	a	little	and
then	shot	error.	In	Europe	even	radios	20	years	old	support	RDS...	Last	edited:	Aug	11,	2019	Hi,	I	realized	what	bricked	my	HU	was	selecting	"Preloader"	in	the	last	ROM	:	this	is	a	killer.	Anyone	have	issues	with	it?	My	seller	in	china	isn't	a	very	good	responder...	Please	let	me	know	if	I	need	anything	special	Thanks	Hi	there,	I	got	a	radio	off
aliexpress.	1.	MCU	2.8	(same	as	3.1)	is	definitely	an	improvement	on	the	1.9	version.	Anyone	had	any	luck?	Reactions:	Irimia	I	have	the	same	unit,	with	the	same	issue,	wrong	preloader,	bricked	device.	Chinese	knows	that	radio	hasn't	1GB	RAM	and	android	8.1	but	they	still	earn	after	20%	refund.	I	tried	under	Linux,	I	have	a	dual-boot	laptoop	and
Flashtool	for	Linux	which	works	well,	still	I	get	the	4032	error	message	under	linux	so	USB	drive	is	not	faulty.	Already	set	that	and	the	default	volume	and	both	media	and	sound	at	1....	Thanks	Sygic	for	the	most	times.	Then	only	the	ability	to	flash	through	the	program	fleshtool.	I	had	two	old	cables	so	I	cut	off	the	ends	not	needed	and	wired	on	the
end	needed	to	make	a	Male	to	Male	cable.	I	have	contacted	the	seller	and	awaiting	a	response.	Did	I	download	the	wrong	Memory	Dump	file	for	my	YT9218	unit?	I	just	tried	it	on	both	USB	ports.	(picture	is	in	first	post)	Same	problem	that	Pamela	Girl:	I	tried	to	install	another	ROM	from	Russian	forum	YT9218C	flashed	perfect,	then	when	I	turned	on
the	unit	the	screen	stays	blank	:	No	update	progress.	A	lot	of	my	USB	drives	do	not	work	for	the	XYAUTOUPG	method	of	updating	or	the	zip	file.	__	I	tell	you,	I	managed	to	flash	my	car	player,	but	the	happiness	is	not	complete,	now	the	touch	on	the	left	side	does	not	work.	Converted	apps	to	system.	Taking	in	to	consideration	that	my	unit	is	right
above	the	A/C	conduct,	I	think	I	can	simply	open	a	small	hole	for	the	air	to	pass	through	the	unit.....	Curious,	after	a	successful	firmware	flash	how	long	should	it	take	for	the	device	to	boot	up?	I	tried	to	install	Netflix	and	DirectTV	Now	on	mine	and	they	won’t	work,	and	I	read	it’s	because	they	don’t	run	on	rooted	devices.	Check	notification
permissions	of	agama	in	android	settings.	Turn	on	the	head	unit	and	it	will	boot	with	factory	settings	like	a	new	device....	All	relevant	info	about	ROMs	and	flashing	you	can	find	in	top	header	of	this	russian	forum.	Look	at	the	spoilers	in	the	gray	header	layer	and	use	Google	translate	to	understand	what	is	written	there.	Read	the	first	post	if	you	need
more	info.	Try	switching	the	ends	of	the	Male	to	Male	USB	cable.	Unable	to	flash	it	via	sp	flash	tool.	Anyway	to	solve	it?	--Edit:	Found	the	app.	I	believe	you	already	checked	this	in	the	settings.	What	kind	of	icons	would	you	prefere?	no	es	tan	vieja,	es	del	20190225	pero	no	alcansa	para	obtener	la	funcion	de	sueño.	also	a	couple	of	small	gpu	heat	sinks
all	around	the	back	cover	as	well.	Folks,	couple	question	1.	I	have	a	couple	of	questions	you	may	be	able	to	help	me	with,	1st	anyone	know	how	to	turn	off	the	screen	while	still	playing	music?	Last	edited:	Jun	25,	2019	Reactions:	viktorsaari	Hi,	it	worked	out	well	after	I	formatted	the	flash	drive	with	SD	card	Formator.	I	tried	"Format	all	+	download"	:
same	After	a	research	I	made	the	DRAM	Error	message	is	due	99%	of	time	to	a	bad	firmware	but	i	don't	see	what	is	wrong	with	the	firmwares	I	am	trying.	I	have	the	same	unit,	with	the	same	issue,	wrong	preloader,	bricked	device.	After	it	is	recognised	and	operation	starts,	you	can	release	the	jumper	wire.	any	idea	why	?	and	Read	process	will	start.
thanks	a	mi	me	pasó	igual	que	a	vos,	con	el	destornillador	no	tuve	exito	al	puentear	los	puntos	de	prueba.	In	My	Huyndai	santa	FE	it	worked	very	well	(Volume,	Mode..everything).	Should	I	be	doing	a	Memory	Dump	of	A	or	B	A:	ROM_BOOT1	Boot2	User?	I'm	starting	to	get	nervous.	I	can't	make	it	work...	If	you	share	me	the	update	and	say	how	i	must
do	this	thing	i	will	be	very	thanksfull	.	Im	right	now	on	feb	rom.	I	thought	to	download	another	APK	with	RDS	support	but	I	am	suprised	how	much	Online	radio	applications	are	out	there	and	absolutely	no	decent	OFFLINE	radio	apk.	my	device	is	a	brick	at	the	moment,	and	doesn't	recognise	usb	flash	drive	for	updating.	The	radio	app	is	decent	with
Seicane	radios	from	version	643	and	more.	Would	I	have	to	use	the	same	files	that	the	Chinese	sent	me	to	flash	using	flash	tool?	It	will	be	the	instruction	in	Russian.	I	also	noticed	lag	in	agama	load	up	at	car	startup.	Lo	que	si	funcionó	fué	soldar	un	pequeño	cable	en	el	punto	de	prueba	y	conectarlo	con	el	cable	negro	gnd,	al	conectar	el	cable	usb	a	la
pc	se	escucha	un	sonido,	cuando	comienza	a	cargar	rapidamente	desconecto	el	cable	de	prueba	y	conecto	gnd	a	la	fuente	para	encender	el	hu,	ahí	comienza	a	cargar	el	software.	3	-	Tried	to	connect	with	my	Linux	Laptop	and	USB	drivers	for	Linux	:	no	result.	I	downloaded	a	file	call:	YT9218_00005_V003_2019.04.10	-	UI2	(DDR2)	FLASH.rar	To	my
understanding	I	am	to	unrar	the	above	file	and	place	the	content	in	a	folder	called	"XYAUTOUPG"	on	my	USB	drive	that	is	connected	to	the	head	unit.	I	have	an	Android	Stereo	with	these	specs:	Model	number:	8227L_demo	Kernel	version:	3.18.22	Build	number:	android-trunk-m0.AC8227L-V1.0	Custom	build	version:	android-trunk-m0.AC8227L-V1.0
Android:	YT9218_00002_V003_20190118	System:	Android	8.1	Go	CAN	Pro:	no	carbus-V4.1-disconnect	DDR:	2G	FLASH:	16G	Display:	1024*600	MCU1:	HW8227L-3.3-SW0-3.0	Thank	you	All	p.s.	When	click	click	clicking	on	the	Android	version	"Android	8.1	Go"	a	Marshmallow	appears.	Thanks	Car	Settings	in	Alps	8227L	panel	Nice	bro,	I've	a	question.
It	would	be	nice	if	it	was	a	widget	or	better	yet,	if	the	launcher's	built	in	music	player	recognized	the	bluetooth	music	stream	is	active	and	switched	the	controls	and	track	listing	info	to	it.	In	next	window	"Readback	block	start	address",	select	the	region	you	want	to	make	backup	of	(ie.	I	changed	my	head	unit	to	a	new	one.	I	tried	in	Google	and
couldn't	find	it.	THANK	YOU	I'm	glad	it	all	worked	out	for	you.	I	flashed	only	Boot,	System	and	Recovery.	Right	on	Eri76!	This	is	tricky	business	getting	the	correct	specs	vs	what	you	bought.	yes	you	can	revive	the	unit	with	test	point	method.	I'm	not	100%	sure,	i	guess	First	the	06	version	Then	0522hifi	(First	post).	I	only	have	to	disassemble	and	test
without	power	bypassing	the	test	points,	if	you	have	any	advice	I	will	be	grateful.	Will	give	it	a	try.	I	downloaded	and	installed	the	oldest	of	the	3	(rooted	and	TWRP	IMG	included).	Thank	u	@viktorsaari	this	worked	for	me	your	a	life	saver....	I	asked	Gurus	at	4pda	and	none	have	found	any	solution.	Last	edited:	Jul	23,	2019	Reactions:	viktorsaari	I'm
trying	to	install	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	(Root,	TWRP)	(the	one	with	XYAUTOUPG	folder	in	it),	but	the	upgrading	doesn't	start.	Should	be	able	to	find	it	if	you	search	Sent	from	my	iPhone	using	Tapatalk	I	think	in	order	to	install	google	play	store	you	first	have	to	install	3	other	parts.	How	do	i	recover?	and	try	to	find	a	rom
suitable	for	2/32	memory	device	from	4pda	its	always	better	to	make	a	full	backup	before	trying	anything	new.	I	can	only	use	the	Rooted	one	from	4PDA	forum.	No	idea,	what	else	you	can	try	If	you	can	connect	a	PC	to	headunit	and	flashed	a	ROM	with	TWRP,	may	be	you	can	use	adb	reboot	recovery	and	clear	data	and	cache	via	TWRP?	There	is	so
many	empty	spot	on	theses	connector	on	the	back	lol	1	USB	-	4	pin	connector	2USB	-	6pin	connector	This	is	interesting,	the	modes	do	exactly	as	their	names	suggest.	We	are	the	same,	tomorrow	I	will	try	to	recover	my	hu	through	the	test	points.	Also	most	of	ROMS	i	found	in	russian	board,	when	downloaded	with	SP	FLASH	says	"Scatter	file	invalid"	!
Can	you	help	me	with	process	to	map	the	touch	boutons	?	Regarding	the	waze,	I	did	not	try	any	other	navigator...	I	am	too	lazy	to	disassemble	everything,	I	have	to	disassemble	half	of	the	car	to	remove	the	hu.	I	install	0522	version	from	4pda,	rooted	and	with	twrp	installed....	Ahora	tambien	funciona	el	modo	sueño,	es	increible	tarda	1	seg	en	aparecer
el	launcher	y	3	seg	en	sonar	la	musica.	It	doesn't	show	station	name	in	the	app,	only	in	the	notification	bar	and	only	if	i	minimize	radio	app.	Nice	bro,	I've	a	question.	Boot_1,	Boot_2,	USER).	it	was	updated.	I	believe	there	is	a	dedicated	rear	camera	input	line	(#25).	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Follow	the	Memory	Dump	Procedure,	in	first	post,	but	only	write
the	boot_1	at	EMMC_BOOT_1	Only	hold	the	short	while	connecting	the	usb	cable	and	wait	until	the	write	process	starts.	C	won't	install	on	B.	Keeping	in	mind	the	head	unit	will	need	to	be	turned	on	so	this	means	having	the	key	in	the	ignition	or	inside	the	vehicle	depending	on	its	model.	viktor...	FM	in	Japan	is	76-90	MHz,	but	my	Head	Unit	is	87-108
MHz,	How	fix	it?	I	just	need	to	update	the	firmware	for	the	quick	start	to	work.	Now	search	and	connect	the	OBD	dongle	normally.	Try	adjusting	the	settings.	Also	it	filter	messages	from	car	to	mcu.	Trying	to	control	heat,	by	attaching	an	old	gpu	heat	sink	with	a	small	screw	and	some	thermal	paste,	behind	the	amplifier	chip.	Every	Android	device	has
always	been	rooted	by	my	hands	so	I	feel	hell	bent	to	do	the	same	to	this	head	unit.	The	version	you	posted	works	perfectly.	Update	/	Upgrade	Procedure	via	USB	flash	drive:	Copy	the	zip	file	(do	not	extract)	to	usb	drive	or	microSD	card,	(formatted	by	SD	Card	Formatter).	music	and	nav	both	work	simultaneously	well.	(	)	Reactions:	bitstra	If	you	are
using	Spotify	in	our	headunit,	I	encourage	you	to	use	Spotify	lite...::	much	faster	than	the	standard	one	...	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	Yes,	try	the	usb	uprgades	I	have	shared	in	1st	post.	I	modded	the	UI2	Launcher	a	little	bit	for	my	personal	needs.	then	skip	the	test	points,	click	write	memory,	connect	the	usb	cable,	then	disconnect	the	test
jumper	and	turn	on	the	hu.	But	for	engineering	mode	it	request	another	code!	Please	any	ideas.?	Choose	according	to	the	firmware	version	that	you	had	after	the	purchase.	:highfive:	Reactions:	epilef10	Page	22	Curious,	after	a	successful	firmware	flash	how	long	should	it	take	for	the	device	to	boot	up?	I	think	it	does.	Page	26	Hello	everyone	.
(requires	android	22.5.2019	and	mcu2.8)	Do	you	have	any	issues	with	20190522	from	the	4PDA	forum?	In	the	developer’s	settings	/	setting	the	backlight	of	the	buttons,	uncheck	the	boxes.	@viktorsaari	do	we	have	engineering	test	debugging	code	in	factory	settings	menu?	Last	edited:	Jun	11,	2019	Reactions:	ric69	There	is	no	need	to	download
preloader,	if	you	follow	my	method.	Last	edited:	Aug	3,	2019	Reactions:	eyadmojahed	Gracias	por	l	ayuda.	When	I	press	it	in	my	same	android	panel,	it	says	"This	is	no	Car	configured	to	this	device."	How	to	configure	this	option	according	to	the	car?	what	is	your	current	version	of	android?	May	I	ask	what	version	of	igo	are	you	using?	I	had	1.9	with	no
sleep,	updated	to	2.8	with	sleep	function,	updated	to	3.1,	still	have	sleep	function.	I	have	almost	1	hour	travel	so	radio	is	a	good	company	for	chats,	news,	economy	etc.	(A	bit	of	a	tension	fit	with	foam,	cough	cough)	Thank	you	Page	24	Anyone	notice	there	is	not	much	bass	?	Reactions:	cafsta	and	raphael.atienza	\	Yes	my	flash	drives	are	in	FAT32
format.	----------	Post	added	at	12:16	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	11:55	AM	----------	Yo	lo	hice	con	el	primer	post	y	me	funcionó	....	and	how	can	i	do	custom	boot	logo	since	my	car	logo	is	not	in	the	list	no,	I'm	pretty	sure	touch	buttons	don't	work	until	booted	up.	Thanks	Last	edited:	Jul	22,	2019	Is	there	any	rom	support	for	my	device	here???	I	used
both	options:	With	the	rar	file	unzipped	and	later	wiht	the	rar	file	extracted.	My	version	is	MCU	3.0	and	it	still	showing	boot	logo	everytime	even	it	is	above	2.8.	It	come	come	with	the	head	unit	by	default.	no	soy	un	experto	pero	si	yo	lo	logre	tú	puedes	hacerlo	.	Plus	it	helps	that	I	live	in	cold	climate	to	begin	with,	(Finland).	I	took	an	image	and	it	looks
like	I	also	have	16GB	of	memory.	Would	anyone	have	.zip	file	that	would	allow	me	to	root	my	head	unit	without	the	need	for	a	computer?	That	is	the	file	that	the	Chinese	sent	me,	it	is	not	the	one	on	the	first	page.	I	would	flash	firmware	as	you	instructed.	Sorry	for	my	english	Does	your	head	unit	shows	only	white	screen	for	a	second	and	turning	off	by
itself?	I'm	at	my	wits	end	with	this	damn	head	unit	[emoji2365][emoji2365][emoji2365]	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	I	really	need	my	android	version	updated	so	that	I	can	make	use	of	the	time	delay/sleep	feature.	Thank	you	kindly	for	all	the	help	and	support.	Look	like	there	is	fews	empty	connector	on	the	back,	any	idea	if	one	of	theses	are
vss	(vehicule	speed	sensor	input),	parking	brake	input	or	audio	in	(in	the	back,	not	front?	Best	regards	Hi	there,	why	the	device	wont	be	updated	?	it's	model	is	NXP6851	and	the	cpu	is	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	Would	anyone	be	able	to	provide	me	with	instructions	on	how	to	flash	this	and	provide	me	with	the	files	please.	Thanks	Not	yet,	Im	using	agama
launcher,	poweramp	and	igo	primo.	"	Perfect!	It	worked	perfectly	by	going	into	engineer	mode	and	making	changes.	Last	edited:	Jun	11,	2019	Page	3	viktor...so,	i	will	select	the	file	path	from	the	two	rar	file	u	shared?	you	might	need	to	flash	all	of	them	as	it	was	rooted....	Normally	KEY	1	is	enough.	USB	flash	drive	in	FAT32	format.	(Link)	Load	scatter
file	and	preloader	(Link)	in	spflashtool.	Then	I	have	to	press	volume	up	to	2	and	sound	actually	become	lower	compare	to	1.	I	went	from	good	to	bad	to	worse	Curious,	after	a	successful	firmware	flash	how	long	should	it	take	for	the	device	to	boot	up?	----------	Post	added	at	12:36	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:33	PM	----------	@viktorsaari	Thank	you
for	your	efforts	getting	so	much	info.	Should	I	connect	it	to	12V	source	and	then	short	TEST	point	?	I	have	no	problem	with	install	Google	apps	but	I	couldn't	sign	in	with	Google	account.	Anyone	tried	and	succeeded	with	the	rooted	twrp	version	of	May2019	firmware?	It's	a	must.	I	reverted	to	stock	from	Rooted	TWRP	via	XYAUTOUPG	installation.	Now
when	I	long	press	POWER	touch	button	I	see	date	and	time.	For	some	reason	this	only	works	with	certain	usb	and	cards.	Thanks...	"I	mean	no	one	has	thought	to	develop	a	tuner	application	that	uses	Phone	radio	chip	and	doesn't	need	internet..?!	It	is	crazy	how	people	depend	on	internet	connection	these	days	"	The	main	problem	is:	Radio	app	are
made	specifically	for	the	chip	and	framework	used	in	the	HU,	becouse	there	is	no	pre	made	android	layer	for	FM	radio	Rooted	FW	is	in	the	1st	post,	I'm	currently	using	it,	without	any	issue.	I	tell	you,	I	managed	to	flash	my	car	player,	but	the	happiness	is	not	complete,	now	the	touch	on	the	left	side	does	not	work.	T.I.A.	Recovering	I	accidently	flash
preloader	and	end	up	bricking	the	device	undetected	to	the	pc.	It	is	working	perfectly,	but	how	to	get	the	sleep	mode	on	it?	I'm	still	having	a	problem	connecting	to	my	PC	may	have	to	use	the	hardware	forced	(testpoint)	method!	Last	edited:	Jun	1,	2019	You	need	usb	male	to	male	cable,	attach	it	to	usb1	on	the	device.	Hi,	you	are	right,	the	hardware
supports	rds,	but	the	radio	app	doesn't.	I	need	to	reference	this	as	a	means	of	troubleshooting.	I	knew	absolutely	nothing	about	this	unit	but	the	forum	of	helpful	members	made	all	the	difference.	Start	address	is	0x0000000000000000	Length	copy	and	paste	from	the	text	file	you	created	earlier.	I	tried	SWD	interface	but	couldn't	get	it	to	recognize
anything.	I	can't	use	it	due	to	unsupported	device	Last	edited:	Aug	9,	2019	the	one	in	1st	post	works	on	Windows	10.	My	current	android	version	is	20181224.	Can’t	remember	what	they	are,	one	is	something	like	“google	framework”	or	something.	but	for	last	month	version,	it	did,	but	only	with	this	file	xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L_demo-ota-
20190522_HIFI.zip,	Others	at	4pda	have	been	using	all	sorts	of	bootabe	firmwares,	witch	have	never	worked	on	mine.	Now	when	you	plugin	the	usb,	it	will	automatically	pull	the	right	driver	for	it.	however	the	mcu	2.8	does	not	work	and	the	button	in	the	system	info	is	still	gray	......	Sometimes	disabling	Bluetooth	helps	with	the	wifi	reception.	it	works
well	with	agama's	center	widget.	Best	regards	Page	9	It	installed	nicely	once	I	connected	the	flash	drive	in	USB2.	its	above	400	page	thread.	I	hope	it	helps.	Also	Im	looking	for	the	AirRadio	App.	"	Reactions:	raffhan	and	Igor	Correa	Page	13	On	the	flash	drive	folder	XYAUTOUPG.	Despues	entré	a	este	foro	y	me	di	cuenta	que	era	porque	estaba	usando
un	pendriver	y	necesitaba	usar	una	memoria	microsd,	asi	que	arme	un	pendrive	con	una	microsd	que	tenia,	pero	al	medio	de	la	actualizacion	salio	un	error,	tuve	que	resetear	y	ahora	la	pantalla	esta	negra,	ya	no	toma	el	usb.	Also	I'm	pretty	sure	I	saw	that	there	is	only	one	USB	on	the	front?	The	same	thing	happened	to	me,	I	formatted	it	with	the	sd
memory	formatter	and	nothing	happened.	My	device	is	not	working	like	yours	but	with	your	help	I	am	hopeful	I	can	get	it	working.	It	is	not	so	old,	it	is	20190225	but	it	is	not	enough	to	get	the	dream	function.	Last	edited:	Aug	7,	2019	I	screwed	up	again	Tratando	de	actualizar	a	la	vercion	yt9217c	con	flash	tool,	acabo	de	bloquear	mi	hu,	ahora	no
detecta	el	cable	usb	al	conectarlo,	la	pantalla	enciende	de	color	blanco	parpadeante	al	conectar	el	cable,	pero	ya	no	se	escucha	el	sonido	de	conexion,	al	accionar	la	llave	de	contacto	flash	tool	no	hace	nada,	antes	empezaba	a	cargar.	No.	I	used	the	20190522	version	from	here.	----------	Post	added	at	02:56	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	02:46	PM	-------
---	If	you	use	the	original	harness	no	problem.	Trying	to	control	heat,	by	attaching	an	old	gpu	heat	sink	with	a	small	screw	and	some	thermal	paste,	behind	the	amplifier	chip.	----------	Post	added	at	03:13	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	03:05	PM	----------	Another	thing	I	forgot	to	mention	is	that	the	unit	and	application	oppening	was	a	little	lagged	from
factory.	looking	into	rds	radio	app.	I	use	version	"	YT9218C_00005_V003_20190505_HIFI_UI2	(2-32)FLASH	".	This	will	determine	whether	I'm	keeping	this	head	unit	or	not.	After	a	successful	Memory	Dump,	should	I	flash	the	firmware	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	but	not	the	preloader?	Now	the	sleep	mode	also	works,	it	is	amazing,	it	takes
1	second	to	appear	the	launcher	and	3	seconds	to	play	the	music.	Hi	victor	Thanks	....	Uploading	Firmware	(full	or	parts):	If	you	are	uploading	the	firmware	available	in	parts,	you	only	need	to	upload	"BOOTIMG"	and	"ANDROID"	(SYSTEM).	Is	it	MCU	related?	Reactions:	cafsta	what	is	your	current	version	of	android?	----------	Post	added	at	05:17	AM	----
------	Previous	post	was	at	04:57	AM	----------	Oh.	So	no	need	to	update	for	now?	Standby	mode	does	work	and	it	only	does	a	full	Boot	after	a	full	day.	When	install	process	is	ready,	turn	off	the	head	unit.	Test	the	yellow	and	black	wire	for	constant	12v	and	ground	respectively,	while	the	car	is	off.	I'll	get	another	USB	drive	and	try	again	and	report	the
results.	Help	Help	Please:crying:	After	recovering	boot1,	try	flashing	the	fashtool	firmware	by	first	unchecking	the	preloader	file.	so	need	to	go	back	to	original	firmware....	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	I'm	using	this:	firmware	20190522	(HiFi)	But	had	this	rda	info	in	the	previuos	rom	The	radio	app	is	the	default	in	the	firmware.	Will	you	be
able	to	walk	me	through	how	to	install	firmware	or	resolve	this	issue?	The	20190522	update	I	got	from	4PDA	with	MCU	2.8	has	Sleep	working	properly	though.	ATM	nothing	I've	used	root	to	remount	system	partition	trying	to	replace	radio	app.	does	it	mean	o	should	not	be	worried	?	Someone	know	how	to	fix	this?	about	30	seconds	Okay,	thanks
Thank	you	Hi,	I	realized	what	bricked	my	HU	was	selecting	"Preloader"	in	the	last	ROM	:	this	is	a	killer.	You	can	boot	in	recovery	mode	via	android	terminal	emulator:	reboot	recovery	And	after	that	you	can	mount	USB	storage.	I	assumed	they	must	all	come	rooted	from	the	factory?	Yes	follow	the	instructions	from	the	first	post.	Last	edited:	Jul	24,
2019	This	option	may	not	work	if	you	have	firmware	version	9216	or	9217.	oGRTHA4B!qDh7GWauI8lPCbau4o_CrZxn-dyyQRbUuBV8VH--5Nc	1.	It	depends	on	what	file	you	are	using	to	upgrade.	1.	Hi	How	did	you	manage	to	fix	it	I	have	the	same	problem?	but	not	yet	connect	to	pc.	Restart	and	let	the	install	happen?	I	can't	give	links	here.	----------	Post
added	at	12:46	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:36	PM	----------	Hi	I	downgraded	to	an	old	factory	firmware	20181024	from	4PDA	site	(XYAUTOUPG	Folder	on	a	USB	on	USB1	port)	then	I	upgraded	to	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	(USB	2	port).	)	key	2	is	just	another	ground	but	still	nothing	.	So,	you	didn't	use	any	files	from	the	first
download	where	you	took	the	scatter	file	from?	How	to	fix	this?	----------	Post	added	at	07:05	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	06:48	PM	----------	Hi,	I'm	glad	it	worked,	and	your	device	is	now	ok.	The	last	few	times	I	have	connected	it	it	seems	to	start	charging	then	stop	then	start	then	stop	over	and	over	again	in	rapid	succession.	Hi	@viktorsaari	Would
you	know	the	difference	between	the	firmware	with	HIFI	in	the	filename?	and	which	chips	are	on	the	board?	Exactly	what	files	should	I	be	flashing	at	this	point?	Yep,	that	was	already	on.	Oh.	Not	faster	or	anything?	If	the	device	has	dedicated	radio	chip	inside,	the	Firmware	number	will	show	as	YT9218,	if	no	radio	chip,	then	it	will	show	as	YT9217
Memory	dump:	20181222	HiFi:	(Link)	(thanks	mazepa2000)	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	HiFi:	(Link)	Preloader	(Boot_1)	from	other	Similar	Firmwares:	(Link)	Download	the	one	similar	to	your	device's	version.	no	more	hangups	and	lag.	How	long	should	the	first	boot	take?	Anyone	have	installed	Google	Assistant?	I	have	been	searching	for	"ROOT	TWRP"
and	came	across	several	pages	thanks	to	google	translate.	Y	que	tipo	de	cable	necesito.	I	would	double	check	the	wiring,	Yellow	=	continuous	12v.	Serves	the	purpose,	Navigation,	Music,	Reverse	cam	and	occasional	Youtube.	No	success	so	far	:crying:	Auhh	okay	I	see.	Also	if	there	are	more	than	a	few	launchers	installed,	it	makes	things	glitch.	Go	to
the	audio	balance	setting	in	the	equaliser.	I	asked	him	to	write	me	a	private	message	if	he	has	any	issues	or	concerns....	Uh	I	don't	think	it	has	RDS.	You	can	still	register	for	free,	and	download	the	file.	using	mtk	engineering	mode:	and	if	i	go	to	home,	while	radio	is	on:	Wow...	Hi	I	am	new	on	this	forum.	I'll	give	up	and	try	flashtool	method	Last	edited:
Jul	24,	2019	What	is	your	current	version	of	android?	I	dont	see	a	rom	with	flash	in	it.	u	can	use	pencil	only.	I	couldn't	make	it	work,	it	had	different	scatter	file	than	mine.	Now	I	am	looking	to	update	the	MCU.	Thank	you	Page	23	Congrats	to	all	who	successfully	flashed	their	head-unit.	Android	Upgrade	Procedure:	Copy	the	zip	file	(do	not	extract)	to
usb	drive	or	microSD	card,	(formatted	by	SD	Card	Formatter).	Click	Android	Upgrade.	I	park	at	my	house	yard	and	the	HU	is	barely	able	to	connect	to	my	home	WIFI	10	meters	away	!!!	Last	edited:	Aug	7,	2019	Reactions:	jfinesse2000	and	cafsta	ROOT	PS.	I	had	to	use	twrp	to	upgrade?	Then	I	entered	this	forum	and	I	realized	that	it	was	because	I
was	using	a	pendriver	and	I	needed	to	use	a	microsd	memory,	so	I	built	a	pendrive	with	a	microsd	that	I	had,	but	in	the	middle	of	the	update	an	error	came	out,	I	had	to	reset	and	now	the	Screen	is	black,	it	doesn't	take	usb	anymore.	Connect	to	usb	port	1	or	2.	These	things	add	up.CC0/ImageParty/Pixabay	Even	if	you’re	working	on	a	private	party
used	car	sale,	the	condition	of	the	tires	matter.	Thanks	Maxkir	&	Viktorsaari	for	your	explanations...	I	truly	never	wanted	to	open	up	this	device,	this	has	been	the	toughest	root	ever	and	I	was	sweating	bullets	with	every	test	point	process.	Chip	ID:	6625	My	app	radio	do	exactly	same	in	notification	can	see	name	of	the	radio	station	but	in	app	just
frequency	Was	searching	but	with	no	luck	at	all	If	anyone	have	worked	moded	radio	apk	with	working	rds	please	share	Regards	Hi,	sorry	for	the	misunderstanding	earlier.	Oprogramowanie	układowe	ROM	dla	chińskiej	jednostki	głównej	7	"z	AC8227l	YT92	Hi,	can	anyone	help	me	with	YT9217B	radio	1.	Are	you	aware	of	a	hard	Vol-	input	on	the	PCB?
No	such	issue	with	device	freezing	on	my	end.	I	am	not	sure	if	the	reason	is	because	I	just	tried	to	replace	the	android	version	with	the	same	version	(	I	was	trying	to	reinstall	the	OS)	Perfect!	It	worked	perfectly	by	going	into	engineer	mode	and	making	changes.	Anyone	get	a	hold	of	the	software	from	the	similar	Seicane	units?	Page	14	Sound
Difference	at	each	corner?	I	read	somewhere	in	a	forum.	Uploading	Firmware	(full	or	parts):	(It	works	on	some	devices	but	it	didn't	work	on	mine)	If	you	are	uploading	the	firmware	available	in	parts,	you	only	need	to	upload	"BOOTIMG"	and	"ANDROID"	(SYSTEM).	I've	tried	a	couple	of	codes,	But	no	luck	Anyone	know	the	difference	beetween
usermode	e	direct	sleep	mode?	Hello	Good	People,	Is	my	unit	1GB	or	2GB	DDR?	I	haven't	been	able	to	find	a	third	party	avrcp	control	widget	that	could	be	used	this	way	either.	Thanks	in	advance	for	the	help	!!	Last	edited:	Jun	9,	2019	That's	strange,	because	I	tried	it	myself	before	suggesting	it,	and	I	was	able	to	download	it.	I've	used	the	USB	option.
The	screen	freezes	and	after	1	minute	it	reboots.	You	may	need	to	install	GalaPublicResources.	now	the	audios	are	equalized.	Save	and	exit.	It	seems	like	old	smartphones	of	5-6	years	ago.	I	do	not	need	help	with	Flashing	updates	(yet	I	will	try	some	stuff,	maybe	it	will	work.	USB	update	is	safer	and	faster.	It	is	annoying	because	you	cannot	listen
music	and	have	a	waze	at	the	same	time	any	similar	behavior	on	your	side??	Try:	26959910	Reactions:	O.i.D	Maybe	I'm	just	dumb	but	I	can't	find	the	second	USB	port	lol	Also	anyone	have	the	complete	pinout	of	the	units?	I	cannot	open	the	rest	of	the	files	on	the	first	page,	it	seems	that	they	are	defective	or	the	winrar	does	not	recognize	the	format
despite	being	.rar	Datos	de	mi	unidad:	radio:NXP6851	modelo:	F-Z-701TA	Chip:	OS:	Android	8,1	A	RAM:	1	GB	DDR3	ROM:16GB	Resolución:	1024*600.	Also	viktorsaari	has	installed	it.	I	forgot	to	mention	that	I	have	updated	already	to	the	version	20190522	using	a	usb	stick	and	everything	works	well	.....	hello	every	one,	any	one	connected	the
Bluetooth	TPMS	sensors	to	the	HU?	Thanks	for	your	input.	To	get	the	headunit	to	respond	I	have	to	unplug	it	from	the	car	then	it	works	again.	Set	start	address	to	0x00	Use	this	to	write	Boot_1	,	Boot_2	and	User,	to	EMMC_Boot_1,	EMMC_Boot_2	and	EMMC_User	respectivly.	It	would	not	take	me	to	the	desktop,	instead	it	would	hang	during	the
bootup	animation	and	would	take	me	into	TWRP	Recovery.	Same	problem	here,	i've	emailed	altercars.ru	but	no	answer.	I	also	tried	to	find	the	update	but	couldn't.	therefore	it	will	not	install	on	C	version.	They	both	work	fine	on	my	unit,	(installed	via	memory	dump,	and	then	regular	update).	You	might	need	the	original	firmware	to	fix	this	issue.
Thanks	I	answer	to	myself....	Radio	shown	is	"'CHIP	ID	6625".	Edit:	if	your	unRAR	program	asks	for	a	password	for	unpacking	the	RAR	file,	then	use	Eazy	unRAR	app	from	Playstore	on	your	Android	device	-	it	ignores	password	lock	in	RAR	file	...	Are	you	sure	you	have	stored	the	rom	file	under	the	XYAUTOUPG	folder	in	the	USB	dongle?	But,	before
I've	bought	1GB	version	for	the	same	money.	Any	tips?	There	were	no	article	found	for	this	model.	I	have	tried	going	into:	(You	may	need	to	remap	side	touch	buttons	in	Factory	settings	->	Touch	settings).	I'll	have	a	look.	I	will	have	a	closer	look	at	the	harness	with	the	RCA	connectors.	have	you	noticed	any	temperature	reduction	comparing	to	the
unit	without	the	heat	sink?	Have	you	noticed	better	responsive	(fluid)	experience	with	the	new	ROMs	?	Maybe	it	will	fix	the	headunit	sometimes	confusing	volume	down	with	track	skip	on	the	aftermarket	wireless	steering	wheel	controls...	It	is	very	very	low	quality	material	----------	Post	added	at	08:02	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:58	PM	----------
wow,	that	is	expensive,	mine	was	only	58	euro	on	ali	xpress.	T.I.A.	Root	TWRP	May	firmware	Flashtool	version	I	have	added	link	to	the	Root	TWRP	May	firmware	to	the	1st	post,	which	worked	on	my	unit.	Super	Thank	you	Boot1	dumps	are	collected	here	(which	contain	the	preloader).	So	I	used	the	"xyauto"	named	zip	file	in	USB	port	2	and	VOILA	-	It
worked.	The	Settings	windows	says:	YT9216C_00005_V004_20190523,	could	this	be	due	to	the	Boot1	file?	Thank	you!!!	if	you	have	22.05	version,	you	are	not	missing	anything	by	not	updating	to	24.06.	No	Difference.	Its	really	simple,	line	up	the	colors	white	to	white	black	to	black	red	to	red	etc	To	connect	the	head	unit	to	a	PC	you	will	need	a	Male	to
Male	USB	cable.	There	is	no	way	to	root	the	device..	Can	someone	describe	the	uploading	procedure	and	attach	files?	On	mine	this	doesn't.	Attached	is	a	pic	of	the	error	I	get.	Secondly	has	anyone	connected	the	SWC	from	their	vehicle	to	the	unit.	Zipped	or	not	zipped.	I	think	the	problem	is	only	the	radio	app.	How	did	you	connect	the	headunit	to	the
pc?	Just	have	to	wait	for	the	end	of	the	firmware.	,	solder	with	two	small	wires	and	luckily	it	worked.	Thanks	All	I	know	is	heat	sink	is	also	warm	to	touch.	armv7l	Architecture	Resolution:	800x480,	160	dpi,	68Hz	Memory:	881	MB	Cores:	1	Hi,	My	honda	car	has	stock	android	head	unit	with	the	below	specifications.	I	myself	was	able	to	use	the	1st
option	successfully	but	got	error	with	option	2.	Les	cuento,	logré	flashear	mi	car	player,	pero	la	felicidad	no	es	completa,	ahora	no	funcionan	los	touch	del	lado	izquierdo.	B:	Boot1	Boot2	User	The	User	Memory	Dump	is	over	15gb?	Using	the	test	points	as	a	momentary	switch	input,	I	can	select	"Fastboot"	(as	I	assume	I	need)	but	the	"Vol-"	must	be
pressed	to	commit	the	selection.	I	got	the	USB	port	working	again	but	I	still	need	help	in	what	to	do	next	to	get	the	unit	back	up	and	running	with	Root	and	everything	else.	I	followed	your	instructions	and	my	bricked	unit	is	back	to	life.	Save	settings.	and	in	hifi	version,	hifi	needs	alway	be	on	to	have	decent	sound	output.	T.I.A.	Volume	doesn't	work	on
agama,	I	have	disabled	volume	buttons	in	agama	settings.	Thanks!	The	latest	Rooted	version	with	Sleep	on	MCU	2.8	on	4PDA	freezes	a	lot.	Last	edited:	Jul	29,	2019	the	firmware	in	link	is	stock.	what	is	the	head	unit	reloaded	app?..	My	question	is	there	still	any	other	way	to	recover	my	head	unit	maybe	using	test	point	method?	it	is	working	fine	when
it	is	running	but	if	Waze	is	running	in	the	background	some	times	it	closes	automatically...	Hello	Good	People,	I	am	new	to	the	thread	and	have	been	trying	to	read	every	post	to	make	sense	of	all	this.	Its	always	a	team	effort.	Then	run	which	ever	function	you	need.	Got	it	connected	and	the	system	is	thumping!	Thank	you	----------	Post	added	at	08:36
PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	08:32	PM	----------	Anyone	notice	there	is	not	much	bass	?	Now	it	works.	Device	is	a	bit	on	the	slow	side,	but	as	they	say	"you	get	what	you	pay	for".	--OR--	Extract	the	zip	into	a	folder	named	XYAUTOUPG	into	the	flash	drive	or	microSD	card,	connect	to	usb	port	1	or	2	and	then	reboot.	I	live	in	a	place	where	weather	is
never	below	20's	C/	70's	F	and	the	A/C	is	always	on.	My	windows	10	pc	doesn't	recognize	the	head	unit..	About	glitches,	check	if	agama	has	all	the	notification	access	it	needs.	You	need	to	flash	the	boot	and	preloader	files	first,	and	then	the	rest	of	the	firmware	files.	Worth	trying??	I	disabled	the	Bluetooth	but	still	having	issues	with	the	wifi	not
connecting	to	a	T-Mobile	SyncUp	mobile	hotspot	I	have	for	the	car.	Several	times	I	have	tried	to	start	all	over	but	this	time	I	am	getting	this	error	message	in	the	picture	below.	(or	755	?).	Red	wire	to	Acc	or	ignition	key.	you	only	need	to	flash	correct	Boot_1	part	and	your	original	firmware	should	be	able	to	boot	normally..	----------	Post	added	at	02:56
PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	02:46	PM	----------	REMOTE	CONTROLS	-Anyone	get	the	steering	wheel	remote	controls	to	work	with	this	head	unit,	I	have	not	been	successful	at	getting	them	to	work	on	my	honda.	I	haven't	tried.	I	myself	have	tried	the	YT9217B	version,	on	this	many	google	apps	don't	install.	check	this	option,	this	is	your	case.	but	I
did	not	choose	rom1	boot1,	I	chose	user.	I	have	experience	with	using	Odin	but	not	this	Flashtool.	Which	method	sould	work	to	install	the	update	?	I	tried	also	testpoint	with	sd	card	(and	.upg	rom	files	inside)	Did	you	plug	the	unit	into	12v	power,	I	don't	think	usb	power	is	strong	enough	for	test	point	method?	Last	edited:	Aug	10,	2019	Is	my	unit	1GB
or	2GB	DDR?	I	am	so	tired	of	this	unit.	YT9218_00002_V003_20190118	start	with	just	the	"user"	and	experiment.	I	tried	making	my	own	boot	animation	and	the	screen	is	now	black	but	music	and	touch	works	but	cannot	see	what	is	going	on..	Hi,	your	device	looks	very	different	than	mine,	in	appearance,	specs	and	user	interface.	Backlight	screen	with
my	USB	access	Flash	the	Boot_1	dump	as	well,	and	try,	its	in	same	folder.	I	had	to	invert	the	red	and	yellow	wires.	Also	i've	problem	using	navi,	it	says	google	maps	connected,	but	it	doesn't	give	any	route	info	in	the	launcher	Sygic	works	perfectly	with	agama	center	widget.	I	will	download	and	try	the	Memory	Dump	20181222	which	is	a	much	larger
file.	Well	it's	just	because	I	can't	install	the	05	version	right	away	(keep	saying	that	there	is	an	incorrect	firmware).	it	is	also	in	the	attachment	to	the	first	post.	Build	8227_demo	Image	is	just	for	exemple	(not	from	HU)	--	just	to	illustrate	the	same	message	I	have	:	Last	edited:	Aug	14,	2019	Hello	everyone	My	English	is	not	good,	please	forgive	me.	The
memory	dump	has	only	partitioned	16	Gb	out	of	32	in	your	device.	Memory	Dump:	Load	scatter	file(MT8127_Android_scatter.txt)	in	flashtool.	Alguien	ya	intento	esto	o	a	sabido	de	alguien	que	lo	halla	echo?	What	does	it	look	like?	Do	the	same	to	write	all	three	partitions.	Help	Help	Please:crying:	We	are	the	same,	tomorrow	I	will	try	to	recover	my	hu
through	the	test	points.	There	are	many	ex	However	to	have	your	HU	root-ed	you	need	a	pre-rooted	ROM	installed.	I'm	loving	the	2205	updates	as	well	as	the	3.1	MCU...	I	have	used	as	alternative	AGAMA	which	is	very	customizable	and	very	nice.	Hello	All,	Since	the	volume	up/	down	buttons	do	not	not	work	has	anyone	thought	of	adding	a	Tasker
Button	in	its	place	for	volume	up/	down?	The	issue	is	that	it	entered	a	cyclic	reset	state,	asked	the	seller	for	help	and	sent	me	the	file	to	update	it	through	the	usb1	with	a	video	with	instructions,	I	did	everything	as	is	the	video	and	nothing	happened.	Hang	in	there,	your	so	close!	1.	Last	edited:	Jul	30,	2019	hi.	In	the	hairness	you	have	a	wire	labelled
"reverse"	:	this	needs	to	be	connected	to	+12V	from	your	camera.	worth	updating.	Unless	rooted.	If	so,	where	would	i	put	it	or	take	it?	Will	check	under	MTK	engineering	mode	if	it	shows	RDS	info.	Has	anyone	got	hold	of	MCU	3.1?	Saw	this	in	4PDA	but	couldn't	find	the	file	anywhere.	Then	I	press	volume	up	and	down	to	make	lower...	:highfive:	blank
screen	with	no	usb,	trying	to	utilize	swd/swim	anyone	else	trying	to	use	the	swim	port	on	the	board?	Hi,	Scatter	file	is	only	needed	to	make	sp	flash	tool	recognise	the	partition	table	on	the	device.	Last	edited:	Aug	8,	2019	Hello	All,	I	attempted	to	use	flash	tool	to	root	my	device	and	for	the	last	hour	my	head	unit	stays	on	the	bootup	screen	though	not
frozen.	I	have	looked	in	other	forums	but	have	not	found	anything	related	to	WiFi	issues	and	this	HU	Thank	you.:fingers-crossed:	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	and	saxophone101	Firmware	20190622	with	MCU	3.1	via	flash	tool	Updated	to	latest	firmware	via	memory	dump.	Last	edited:	Jul	18,	2019	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	After	installing	the	ROM
from	PDA4.ru:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	I	have	issues	when	using	power	of	the	headunit.	Now	I	wanted	to	turn	back	to	same	ROM	but	SP	FLASH	TOOL	deosn't	recognize	the	HU	anymore	:crying:	I	tried	to	open	the	motherboard	to	find	the	test	points	but	the	screws	are	soooo	tight	that	i	almost	broked	2	screwdrivers	!!!
HELP.	with	this	"Memory	Dump	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	YT9217C	HIFI"	began	to	load.	:good:	Thanks	@viktorsaari,	Today,	I	remove	cover	and	take	picture,	nameplate	so	simple.	What	USB	port	did	you	use?	Please	help	to	me	to	update	the	firmware	of	the	unit.	You’ll	be	checking	the	oil,	transmission	fluid	and	brake	fluid.	I	will	try	to	connect	the
aircon	vent	to	the	unit	somehow	----------	Post	added	at	12:45	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:38	PM	----------	Hi	there	I	have	a	couple	of	issues	I	would	like	to	share	:	I	am	still	having	issues	with	Waze...	I	know	it's	easy	to	just	try,	but	I'm	away	from	my	unit	and	just	curious.	that	means	its	working.	if	you	want	to	try,	here	it	is.	I	was	using	TomTom	Go
but	now	I	am	liking	the	many	different	screen	options	in	Sygic.	you	can	may	be	try	first	the	17.01	update.	Upgrade	should	start	automatically.	I	think	at	least	14	or	15	files	should	be	decompressed	inside	this	folder	Why	don'	t	you	try	the	flashtool	procedure	with	the	new	rom?	It	also	helps	to	install	a	wifi	antenna,	instead	of	wiring	in	the	connector.
Last	edited:	Jul	1,	2019	Hi	there,	I	got	a	radio	off	aliexpress.	Then	my	TIMA	phonelink	app	unable	to	start	each	sleep...	Last	edited:	Jul	21,	2019	Reactions:	viktorsaari	Thanks	a	lot	for	taking	the	time	to	explain	in	more	details	the	topic,...	If	you	only	flashed	the	preloader	and	nothing	else?	did	you	manage	to	fix	this?	On	a	side	note.	Thanks.	Then	reset
from	the	hole	instead	of	turning	off	from	the	key	as	usual.	Last	edited:	May	22,	2019	Reactions:	LUNA-TRANS,	Lori.Dr,	Seref18	and	2	others	The	USB	flash	drive	method	didn't	work	for	me,	Device	doesn't	detect	USB	while	booting	up.	Maxkir,	The	touch	buttons	have	been	properly	remapped.	Hit	Write	memory,	then	plug	in	the	usb	cable,	while
shorting	the	test	points	together.	The	internal	test	points	are	the	contacts	for	a	physical	vol	up	button.	Reactions:	bitstra	and	cafsta	Boot	Logo	Can	anyone	help	me	what	is	the	right	format	and	resolution	to	make	a	custom	boot	logo	as	i	tried	before	it	is	unsuccessful.	even	after	24	hours.	Thanks	Now	if	I	am	writing	the	memory,	with	the	rom	of	my	hu
there	was	no	case.	When	I	press	it	in	my	same	android	panel,	it	says	"There	is	no	Car	configured	to	this	device."	How	to	configure	this	option	according	to	the	car?	and	which	rom	did	you	use?	What	else	is	there	to	try?	Thats	why	I	came	here	and	asked	help.	(donations	are	always	welcome	):highfive:	Unit	Specs:	motherboard	marking	YT9217	VER1.5
XY	AUTO	also	9218	VER2.4	XY	AUTO	near	the	antenna	Model	no	8227L_demo	android	8.1	Android	YT9217C_00005_V003_20191402_HIFI	Kernel	3.18.22	DDR	1GB	FLASH	16GB	CPU	A7	1.3GHzx4	Amplifier	AC7315	mos	bile	duct	45Wx4	AutoChip	ARM	AC8227L	Mediatek	MT6323LGA	Kingston	EMMC	16G	Last	edited:	Jun	13,	2020	Reactions:
mohd_jasim,	suhridkhan,	vijay_joon	and	34	others	Im	looking	for	the	same	ROM.	ohh	that's	good	news	:good:	you've	used	test	point	method,	right?	No	adverse	effects	of	temperature	so	far	noticed.	When	upgrading	via	USB	-	DO	NOT	UPDATE	PRELOADER	(in	fleshtool	be	sure	to	uncheck).	Then	it	fully	works	until	I	plug	in	my	phone	to	use	Headunit
Reloaded	for	Android	Auto.	I	have	tried	updating	my	device	and	only	succeeded	in	updating	the	MCU.	or	a	radio	widget	for	the	home	screen?	There	is	so	many	empty	spot	on	theses	connector	on	the	back	lol	Ok,	I	think	i've	fixed	it.	--OR--	Extract	the	zip	into	a	folder	named	XYAUTOUPG	into	the	flash	drive,	connect	to	usb1	and	then	reboot.	Thanks	-------
---	Post	added	at	12:08	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:05	PM	----------	Oh	that	doesn't	solve	it	sadly.	Already	asked..	Have	you	noticed	the	extremely	hot	temperature	before	?	did	you	use	the	8227L	Hi-Fi	folder	for	the	scatter	file	to	recognize	device?or	from	yadi.sk	link	on	your	first	post...	El	resto	de	los	archivos	de	la	primer	pagina	no	los	puedo
abrir,	pareciera	que	estan	defectuosos	o	el	winrar	no	reconoce	el	formato	a	pesar	de	ser	.rar	Solo	necesito	actualizar	el	firmware	para	que	el	inicio	rápido	funcione.	I'm	using	Carwebguru	launcher	so	have	the	strange	window	opening	sometimes	when	starting	my	car	but	it	beats	having	to	wait	a	minute	for	it	to	boot	up.	Dear	friends,	localradio	app	is
louder	than	other	apps.	Ok,	I	think	i've	fixed	it.	What	difference	does	the	HiFi	not	being	there	make?	First	thing	first,	take	time	to	read	the	forum	post	from	being	to	end.	You	may	need	to	download	Boot_1	specific	to	your	original	firmware	from	the	link	above.	Also	check	the	link	there	for	the	boot	animation	page.	After	installing	the	ROM	from
PDA4.ru:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	I	have	issues	when	using	power	of	the	headunit.	I	have	same	issue	plz	help	How	did	you	connect	the	headunit	to	the	pc?	Hello,	I	tried	ALL	the	firmware	of	the	russian	page	and	had	lot	of	"Invalid	scatter	file"	Error	messages.	Because	my	computer	is	running	Windows	XP	I	cannot	use
MtkDroidTools.	I	got	the	upgrade	working	after	this	explanation	as	I	now	knew	what	to	try.	it	doesn't	work	on	my	device.	Same	is	the	case	with	installing	via	flashtool	without	test	points.	At	last	my	unit	is	in	the	car	and	I	dont	want	to	test	fate	by	reopening	it	to	add	on	a	wifi	wire.	I	can't	change	the	bootup	animation	via	Car	Settings	but	the	boot
animation	is	not	the	Ford	one	but	the	stock	Android	one.	a	bit	off	topic...	You	may	also	need	to	flash	"RECOVERY".	Turn	off	the	head	unit.	Reactions:	shiner88	and	PamelaGirl	Hello	Good	People,	Has	anyone	using	the	Agama	launcher	been	able	to	control	the	volume	level	from	within	the	Agama	launcher	"+"	and	"-"	buttons.	But	there	must	be	a	config
file	in	the	system	where	it	could	be	configured	such	as	how	long	to	sleep	before	total	shutdown.	Now	its	time	to	dig	in	and	root	this	once	and	for	all.	Already	asked..	You	need	to	flash	using	SP	flash	Tools	I	probably	need	to	do	this	with	a	laptop	so	I	need	to	buy	a	MALE-MALE	USB	cable	?	@viktorsaari	Thank	you	for	your	efforts	getting	so	much	info.	I
use	it	every	day.	Launchers	UI1,	UI2,	UI4	(Link),	UI5	(Link)	(Thanks	Maxkir)	Boot	animation:	(Resolution	is	1024x600)	eg.	To	connect	the	head	unit	to	a	PC	you	will	need	a	Male	to	Male	USB	cable.	Thanks	Thanks	How	did	you	root	your	HU?	and	i	got	20	refund	because	one	of	the	attachment	bracket	was	faulty.	I	am	struggling	to	get	the	USB	port
active	again.	Many	thanks	Hi,	my	unit	is	7"	16Gb/1Gb.	My	guess	is	this	firmware	isn't	meant	for	your	device.	None	of	the	tries	succeeded.	----------	Post	added	at	12:45	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:38	PM	----------	Hi	there	I	have	a	couple	of	issues	I	would	like	to	share	:	Salut	victorsaari	impossible	de	connecté	mon	YT9217C	au	micro-ordinateur
mon	problème	est	que	j'ai	installé	un	mauvais	bootanimation	à	mon	headunit	aider	moi	Have	you	tried	other	navigation	apps?	Can	anybody	in	this	forum	read	russian	to	decode	the	captcha?	I'm	glad	it	helped.	I	believe	its	not	integrated	in	the	UI	as	some	other	expensive	units	do.	Can	my	unit	be	rooted	with	the	files	in	the	link?	I	wasn't	so	happy	with
the	20190522	version	on	4PDA.	If	Flashtool	ROM	can	fix	it,	can	pro	information	still	be	retained?	----------	Post	added	at	01:47	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	01:43	PM	----------	Maybe	I'm	just	dumb	but	I	can't	find	the	second	USB	port	lol	Also	anyone	have	the	complete	pinout	of	the	units?	Instead	it	presents	a	boot	menu	(like	a	lot	of	Android	cell
phones	do)	with	the	following	options:	-	Recovery	-	Fastboot	-	Normal	As	long	as	the	test	points	are	shorted	(Vol+	pressed)	the	menu	selection	cycles	between	those	3	options.	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	Hi...	----------	Post	added	at	03:40	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	03:33	PM	----------	Folks,	couple	question	1.	set	all	sliders	at	where	you
want	and	tick	Set	default	box.	If	the	scatter	file	doesn't	select	it,	no	need	to	add.	But	the	versions	for	installing	from	USB	sticks	(	po	russki	-	dla	flashky)	are	more	comfortable	to	install	and	I	don't	own	a	Windows	pc.	Thanks	in	advance	for	the	help	!!	yes,	i'm	afraid	the	download	limit	has	been	reached	for	that	link.	which	activates	via	brown	wire	(#3)
connected	to	reverse	light	power.	Thanks	Page	17	Help	!	Hello	everyone,	my	HU	is	the	following	when	i	first	purchase	it	Android:	YT9217C_00005_V003_20190425_HIFI	kernel:	3.18.22	DDR:	2G	Flash:	32G	cpu:	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	Amplifier:	AC7315	MOS	bile	duct	45W	X	4	Dispaly:	1024*600	MCU1:	HW8227L-3.3-SW0-1.9	i	flashed	the	Firmware
20190522	HiFi	in	the	first	post,	and	upgraded	the	MCU	to	3.1	now	my	HU	is	displaying	this:	Android:	YT9216C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	kernel:	3.18.22	DDR:	2G	Flash:	32G	cpu:	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	Amplifier:	AC7315	MOS	bile	duct	45W	X	4	Dispaly:	1024*600	MCU1:	HW8227L-3.3-SW0-3.1	it	boots	normally,	but	it	freezes	after	using	it	for	a	minute,	i
tried	flashing	the	software	again,	but	it	only	works	from	the	system	info	screen,	it	works	(flashes	the	firmware)	but	using	the	XYAUTOUPG	with	flash	drive	is	not	working	anymore	can	anyone	give	me	a	link	for	a	zip	file	firmware	that	works	with	my	HU	to	return	it	back	to	normal?	What	radio	chip	does	you	car	Headunit	have?	Maybe	I	should	test	some
larger	USB	related	drives	for	more	music	space	and	have	a	good	day.	As	a	general	rule,	"you	get	what	you	pay	for".	Last	edited:	Aug	1,	2019	Finally	received	mine,	almost	done	with	the	wiring.	Model:	SiRFSoC	Android	CPU:	ARVMv7	Processor	OS:	Android	2.3.1	Kernel:	2.6.38.8-sirf..	Wow	what	a	response.	Last	edited:	Jul	20,	2019	Page	10	What	is
your	current	version	of	android?	USB	flash	drive	Update	Files:	Firmware	20190522	HiFi:	(Link)	(Thanks	foxgiggle	,	iSevenAuto)	MCU	3.1	(Link)(Thanks	foxgiggle	)	MCU	2.8	(Link)	(Thanks	lemmon	and	foxgiggle)	Memory	Dump	Procedure:	(Memory	dump	is	only	needed	if	you	need	full	recovery	from	a	backup.	This	might	not	be	the	version	for	your
unit.	Then	I	did	the	same	with	a	micro	sd	mummy	and	it	worked.	gracias.	thats	it.	Auhh	very	nice	viktorsaari.	(Link).	I	guess	its	not	drawing	much	current	while	in	sleep	mode.	My	Agama	launcher	interface	button	works	but	not	the	volume.	I	loaded	the	animation	(even	if	the	preview	was	not	working)	and	everything	works	as	expected....	like
OfflineNavigation,	Sygic,	or	iGo	primo?	I	forgot.	so	I	can	use	a	Launcher.	Super	Thanks	Last	edited:	Aug	9,	2019	Page	21	Sorry,	its	ROM_1	BOOT1	4mb,	its	the	first	partition,	which	holds	the	preloader.	Thank	you	anyway	for	the	answer.	I	have	another	question:	has	someone	already	root-ed	the	HU	type	YT9216-9217-9218	?	Yo	lo	hice	con	el	primer
post	y	me	funcionó	....	Actually,	just	tried	the	06	version	and	same	thing,	can't	upgrade	to	any	of	them	Ask	the	seller	to	send	you	a	link	to	the	upgrade	files.	Afterwards	you	can	remote	control	the	head	unit	from	your	smartphone	or	computer.	do	you	have	any	experience	on	boot	abominations	not	preloading	???	MCU	Upgrade	Procedure	via	USB	flash
drive:	Extract	the	mcu	file	into	flash	drive	or	microSD	card.	to	no	avail.	Translate	into	English	and	try.	yes,	it	gets	hot.	I	get	black	screen.	I	have	checked	many	ways	to	root	it	with	other	methods	but	I	didn't	succeed.	Also,	updated	the	MCU	to	3.1	without	any	problems	so	it's	kind	of	weird	if	you	want	to	try	the	memory	dump	for	June	firmware,	here	is
the	link,	but	I	strongly	suggest	you	make	a	full	backup	of	your	own	firmware	via	flashtool	readback	function,	in	case	the	device	bricks	and	you	need	to	restore	it.	On	the	flash	drive	folder	XYAUTOUPG.	--OR--	Extract	the	zip	into	a	folder	named	XYAUTOUPG	into	the	flash	drive	or	microSD	card,	connect	to	usb	port	1	or	2	and	then	reboot.	What's	also
great	is	that	it	wakes	up	from	the	deep	sleep	in	just	a	couple	of	seconds.	Crash	photo	(System	is	updated	info	):	Version	photo	----------	Post	added	at	08:52	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	08:48	PM	----------	if	the	date	screen	is	on,	when	you	turn	off	the	car,	I	am	100%	certain	something	is	wrong	with	the	wiring.	it	does	take	a	long	time	to	write	the	3rd
file	"USER"	because	it	is	about	14GB.	I	do	not	need	help	with	Flashing	updates	(yet	Last	edited:	Sep	8,	2019	My	new	(received	Aug	2019)	unit	was	shipped	with	Android	firmware	"YT9217B_00002_V004_20190530"	and	MCU	firmware	"HW8227L-3.3-SW0-3.1"	When	I	boot	it	with	the	test	points	shorted,	it	does	NOT	automatically	look	for	updates	on
the	attached	USB	disk.	This	shows	the	power	draw	as	the	units	goes	into	deep	sleep	when	you	turn	off	the	car.	I'll	check	out	the	site.	sometimes	disabling	and	re-enabling	them	helps.	I	have	looked	in	other	forums	but	have	not	found	anything	related	to	WiFi	issues	and	this	HU	Thank	you.:fingers-crossed:	Sometimes	disabling	Bluetooth	helps	with	the
wifi	reception.	After	installation,	uninstall	all	mtk	ports	in	device	manager	without	deleting	the	drivers.	Subwoofer	output	Pin:	The	default	AUX_out	pins	are	for	mid	range	audio	and	is	controlled	by	Mid	slider	in	the	mixer.	This	head	unit	has	been	funny	business	since	day	one	when	it	said	I	had	2GB	DDR	instead	on	1GB	DDR.	REV	CAM	-Issues	with
back	up	camera	and	the	settings	are	confusing	because	of	bad	translating,	anyways	the	I	finally	got	the	backup	cam	to	work	with	the	reverse	trigger	connected	to	rev	light	circuit	but	now	when	I	shift	out	of	reverse	the	picture	freezes	and	won't	return	to	the	radio/home	screen.	I	have	read	the	Russian	forums	but	I	did	not	find	any	solution	yet	.	So	best
of	all	world's!!	----------	Post	added	at	07:58	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	07:55	PM	----------	Any	pics???	Do	you	know	where	i	can	find	that	original	firmware???	Every	time	when	I	start	radio	and	synchronize	time	by	GPS	I	have	GTM	+3	zone	(moscow	time)	but	i	am	in	GTM+2	zone	so	I	have	manually	change	my	time	from	e.g.	7:00	to	6:00	(or	manually
change	time	zone).	I	don't	know	why	22.05.2019	android	version	doesn't	work	on	my	device	(I	think	it	is	connected	with	google	services	becaouse	android	crashes	only	when	I	want	to	turn	on	e.g.	Play	Store	or	android	settings).	Reactions:	lemmon	localradio	app	is	louder	than	other	apps.	The	resolution	is	1024x600.	Check	the	settings	discussed	in
post	346.	dura	30min	la	carga.	T.I.A.	Same	problem	here,	i've	emailed	altercars.ru	but	no	answer.	Captcha	is	attached	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	and	viktorsaari	Thanks,	I	have	tried	this	rom	(and	many	more)	and	exact	same	procedure	before,	but	the	unit	always	boots	up	normally,	never	going	into	update	mode.	I	also	had	trubble	with	rooted
20190522	version	from	4PDA	and	Headunit	Reloaded	(waiting	for	USB	permission)	So	I've	moved	the	Headunit	Reloaded	app	from	/data/app	to	/system/priv-app	(aka	install	as	system	app).	Reactions:	Meteor100	Congrats	to	all	who	successfully	flashed	their	head-unit.	What	I	did	was	connect	the	yellow	and	red	wire	to	+	12v.	I	am	afraid	to	leave	the
car	at	night	because	the	radio's	screen	pays	attention.	::	Reactions:	tekmad	Pictures	in	attachment.	After	that	it	will	refuse	to	respond	to	anything.	I	think	they	don't	want	to	deal	with	upgrades	even	if	the	hardware	supports	RDS.	Last	edited:	Jul	1,	2019	try	the	sd	card	formater	to	format	usb	drive,	Link	in	1st	post.	I've	disabled	driver	signature	then
opened	device	manager	and	then	add	legacy	hardware,	selected	the	64bit	and	installed	then	I	went	to	the	mtk	device	that	shows	up	on	the	list	with	the	exclamation	mark	and	uninstalled	that	but	still	nothing..	to	test	out	0522	here.	Leave	a	prepared	cable	in	(-)	So,	what	you	should	do	is	touch	the	test	point	with	the	gnd	cable,	plug	in	the	usb	cable,
after	listening	to	the	sound	when	you	see	activity	in	the	progress	bar,	disconnect	the	cable	from	the	test	point	and	connect	gnd	to	(-)	,	then	I	would	have	to	continue	loading	data	without	problem.	I	try	to	do	in	photoshop	1024X600	with	160dpi	and	jpeg	format.	It	seems	to	start	up	as	normal	but	is	stuck	on	the	bootup	animation.	Last	edited:	Aug	15,
2019	Hello	All,	Which	color	wire	on	the	power	harness	is	to	be	used	to	remotely	power	up	an	Amplifier?	I'm	still	having	a	problem	connecting	to	my	PC	may	have	to	use	the	hardware	forced	(testpoint)	method!	Reactions:	jefbuan	and	voffer	Page	2	Thanks	but	for	most	of	us	,	we	don't	have	any	USB	recognition	to	pc	(or	android	devices)	there	is	any
sounds	when	plug	Reactions:	coffer	Yes	I	did.	Reactions:	Eri76	You	can	add	12cm	wire	to	E2	cable	from	this	diagram	(its	Rear	camera	plug).	How	do	I	get	my	backlight	side	buttons	to	work	again?	Captcha	is	attached	Thanks,	I	have	tried	this	rom	(and	many	more)	and	exact	same	procedure	before,	but	the	unit	always	boots	up	normally,	never	going
into	update	mode.	One	of	the	two	large	dots	(test	points)	is	ground,	one	is	vol-up,	and	one	of	the	smaller	points	in	circles	is	vol-down/ok.	I	wish	we	had	a	twrp	original	flashable	rom	so	that	anything	wrong	we	can	flash	it	back	to	original	stock	version	again.	I	would	like	to	have	a	HIFI	option	that	is	not	on	my	radio.	Now	click	on	Readback	and	then
connect	the	unit	via	usb	cable.	Click	top	right	dots.	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	----------	Post	added	at	19:39	----------	Previous	post	was	at	19:37	----------	I	think	the	problem	is	only	the	radio	app.	Last	edited:	Jun	3,	2019	So	you	flashed	via	sd	card	or	flashtool?	But	no.	the	one	in	1st	post	works	on	Windows	10.	I've	decompiled	the	apk,	then
replaced	some	images,	changed	some	.xml	code	and	recompiled	the	apk...	Also	tried	different	USB	drive	and	SD	cart.	EDIT:	I've	flashed	rooted	firmware	myself,	using	flash	tools.	Thanks	Last	edited:	Aug	16,	2019	Thank	you	kindly	friend.	it	is	flash	tool	version.	Original	Launchers:	(Link)	Boot	animation	is	Ford	in	the	firmware	but	can	be	changed.	i	try
the	link	you	left	here	but	is	nothing	on	there	.	I	do	not	know	why	you	began	to	use	the	control	point.	Hi,	my	unit	is	7"	16Gb/1Gb.	My	guess	is	this	firmware	isn't	meant	for	your	device.	I've	already	this	FW...	I	saw	a	lot	of	tutorials	but	still	my	device	is	still	unsupported.	so,	it	is	not	advisable	anymore	to	change	the	resolution,	i	guess..	Even	though	this
method	only	works	on	some	devices.	Hello	All,	I	will	update	the	Android	and	MCU	but	I	would	like	to	ask	if	anyone	knows	if	this	will	help	with	the	intermittent	connection	I	am	having	with	WiFi.	Sometimes	it	connects	and	sometimes	it	doesn't.	RADIO	-not	only	is	the	radio	app	terrible,	the	reception	isn't	great	so	I	got	a	antenna	amplifier	thinking	I
could	improve	the	signal,	but	that	doesn't	seem	to	work,	went	into	the	engineering	mode	and	messed	with	the	settings	there	but	i	only	managed	to	only	make	the	radio	inop	until	restart	lol.	Also	make	sure	the	USB	drive	works	with	the	XYAUTOUPG	for	stock	firmware	method	on	USB1.	If	an	mp3	player	is	playing	at	this	time,	you	will	immediately	hear
the	difference	in	the	set	volume.	Last	edited:	Jul	20,	2019	Ok,	I	cant	update	to	newest	build.	(don't	know	any	long	term	effects	yet).	I	think	that	menu	is	only	activated	when	you	connect	the	radio	to	the	car’s	can	bus	system	If	CAN	is	connected	you	can	go	to	factory	settings	and	change	"protocol	settings"	I	think	it	is	(it	is	in	the	top	left	corner)	select
the	proper	protocol	and	vehicle	and	it	will	provide	vehicle	specific	options.	Oh	that	doesn't	solve	it	sadly.	As	showing	in	your	3rd	shared	pic,	there	is	an	option	of	Car	Settings.	When	powered	on	the	device	shows	the	Android	screen	followed	by	the	bootup	animation	only	for	a	few	seconds	before	freezing.	Another	question,	does	the	pc	connect	via	a
USB	cable	to	the	car	player?	Ya	lo	arreglé,	había	conectado	mal	el	cable	de	los	botones.	But	I'm	guessing	it	would	probably	be	named	similar	to	this:	"xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L_demo-ota-201900522_HIFI	.zip"	From	your	previous	post,	looks	like	you	already	have	the	latest	firmware	and	mcu.	Last	edited:	Jun	11,	2019	the	two	part	rar	file	I	have
shared	includes	the	new	scatter	file	(MT8127_Android_scatter.txt).	If	the	USB	drives	worked	for	the	firmware	for	USB	drive	flashing	then	it	will	most	likely	work	for	the	ZIP	Upgrade.	No	se	bien	cual	fué	el	causante,	estoy	un	poco	asustado.	Thanks	What	maps	are	you	Good	People	using?	Please	HELP	MEEEE	Logo	picture	should	be	1024x600	in	bmp
format	----------	Post	added	at	05:29	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	05:24	AM	----------	With	flashtool,	you	can	update	the	firmware	without	disassembling	the	device.	Or	format	the	USB	drive	using	the	SD	Card	Formatter	program	and	try	replacing	the	USB	drive.	In	file	path	select	Boot_1,	in	begin	address	put	0x00,	in	Region	select	the	partition	named
EMMC_Boot_1.	I	have	a	similar	unit,	YT9217	C	(see	attached	photo	for	more	spec)	.	(donations	are	always	welcome	):highfive:	Unit	Specs:	motherboard	marking	YT9217	VER1.5	XY	AUTO	also	9218	VER2.4	XY	AUTO	near	the	antenna	Model	no	8227L_demo	android	8.1	Android	YT9217C_00005_V003_20191402_HIFI	Kernel	3.18.22	DDR	1GB	FLASH
16GB	CPU	A7	1.3GHzx4	Amplifier	AC7315	mos	bile	duct	45Wx4	AutoChip	ARM	AC8227L	Mediatek	MT6323LGA	Kingston	EMMC	16G	I	have	a	9217b	that	is	stuck	with	the	black	screen	of	death.	Thank	you	You	have	a	YT9216C	board.	is	it	me	or	there	is	a	new	july	(07)	firmware?	If	its	not	fixed,	then	do	the	same	to	write	boot2	and	boot1	partitions	as
well.	It	is	rooted	and	it	shows	that	it	has	2GB	of	RAM.	Thanks	Update	Android	and	MCU	help	with	WiFi	issues?	Si	es	asi	es	un	gran	avance.	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Try	the	memory	dump,	boot1,	boot2	and	user.	I	bought	the	one	with	the	controls	and	when	I	bricked	that	I	just	bought	the	generic	device	and	kept	same	connections	and	configured	it	in
settings.	After	that	plug	in	the	usb	cable	(connected	to	usb1	port).	Yellow	wire	to	Battery+	Black	wire	to	Ground.	Updated	to	MCU	2.8	-	automatic	acc	off	time	delay	works	>	24hours...	It	has	one	issue.	Thanks	Android	Upgrade	Procedure:	Copy	the	zip	file	(do	not	extract)	to	usb	drive	or	microSD	card,	(formatted	by	SD	Card	Formatter).	Surprisingly
this	worked	for	me.	I	try	to	do	this	yet	but	the	file	is	too	big	to	download	with	a	free	account.	He	will	send	you	a	link.	Any	differences?	I	forgot	to	uncheck	preloader	and	noobed	my	way	into	a	bricked	device.	I	have	found	two	other	sets	of	pads	on	the	PCB	that	operate	Vol+	and	Vol-	as	from	the	virtual/touch	inputs,	but	those	only	work	after	Android	is
booted	(do	NOT	function	during	boot).	My	question	is	how	to	upgrade	this	Radio.apk	which	is	very	rudimentary	:	No	station	saving,	No	RDS.	not	in	the	first	post	I	think	Thanks	the	06	version	is	actually	the	YT9217B	not	YT9217C.	Try	with	winrar	5.60	(64bit)	version	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	It	is	posible	to	disable	'date	and	time	screen'	while	radio	is
turned	off?	I	also	had	trubble	with	rooted	20190522	version	from	4PDA	and	Headunit	Reloaded	(waiting	for	USB	permission)	So	I've	moved	the	Headunit	Reloaded	app	from	/data/app	to	/system/priv-app	(aka	install	as	system	app).	Now	my	device	powers	up	and	the	screen	just	blinks	and	goes	black	and	repeats.	only	worked	with	the	file
(xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L_demo-ota-20190522_HIFI)	update	on	android	ROM	Firmware	for	Chinese	7"	Head	Unit	with	AC8227	YT9217	YT9218	1GB/16GB	Anyone	noticed	that	RDS	info	is	shown	in	the	Notification	area	and	also	in	the	Engineering	mode,	but	not	in	the	Radio	app	itself	or	on	the	home	screen?	(mentioned	in	post	1).	Check	the	4pda
link	for	rooted	version.	If	the	device	has	dedicated	radio	chip	inside,	the	Firmware	number	will	show	as	YT9218,	if	no	radio	chip,	then	it	will	show	as	YT9217	Note:	if	your	device	is	not	bricked,	Make	a	full	backup	before	trying	another	firmware.	Thank	you	He	has	finished	writing	the	memory,	and	walked	out.	My	only	issue	right	now:	My	rear	reverse
camera	is	connected	via	AVin	app,	and	when	activated	it	cuts	off	the	current	audio	that's	playing.	File	name:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	So	DONT	USE:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	Do	you	have	a	link	for	the	"flashable"	version	?	Also	my	issue	with	doing	that	suggestion	is	I	won't	be	able	to	set	HUR	as	a
navigation	app	to	launch	it	from	GPS	of	steering	wheel	controls.	Tuve	que	invertir	los	cables	rojo	y	amarillo.	Another	thing	that	annoys	me	a	lot:	this	HU	have	a	terrible	WIFI	réception	(no	external	antenna).	The	nice	thing	is	that	it	doesn't	immediately	shutoff.	Tried	everything	1-	Installed	MTK	driver	with	Windows	unsigned	drivers	safe	mode.	what
more	can	i	do?	But	after	recent	reflash	with	memory	dump,	and	upgrade,	everything	seems	more	stable.	Actually	here	(Quebec,	Canada)	yes	it	is,	you	can't	even	program	a	GPS	while	driving.	The	result	was	the	same.	Launchers	UI1,	UI2,	UI4	(Link),	UI5	(Link)	(Thanks	Maxkir)	Boot	animation:	(Resolution	is	1024x600)	eg.	Do	you	know	if	they	will	be
displayed	even	if	they	preview	does	not	work	?	How	can	i	check	my	radio	chip	w/o	opening	the	headunit?	that's	it.	My	car's	wiring	is	created	that	radio	is	permanently	connected	to	supply.	thats	it...pencil	lead	are	one	of	the	best	conductor...	Last	edited:	Aug	11,	2019	Hello	again	my	friend,	Was	doing	the	Memory	Dump	from	the	Memory	Dump	Rooted
TWRP	20190523	YT9217C	HIFI	file	and	getting	the	flashing	backlight	at	startup.	how	long	would	it	take	to	do	"write	memory"?	Was	able	to	translate	the	document.	Although	I	have	permanently	soldered	thin	wire	with	a	push	button	at	the	end,	so	I	don't	have	to	open	it	again,	while	I	test	different	roms	:silly:	Auhhh,	learning	curve	here,	I	would	not
have	understood	that	so	thanks	for	the	helpful	image.	Hello	,	i'm	searching	an	update	file	,	i	have	the	same	unit	and	i	have	Android	7.0	Kernel3.10	,	and	i	want	Android	8	or	9	,	anything	...	The	touch	buttons	on	my	unit	only	have	white	light,	do	your	units	have	the	option	to	choose	the	color?	In	file	path	select	"user",	in	begin	address	put	0x0,	In	Region
select	the	partition	named	"EMMC_USER".	USER	will	take	long	time	because	its	the	largest	partition.	not	sure	why	it	is	not	instant	.	Also	i've	problem	using	navi,	it	says	google	maps	connected,	but	it	doesn't	give	any	route	info	in	the	launcher	Page	16	Hello	again,	I	am	also	curious	what	type	and	size	USB	drives	are	people	using	on	their	unit.	Checked
with	MTK	Engineering	app,	Under	MTK-Hardware-Audio-Headset-Media-	Max	volume	was	set	to	88	(max	value	160)	I	set	it	to	130	and	volume	improved	much.	:highfive:	Does	anyone	know	who	is	making	custom	boot	animation	with	their	car	logo	these	days?	I'm	at	my	wits	end	with	this	damn	head	unit	[emoji2365][emoji2365][emoji2365]	Sent	from
my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	Tried	format	your	flash	drive	into	fat32	or	try	using	other	flash	drive...	at	the	audio	amp	place	I	have	added	an	old	cpu	heat	sink.	Hello	Good	People,	Has	anyone	using	the	Agama	launcher	been	able	to	control	the	volume	level	from	within	the	Agama	launcher	"+"	and	"-"	buttons.	Thank	you!	I	believe	there	is	a	dedicated
rear	camera	input	line	(#25).	Thanks	That	qualifies	for	a	full	refund.	Thanks	for	your	help.	PS.	The	others	named	"YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2"	(containing	the	folder	XYAUTOUPG	inside	the	zip	or	rar)	did	never	work.	So	that	the	touch	buttons	do	not	burn	a	minute	after	turning	off	the	radio.	:silly:	Enabled	multi-window	mode.	During
the	firmware,	the	file	system	will	last	for	a	long	time	(about	10	minutes),	as	if	with	a	hang.	I	have	a	2gb	ram	32	GB	head	unit	9in	but	it's	only	registering	16gb	in	the	android	settings...	Also	remember	to	format	usb	using	sdcard	formatter	(FAT32).	View	attachment	4769616	Thanks,	when	I	use	the	scatter	file	from	the	first	download	and	put	it	with	the
files	in	the	second	download	it	only	picks	up	the	preloader	file	nothing	else?	Sound	volume	can	be	configured	in	the	engineering	settings.	It	worked	for	me	to	download	"Firmware	via	flash	tool:	TWRP	20190523	rooted	(Link)	Thanks	Maxkir",	then	unzip	and	in	that	folder	load	MT3367_Android_scatter.txt	in	the	flash	tool,	then	alt	+	ctrl	+	v,	then	go	to
the	window	,	choose	to	write	memory,	then	load	from	the	user	type	the	user's	file,	in	startup	addres	put	0x0,	in	the	region	put	emmc_user.	Last	edited:	Jul	22,	2019	Volume	seemed	low	for	my	taste.	even	after	2	days	of	inactivity.	My	vendor	in	Aliexpress	accepted	to	return	&	refund	but	shipping	cost	at	my	charge	and	if	I	send	the	unit	to	CHINA	with
EMS	would	cost	me	130	euros	!!	Sorry,	its	ROM_1	BOOT1	4mb,	its	the	first	partition,	which	holds	the	preloader.	Press	reset,	the	firmware	process	will	be	displayed.	cheers	It	is	posible	to	disable	'date	and	time	screen'	while	radio	is	turned	off?	Otherwise	you	may	only	need	to	do	the	next	part.)	Download	and	install	MTK	drivers.	Looks	like	I	cant
customized	or	add	things	much	with	this	unit.	Great	work	...	When	updating	the	preloader,	you	can	get	a	bootloop.	After	the	recent	update	to	rooted	0523	version,	it	seems	a	lot	more	stable	and	responsive.	Maxkir,	Thank	you	for	the	link,	much	appreciated!	As	for	the	YT9216C	board,	when	I	first	started	this	journey	the	head	unit	said	it	was	a	YT9218
board.	Hi,	I'm	glad	it	worked,	and	your	device	is	now	ok.	"It	is	possible	to	raise	/	lower	the	volume	of	the	android,	thereby	equaling	the	volume	from	the	radio.	I	understand	that	I	can	still	save	it	using	flash	tool,	but	I	do	not	understand	much	of	the	subject,	several	years	ago	I	saved	a	cell	phone	using	flash	tool	but	I	had	found	a	very	detailed	tutorial
step	by	step,	but	so	far	I	did	not	find	much	about	this.	And	what	kind	of	cable	do	I	need.	Quick	Boot	enabled	in	Android	Settings	->	Accessibility.	(these	download	links	are	probably	dead	now)	scatter	file	(see	attachment)	taken	from	this	link	memory	dump	from	ericsanya	Link	to	original	post	(Link)	Unit	Specs:	motherboard	marking	YT9217	VER1.5	XY
AUTO	also	9218	VER2.4	XY	AUTO	near	the	antenna	Model	no	8227L_demo	android	8.1	Android	YT9217C_00005_V003_20191402_HIFI	Kernel	3.18.22	DDR	1GB	FLASH	16GB	CPU	A7	1.3GHzx4	Amplifier	AC7315	mos	bile	duct	45Wx4	AutoChip	ARM	AC8227L	Mediatek	MT6323LGA	Kingston	EMMC	16G	Hi	all,	can	check	if	i	am	able	to	change	away
the	bmw	themes?	USB1	for	the	XYAUTOUPG	Folder	firmware	USB2	for	the	flashable	zip	file	Reactions:	viktorsaari	and	cafsta	In	my	case	only	the	firmware	named	"xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L-20190522_HIFI.zip"	worked.	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	Volume	seemed	low	for	my	taste.	I	can	not	give	a	link.	That's	the	case	of	my	head	unit	after	i
changed	my	resolution...	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	My	car's	wiring	is	created	that	radio	is	permanently	connected	to	supply.	They	sound	differently.	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	URGENT!!!	My	head	unit	go	into	bootloop	after	I	try	to	intall	boot	animation.	----------	Post	added	at	07:05	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	06:48	PM	----------	Gracias,	al	armar	el
hu	tuve	un	accidente,	la	ficha	de	alimentacion	estaba	muy	agarrada	y	al	soltarse	pego	un	tiron	y	la	malla	del	display	se	dañó,	se	cortador	dos	filamentos	que	para	poder	verlos	tuve	que	quitar	el	display,	los	soldé	con	dos	cables	pequeños	y	por	suerte	funciónó.	(requires	android	22.5.2019	and	mcu2.8)	@viktorsaari	Thank	you	for	your	efforts	getting	so
much	info.	Regards	and	good	luck...	those	were	my	steps,	then	disconnect	the	usb,	turn	off	the	hu,	turn	on	the	uh	and	start	working	properly.	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	OK,	the	long	press	doesn't	turn	off	the	unit,	the	date	screen	is	the	normal	behaviour	for	long	press.	Carry	a	penny	with	you	and,	if	you	can	see	the	top	of	Lincoln’s	head	when	sticking
the	penny	in	head-first,	then	the	tire	tread	is	too	low,	and	those	tires	need	replacing.CC0/PublicDomainPictures/Pixabay	Be	Sure	the	Seller	Is	ReputableWhen	looking	at	a	used	car	sale	online,	be	sure	the	seller	is	reputable.	Best	regards	Extract	those	files	into	XYAUTOUPG	folder.	----------	Post	added	11th	August	2019	at	12:05	AM	----------	Previous	post
was	10th	August	2019	at	11:41	PM	----------	He	has	finished	writing	the	memory,	and	walked	out.	Thanks	Logo	picture	should	be	1024x600	in	bmp	format	----------	Post	added	at	05:29	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	05:24	AM	----------	Sorry	not	sure	to	understand	Are	you	saying	that	if	I	press	the	volume	up	instead	of	the	test	points	I	will	be	able	to	write
without	opening	the	headunit	?	Check	if	the	issue	is	fixed.	Ese	es	el	archivo	que	me	envio	el	chino,	no	es	el	de	la	primer	pagina.	Great	work	...	With	or	without	the	hub	the	unit	locks	up	with	the	20190522	Rooted	firmware	So	for	now	I	am	on	the	fake	2GB	20190411	firmware...	----------	Post	added	at	03:10	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	02:48	PM	--------
--	Many	thanks	O	have	a	capitel	of	stupid	questions	....	And	when	I	try	the	method	to	unzip	the	rom	and	boot	with	the	usb	it	wont	start	the	update	(it	reboots	only).	Tried	to	set	them	in	the	settings	but	nothing	works	then	I	tried	to	wire	up	key	2	(wasn't	originally	used	in	the	honda	harness	for	this	unit.	Thanks	Last	edited:	Jul	29,	2019	Reactions:
PamelaGirl	Search	for	"ROOT	TWRP"	in	the	forum	you	can	find	both	USB	and	flashtool	versions.	My	issue	isn't	the	waiting	for	USB	permission.	Have	you	been	able	to	register...Can	you	help	with	that?	I	went	from	good	to	bad	to	worse	I	get	the	same	poster.	Not	from	the	original	page.	In	the	same	post	there	is	an	instruction	on	how	to	restore	boot1.
First	off	I	cannot	get	the	write	memory	the	large	user	file.	The	reference	point	is	needed	to	restore	the	device.	that	must	also	help.	Phonelink	startup	failed...	The	video	was	somewhat	helpful	though	my	Russian	language	isnt	that	good	these	days	I	feel	ike	I	was	missing	something.	if	you	want	to	try	anything,	First	make	a	full	backup	of	your	original
firmware	using	flashtool.	Thanks	yes,	22.05	onwards	along	with	mcu	2.8	onwards	have	longer	sleep	mode.	They	usually	send	it.	Ahora	no	enciende	la	iluminacion	de	los	botones	tactiles	del	costado,	estoy	pensando	que	tal	vez	conecté	al	revez	la	pequeña	malla	de	la	plaqueta	de	los	botones,	o	tambien	puede	ser	que	por	la	nueva	actualización	me	esté
faltando	configurar	algo.	:highfive:	Hi	all,	I	guess	this	is	currently	the	active	thread	on	this	7"	Chinese	HU.	did	i	need	to	power	up	the	head	unit	by	Acc	and	GND?	they	have	many	to	chose	from.	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	I	will	have	look	deeper	into	overlaying	CallUI	on	top	of	HUR	today...	your	device	is	different	in	appearance	but	similar	in	specs,	as
shown	in	your	picture.	Or	there	might	be	a	way	to	remap	power	button	to	shut	down/sleep	instead	of	standby	mode	in	the	factory	settings	menu,	but	Im	no	sure	about	it.	See	picture.	So	after	following	the	instructions	in	the	picture	you	provided	what	is	the	next	step?	Maybe	I	need	to	flash	the	full	firmware	instead	of	ota	update...	but	it	seems	I	am	the
only	one	to	be	concerned	......	With	your	suggestion	does	the	system	stop	overlaying	the	ugly	CallUI	on	top	of	HUR	and	other	apps?	it	is	very	hot....	If	no	such	line	is	there,	then	simply	add	the	line	at	the	end.	I	have	no	steering	wheel	switch	for	starting	gps	apps	(VW	golf	plus).	Thanks	but	flashtool	is	impossible	to	me	as	I	don't	have	any	USB	recognition
on	my	pc	Reactions:	karadas87	and	raphael.atienza	You	need	usb	male	to	male	cable,	attach	it	to	usb1	on	the	device.	Problem	now	is	I	need	to	flash	back	stock	recovery	for	me	to	install	full	firmware.	Any	ideas	?	removed	unwanted	system	apps.	Es	del	modelo	f-z-701ta	marca	carlaoer.	Try	using	USB	2	instead	of	USB	1	for	the	Upgrade.	Channel	name
Editor:	(Link)	(thanks	mclaught)	install	as	normal.	Remove	the	shorting	wire	when	write	process	starts.	thanks	that	SP	Flash	Tool	doesn't	recognize	the	HU	at	all	!	It	doesn't	react	That	seems	more	like	a	driver	issue,	Does	the	device	manager	loads	the	new	device	as	you	plugin	the	usb	cable?	Hello	viktorsaari!	Thanks	for	the	quick	response.	You	have
that	RDS	setting	in	your	radio	app?	I	search	the	XDA,	and	there's	so	far	no	solution	except	may	be	altering	the	wiring	connection	from	the	f-cam.	Does	anybody	know	how	to	enable	google	assistant	on	the	radio.	My	music	app	is	n7player	Music	Player,	I	spent	a	lot	of	time	looking	for	a	player	that	focused	on	album	art.	hi.	The	board	looks	discolored	on
purpose	-	shameful	resellers!	Of	all	the	Boot1	files	on	the	4pda	site	(link	you	provided)	only	one	seems	to	boot	the	device	into	the	desktop.	I	just	need	to	clean	the	two	points	after	flashing	else	the	unit	will	get	stuck	in	Fastboot	mode	or	something.	Thanks	yes,	I	couldn't	get	it	to	work	either.	Also	if	you	download	MTK	engineering	mode,	under	radio,
you	can	see	rds	infos.	Could	you	show	us	the	picture	of	wires	to	invert	Sleep	mode	not	working	on	my	HU,	I`m	still	using	the	original	firm	soft	on	it.	Radio	have	rds	feature?	yes,	i	have	3.1	I	didn't	actually	checked	sleep	mode	after	flashing	the	rooted	version.	Follow	the	Memory	Dump	Procedure,	in	first	post,	but	only	write	the	boot_1	at



EMMC_BOOT_1	Only	hold	the	short	while	connecting	the	usb	cable	and	wait	until	the	write	process	starts.	Me	gustaría	soldar	leds	rojos	para	que	combine	con	mi	tablero.	1.	Ok,	I	cant	update	to	newest	build.	he	said	that	my	unit	will	ship	with	the	latest	firmware	(02).	OBD	Dongle	Bluetooth	Setting:	Open	Bluetooth	app,	Click	on	settings,	tap	on	the	pin
code	"0000"	and	type	in	"1234"	instead.	Mine	totally	none.	Do	the	same	to	make	backup	of	all	three	partions.	epilef10,	After	jumping	the	test	point	I	was	able	to	install	the	ROM_1	BOOT1.	But	that	firmware	does	not	have	acc	off	delayed	feature.	Thanks	----------	Post	added	at	01:53	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	01:51	PM	----------	Yours	0522	version
with	twrp	installed?	Thanks	again.	MCU	2.8	or	higher.	do	you	have	an	alternative	link?	----------	Post	added	at	10:30	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	10:12	AM	----------	@viktorsaari	do	we	have	engineering	test	debugging	code	in	factory	settings	menu?	I	disconnected	the	USB	cable	and	powered	up	the	head	unit.	You	might	need	to	try	with	different	USB
drives	or	sd	cards.	Many	thanks	Can	you	please	remind	me	of	the	test	points	you	mention	in	you	first	post	for	the	memory	Dump	procedure	are	the	2	pins	i	shortcut	with	a	clip?	With	this	setup	I	don't	have	any	issue	while	connecting	phones...	(donations	are	always	welcome	):highfive:	Memory	dump:	firmware	20181222	HiFi:	(Link)	(thanks
mazepa2000)	(May	2019	update	below)	Rooted	TWRP	firmware	20190523	HiFi:	(Link)	Preloader	(Boot_1)	from	other	Similar	Firmwares:	(Link)	Download	the	one	similar	to	your	device's	version.	For	the	lock	up	issue	while	connecting	any	phone	to	usb1:	I	use	USB0	with	an	powered	4x	otg	hub	connected	and	setting	USB0	usbmode	from	usb1.5	mode
to	usb2.0	mode	in	factory	settings/USB...	I	also	have	one	from	the	reseller	of	my	unit	but	it	doesn't	install	either.	What	am	I	missing?	4.	T.I.A.	Hello	Good	People,	Has	anyone	using	the	Agama	launcher	been	able	to	control	the	volume	level	from	within	the	Agama	launcher	"+"	and	"-"	buttons.	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	Anyone	know	if	there	is	a	better
bluetooth	phone/music	app	for	these	units?	Normal	boot	takes	about	30	sec.	Thanks	but	flashtool	is	impossible	to	me	as	I	don't	have	any	USB	recognition	on	my	pc	Please	see	the	original	post,	I	added	the	things	I	did	to	fix	it.	There	is	a	copy	of	it	in	a	MEGA	server?	\	Yes	my	flash	drives	are	in	FAT32	format.	Go	to	Car	Settings,	System	info.	Is	there	any
way	to	speed	that	up	a	little?	2.)	November	Equalizer	vs	December	vs	June?	MCU3.1	and	20190624	android.	MCU	Upgrade	Procedure:	Extract	the	mcu	file	into	flash	drive	or	microSD	card.	Let	me	know	if	you	find	some	info.	But	you	cant	go	back	to	main	page	of	TWRP.	is	there	anyway	u	can	help	with	this?	I	will	have	look	deeper	into	overlaying
CallUI	on	top	of	HUR	today...	I	don't	know	how	to	get	into	recovery	mode	because	it	has	soft	keys..	for	example,	the	Boot	1	from	the	two	rar	file	that	you	mentioned?is	that	correct?	and	which	of	the	two	update	options	are	you	using?	Without	knowing	any	further	about	what	motherboard	is	inside?	At	the	moment	i	know	this,	i	get	it	from	4pda.ru,	i'll
share	any	information	i	got	Any	one	connected	the	canbus?	The	USB	mouse	does	light	up	during	the	initial	boot,	but	it	is	dead	at	the	"Select	Boot	Mode:"	prompt.	I	already	tried	with	a	USB	Stick	and	it	doesn't	work.	Thanks	in	advance	For	the	load	up	volume,	I	would	try	the	volume	settings	under	Car	settings	app.	----------	Post	added	at	12:46	PM	---------
-	Previous	post	was	at	12:36	PM	----------	The	one	posted	on	4PDA	didn't	work	on	my	unit,	but	the	one	I	posted	did	work.	I	have	tried	connecting	the	key	1	to	my	Honda	but	with	little	luck.	Thank	you.	viktor...	Reactions:	Keribang3000	and	Curington1988	Excellent	Sir!	This	is	very	useful.	Engineering	mode	access!	Pass	code	requested	.	If	using	test	point
method	do	i	need	to	power	my	head	unit	with	current?	Alguien	sabe	como	puedo	solucionar	el	problema	de	que	no	funcionan	los	botones	touch	del	costado?	Thanks	for	the	suggestion,	though!	I	have	not	yet	found	a	direct	"Vol-"	input	to	the	CPU.	Yes	I	had	the	upgrade	as	a	zip	file	on	my	flash	drive.	Compre	este	modelo:	Nombre	del	Modelo:	F-Z-701TA
RAM:	1G	ROM:16GB	CPU:	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	radio:	NXP6851	El	tema	es	que	entró	en	un	estado	de	reinicio	ciclico,	pedi	ayuda	al	vendedor	y	me	envio	el	archivo	para	actualizarlo	por	medio	del	usb1	con	un	video	con	instrucciones,	hice	todo	tal	cual	el	video	y	no	pasó	nada.	All	relevant	info	about	ROMs	and	flashing	you	can	find	in	top	header	of	this
russian	forum.	I	will	go	out	and	get	a	new	USB	drive	to	be	on	the	safe	side.	Last	edited:	Jun	17,	2019	Hi	Viktorsaari	First	of	all	thanks	...	Moving	the	mouse,	left	click,	right	click,	scroll	button,	scroll	wheel	all	do	nothing.	Lastly	with	agama	launcher,	when	I	switch	on	my	car,	some	times	you	see	that	the	headunit	needs	some	time	to	launch	the	agama
launcher.	(picture	is	in	first	post)	Viktorsaari,	your	becoming	a	legend	/	hero	in	these	parts	Thank	you	kindly	for	the	response	and	the	upload.	i	am	confused.	----------	Post	added	at	03:10	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	02:48	PM	----------	1.	The	problem	I	having	is...	I	have	all	the	aps	i	need	on	the	head	unit,	so	didn't	need	the	mirrorlink	anyway.	If	you
turn	off	the	car	after	50	seconds	it	reaches	deep	sleep	-	and	the	10.7	mA	is	very	low	and	won't	drain	your	battery	under	normal	use.	Okay	still	no	time	delay	but	does	this	mean	that	my	amplifier	will	not	be	switched	off?	Sorry	not	sure	to	understand	Are	you	saying	that	if	I	press	the	volume	up	instead	of	the	test	points	I	will	be	able	to	write	without
opening	the	headunit	?	No	need	to	solder.	Te	enviare	un	mensaje	privado.	Thanks	Last	edited:	Aug	13,	2019	My	Kingston	120GB	SSD	arrived	and	it	working	wonderfully	with	this	head	unit.	Very	useful	-	thanks	a	lot	I	will	check	tomorrow	as	I	have	connected	Reverse	camera	in	this	socket	(#12)	but	there	must	be	a	way	to	add	a	wire.	Last	edited:	Aug
3,	2019	Any	one	connected	the	canbus?	I	did	other	tries	with	and	without	battery	12V	supply.	Back	Panel/Wiring	Schematic	Hi	all,	I	guess	this	is	currently	the	active	thread	on	this	7"	Chinese	HU.	No	luck	so	far.	Reactions:	ramnkc	Page	7	How	did	you	do	this?	seems	like	my	only	option	is	if	I	could	get	the	exact	ROM	for	this	device	and	flash	it.	Last
edited:	Jul	23,	2019	I	can't	say	for	others,	but	in	my	case,	The	flashtool	wouldn't	see	the	unit	as	a	usb	device	unless	test	points	were	shorted.	Thanks	As	of	my	knowledge,	for	the	upgrade	process	to	work,	the	mcu	file	has	to	be	with	exact	same	initial	name	as	the	old	one,	with	only	the	last	version	digits	different.	Please	let	me	know	if	I	need	anything
special	Thanks	Thank	u	@viktorsaari	this	worked	for	me	your	a	life	saver....	Yours	0522	version	with	twrp	installed?	Not	sure	if	anyone	else	has	had	this	issue.	I've	tried	with	the	files	provided	by	the	seller	and	creating	a	folder	on	the	root	of	usb1	called	XYAUTOUPG	with	all	the	files	in	it.	waze	gives	me	a	lot	of	indications	in	the	background	(	police,
danger,	rain,	etc)	for	the	road	and	I	consider	it	a	must	to	have	in	the	background	while	I	am	listening	music...::	Pictures	in	attachment.	Thanks	for	that,	wow	the	memory	dump	is	massive	more	than	4Gb!	Did	you	use	format	and	download	or	just	download	in	the	Flash	tool?	More	stable?	Hi	I	downgraded	to	an	old	factory	firmware	20181024	from	4PDA
site	(XYAUTOUPG	Folder	on	a	USB	on	USB1	port)	then	I	upgraded	to	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	(USB	2	port).	esos	fueron	mis	pasos,	luego	desconecte	el	usb,	apague	el	hu,	encendi	el	uh	y	arrancon	funcionando	correctamente.	I	have	a	connects	2	unit	with	a	universal	patch	lead	but	still	can't	figure	a	way	to	connect	it.	My	Kenwood	head
unit	had	a	blue	w/white	stripe	wire	but	not	seeing	anything	for	this	Android	head	unit.	Hi,	i	did	this,	but	device	only	reboot	without	update.	escríbeme	por	privado	y	cuéntame	tus	dudas	si	quieres	...	cheers	This	shows	the	power	draw	as	the	units	goes	into	deep	sleep	when	you	turn	off	the	car.	Anyone	have	advice	for	me.	Inspect	the	headlights,	turn
signals,	tail	lights,	alignment,	mirrors	and	dents.	it	is	difficult	to	say	anything.	Does	the	latest	rom	in	the	first	post	includes	Google	apps?	MCU	2.8	(same	as	3.1)	is	definitely	an	improvement	on	the	previous	version.	Uh	that	I	am	not	sure	off.	A	couple	of	additional	questions	1.)	HIFI	vs	no	HIFI	versions?	I	tried	it,	it	works	for	audio,	but	not	for	video.
Only	the	native	radio	app	has	access	to	radio	hardware.	I	have	read	this	topic	and	some	4pda	threads	too,	but	I	couldn't	find	guide	to	make	FULL	memory	dump	.	I	will	make	and	send	viktorsaari.	I	tried	to	update	google	keyboard	and	it	failed.	Sent	from	my	iPhone	using	Tapatalk	I	also	have	one	from	the	reseller	of	my	unit	but	it	doesn't	install	either.	It
doesn't	connect	sometimes,	it	says	it	cannot	obtain	an	IP	address.	Thanks	With	flashtool,	you	can	update	the	firmware	without	disassembling	the	device.	Exampla	if	the	radio	start	up	at	volume	3	then	I	up	or	lower	the	volume	back	to	3	then	it	will	sound	lower	compare	to	start	up....	The	USB	flash	drive	method	didn't	work	for	me,	Device	doesn't	detect
USB	while	booting	up.	----------	Post	added	at	03:36	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	03:25	AM	----------	Thanks	Victorsaari.	I	just	used	Nova	Launcher	or	currently	the	UI4	launcher.	Can	you	share	the	file?	Change	the	line	ro.build.type=user	to	ro.build.type=userdebug.	Last	edited:	Jul	14,	2019	1.	Swipe	down	from	the	top	of	the	window,	Click	on	recent
apps	tile.	Hi	there	Have	you	noticed	any	memory	issue	in	the	unit	after	the	update	to	20190522	y	MCU	2.8	Mine	randomly	closes	applications	in	the	background.	Thanks	----------	Post	added	at	12:08	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:05	PM	----------	Do	you	know	the	differences	between	the	fakes	firmware	vs	the	other	ones	?	Device	boots	up	in	3
seconds	instead	of	30.	Some	additional	explanation	will	be	highly	appreciated	Thanks	This	shows	the	power	draw	as	the	units	goes	into	deep	sleep	when	you	turn	off	the	car.	You	have	a	YT9216C	board.	once	the	button	is	released	I	hear	my	laptop	connect	to	unit	and	transfer	completes	successfully	----------	Post	added	at	01:12	AM	----------	Previous	post
was	at	12:49	AM	----------	Anyone	get	a	hold	of	the	software	from	the	similar	Seicane	units?	or	a	way	to	remap	music	key	on	home	screen	to	another	player,	that	would	be	much	appreciated.	With	the	Android	update,	it's	there	still	no	time	delay	shutdown	option?	did	you	use	a	keyboard	to	choose	booting	setup	after	the	ford	logo	appears?i	cant	choose
for	fast	or	normal	mode	thru	volume	+-...the	unit	only	have	led	light	volume	button...	When	I	try	via	System	Update,	I	get	a	error	incorrect	firmware.	If	the	device	has	dedicated	radio	chip	inside,	the	Firmware	number	will	show	as	YT9218,	if	no	radio	chip,	then	it	will	show	as	YT9217	Memory	dump:	20181222	HiFi:	(Link)	(thanks	mazepa2000)	Rooted
TWRP	20190523	(Link)	Firmware	via	flash	tool:	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	(Link)	Thanks	Maxkir	(You	may	need	to	remap	side	touch	buttons	in	Factory	settings	->	Touch	settings).	I	fixed	it,	the	buttons	cable	was	wrong.	A	mi	me	funciono	bajar	"Firmware	via	flash	tool:	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	(Link)	Thanks	Maxkir"	luego	descomprimir	y	dentro	de	esa
carpeta	cargar	MT3367_Android_scatter.txt	en	flash	tool,	despues	alt	+	ctrl+	v,	despues	ir	a	ventana,	elegir	write	memory,	luego	cargar	desde	write	memory	el	archivo	user,	en	begin	addres	poner	0x0,	en	region	poner	emmc_user.	there	is	no	such	"option"	for	time	delay	shutdown.	----------	Post	added	at	03:28	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	03:25	PM
----------	Please	see	the	original	post,	I	added	the	things	I	did	to	fix	it.	Best	regards	Make	sure	you	download	the	file	with	the	term	"flash"	in	it.	Hey	guys	I've	been	running	this	unit	for	a	while	now	and	I'm	really	enjoying	it.	On	MCU	2.8	and	the	firmware	posted	here	it	doesn't	happen.	I	posted	a	new	image	that	says	I	actually	am	on	Firmware
YT9218C_00005_V004.	Can	you	write	up	step	by	step?	I	have	not	noticed	any	difference	in	performance	or	otherwise	by	updating	to	24.06	firmware	from	22.05.	I've	tried	all	of	these	setting	but	nothing	changed.	Go	into	system	info	and	update	mcu.	----------	Post	added	at	12:36	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:33	PM	----------	Try	using	USB	2	instead
of	USB	1	for	the	Upgrade.	I	have	this	old	Nokia's	3.5mm	to	TV-out	cable	lying	around.	Thanks	is	for	your	help	....	View	attachment	4788716	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using	Tapatalk	My	current	android	version	is	20181224.	The	install	process	starts	immediately	after	turning	on.	My	#7	wire	wasn't	labeled	and	it	was	purple.	eg.	I	can't	say	for	others,	but
in	my	case,	The	flashtool	wouldn't	see	the	unit	as	a	usb	device	unless	test	points	were	shorted.	I	have	a	issue	with	the	headunit	completely	freezing	and	unusable	when	I	plug	in	my	phone	and	use	Headunit	Reloaded	for	Android	Auto.	When	trying	to	update	the	Android	I	constantly	get	an	error.	Thanks	Last	edited:	Jul	21,	2019	Page	11	its	just	the
equalizer.	I	installed	ALL-MTK-Drives	manually	but	Windows	says	"Windows	can't	start	this	device	-	Error	10"	I	also	followed	the	isntructions	:	I	dont'	even	have	access	to	the	device,	let	alone	SP	flash	tool.	It	is	of	the	model	f-z-701ta	carlaoer	brand.	thank	you	very	much.	good	luck.	The	existing	app	stops	after	I	back	to	Home	screen	or	switch	to	other
apps.	Anyone	knows	if	there	is	alternative	radio	app	which	can	run	in	background	?	I've	already	this	FW...	I	tested	the	memory	dump	for	the	22	june	B	firmware,	then	upgraded	to	24	june	B	update.	What	do	you	mean	"Also	make	sure	the	USB	drive	works	with	the	XYAUTOUPG	for	stock	firmware	method	on	USB1."?	This	didn't	work	for	me	on	2
different	USB	sticks.	I	have	not	found	anything	that	works	so	far.	Go	to	Android	settings,	Developer	options,	look	for	multi	window	mode	and	enable	it.	Lo	que	hice	fue	conectar	cable	amarillo	y	rojo	a	+12v.	Should	I	only	be	writing	to	EMMC_BOOT_1?	Just	updated	mine	5	minutes	ago	and	made	the	same	mistake...	But	my	memory	is	defective	and	in
the	middle	of	the	flash	there	was	an	error,	and	my	device	is	now	a	brick.	I	have	to	unplug	the	headunit	from	the	car	to	get	it	working	again.	I	press	reset	and	the	radio	just	boots	up	normally.	(mentioned	in	post	1)	I	really	need	my	android	version	updated	so	that	I	can	make	use	of	the	time	delay/sleep	feature.	Can	someone	guide	to	set	the	button?
When	on	accessory,	blue	light	coming	from	the	back	of	the	units	but	no	screen	and	when	I	start	the	car	the	blue	light	disappear	and	still	no	screen	The	usb	needs	to	be	formated	fat32	via	"sdcard	formater"	(link	in	first	post).	(on	some	cars	some	ground	wires	are	cpu	controlled),	The	red	has	power	only	after	ACC	on.	There	is	no	prompt	for	username
and	password.	Need	to	flash	another.	Just	a	tip	to	everyone	who	are	having	hard	time	to	connect	the	shortening	of	the	two	points...u	dont	need	to	solder	the	two	points...	Maybe	what	I	am	doing	wrong	is	that	the	HU	is	in	my	desk	not	receiving	any	12V	input.	(mcu2.8	or	high	and	android	2019.05.22	or	high)	I	have	MCU	3.1	but	I	can't	use	andorid
2019.05.22	because	system	crashes	after	android	started	(photo	below,	I	have	2GB	RAM	/	16GB	ROM	version).	just	with	the	name	of	your	units	I	found	at	least	10	sites	in	the	first	fews	pages	of	google	Your	unit	is	not	related	at	all	with	our,	you're	just	asking	for	someone	else	to	do	your	work	Last	edited:	Aug	19,	2019	Los	botones	táctiles	de	mi	unidad
solo	tienen	luz	blanca,	las	unidades	de	ustedes	tienen	la	opción	de	elegir	el	color?	95.5%	Successful!	Hello	All,	I	re-flashed	the	Rooted_TWRP_	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	I	now	have	a	working	WiFi	and	GPS	(its	cloudy	today	so	GPS	isnt	working	at	strong	as	before	from	my	workbench).	If	still	not	detected	then	you	might	need	to	short	the
two	test	points	(see	picture)	(without	power	this	time)	and	then	plug	in	the	usb	cable.	Help	Help	----------	Post	added	at	05:24	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	04:55	PM	----------	Sadly	I	unplugged	the	head	unit	and	plugged	in	back	in	and	now	no	boot	up	screen,	just	a	faint	backlight,	and	flashtools	doesn’t	recognize	a	USB	connection	Am	I	going	to	need
to	crack	this	thing	open?	lol,	I	always	have	some	videos	playing	on	mine	while	driving.	----------	Post	added	at	03:47	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	03:46	PM	----------	The	link	is	dead!	Reactions:	coffer	Thanks	but	flashtool	is	impossible	to	me	as	I	don't	have	any	USB	recognition	on	my	pc	Did	you	get	your	connection	to	the	PC	yet?	and	flashed	only
bootimg,	system	and	recovery?	Is	there	any	hidden	menu?	Just	getting	to	know	it.	Do	you	have	installed	Google	Assistant?.	Note:	the	version	20190624	is	Not	HiFi.	Yep	flash	drive	was	formatted	using	SDCard	Formatter.	The	first	message	of	this	forum.	I	will	try	to	help	as	best	as	I	can.	With	un-powered	the	blue	light	near	the	port	becomes	illuminated
so	I	know	the	3.3V	and	GND	connection	is	working	the	problem	I	guess	is	the	matching	the	software	to	the	chipset	and	determining	whether	to	use	the	SWD	or	SWIM	configuration.	Best	of	luck.	what	is	the	Bluetooth	version	of	the	HU?	Thanks	for	that,	wow	the	memory	dump	is	massive	more	than	4Gb!	Did	you	use	format	and	download	or	just
download	in	the	Flash	tool?	Thanks	Page	4	Another	question....	Yup,	mine	does....	I	have	the	NXP6851	radio	chip	in	my	Headunit.	in	file	path	you	select	the	files,	in	begin	address	you	put	0x00,	in	Region	you	select	the	partition	on	the	device	with	similar	name	to	the	file.	I'm	at	my	wits	end	with	this	damn	head	unit	[emoji2365][emoji2365][emoji2365]
What	USB	port	did	you	use?	and	how	can	i	do	custom	boot	logo	since	my	car	logo	is	not	in	the	list	Yes,	try	the	usb	uprgades	I	have	shared	in	1st	post.	The	files	shared	here	are	the	ones	that	worked	on	my	unit	(see	specs	and	pictures	below)	If	your	device	is	different,	it	may	or	may	not	work.	USB	is	powered	(cause	I	hear	DVD	noise)	but	no	data	pass	to
pc.	what	is	your	current	version	of	android?	Last	edited:	Jul	8,	2019	Page	6	ROM	Firmware	for	Chinese	7"	Head	Unit	with	AC8227	YT9217	YT9218	I	have	had	one	of	these	units	for	a	few	weeks.	It	froze	a	lot.	Our	setup	is	very	similar	with	being	rooted	and	running	Agama	Launcher.	I	tried	3/4	times	to	use	the	"Upgrade	Android"	but	got	the	error
message	when	the	unit	reboots.	My	eye	aren't	what	they	used	to	be	and	I	feel	a	little	wiser	but	more	older	since	my	first	root.	Big	props	to	the	developers	who	are	making	out	life	better.	My	wife	is	mad	at	me..	Necesito	un	cable	usb	macho	de	ambas	puntas?	What	worked	was	to	solder	a	small	cable	at	the	test	point	and	connect	it	with	the	black	gnd
cable,	when	you	connect	the	usb	cable	to	the	pc	you	hear	a	sound,	when	you	start	charging	quickly	disconnect	the	test	cable	and	connect	gnd	to	the	source	to	turn	on	the	hu,	there	begins	to	load	the	software.	I	plug	the	usb	memory	stick	with	the	file	mcu	2.8	either	in	usb	1	or	2	and	I	go	to	system	info	waiting	for	the	mcu	button	to	be	activated	but	no
matter	what	I	do	the	button	does	not	activate	....	I'll	try	to	patch	LauncherUI4	for	your	needs.	I	really	need	my	android	version	updated	so	that	I	can	make	use	of	the	time	delay/sleep	feature.	All	extracted	files	must	be	put	under	XYAUTOUPG	folder	directly.	Reactions:	Meteor100	Anyone	tried	and	succeeded	with	the	rooted	twrp	version	of	May2019
firmware?	The	unit	reboot	when	I	try	changing	the	boot	animation.	RDS	FM	Radio:	Radio	app	with	fixed	RDS,	channel	names	on	buttons	and	HiFi:	(Link)	(thanks	sjguk)	Copy	to	FMRadio	directory,	rename	to	FMRadio.apk	and	change	permission	764.	Thanks	I	would	try	with	a	different	scatter	file.	Well	basically	I	just	want	it	to	not	have	the	Silver
circle	background	(in	the	attached	screenshot)	and	for	it	to	look	stock	or	look	like	Android	Pie	Circular	icons	(like	in	the	second	screenshot).	Honda	car	head	unit	ROM	required	Hi,	My	honda	car	has	stock	android	head	unit	with	the	below	specifications.	Lets	wait	for	an	flashable	build.	Hi	victor	Thanks	....	I	tried	to	replace	it	through	the	configuration
menu,	but	got	stuck	in	the	boot	and	had	to	flash	the	rom	again.	Otra	pregunta,	la	pc	se	conecta	por	medio	de	un	cable	usb	al	car	player?	About	glitches,	check	if	agama	has	all	the	notification	access	it	needs.	You	problem	seems	due	to	a	short	somewhere.	I	wired	up	the	BATT,	ILLUM+,	and	ACC	to	the	positive	and	GND	to	the	negative	of	a	power
supply.	Mine	had	updated	to	TWRP...	the	data	sheet	of	the	MT6625	says	it	supports	Bluetooth	4.0,	but	i	cannot	connect	the	BLE	TPMS	(that	requires	Bluetooth	4.0)	to	the	HU,	but	it	can	connect	to	my	phone	(Bluetooth	5.0)	how	to	know	the	version	of	Bluetooth	the	HU	uses?	Use	the	translator.	Can	the	Launcher	UI4	be	modded	to	have	less	garish
icons?	Geez,	it	even	also	says	I	am	rooted	but	I	aint!	So	I	should	be	safe	to	use	the	file	you	provided	in	the	link?	You	need	to	dig	in	that	4pda	forum	Did	someone	installed	20190624	rom	?	(picture	is	in	first	post)	Viktorsaari,	I	am	looking	in	that	folder	and	do	not	see	a	Boot_1.	thanks	Reactions:	Meteor100	I	would	try	the	"Reset	factory	data	and
settings".	(I	have	translated	4pda	to	english	and	now	i	can	understand	what	are	they	writing	,	ealier	google	translate	it	automatically	on	my	native	language	and	translation	was	holrrible	).	Thanks	a	lot	for	taking	the	time	to	explain	in	more	details	the	topic,...	I	want	this	update	because	i	bought	a	remote	with	airmouse	and	the	volume	buttons	from	the
remote	doesn't	work	,	i	think	because	the	Android	version,	i	try	this	remote	on	my	Huawei	p20	PRO	and	it	works	,	so	i	need	to	update	the	unit	from	my	car	.	Its	really	simple,	line	up	the	colors	white	to	white	black	to	black	red	to	red	etc	Thank	you..	Just	wanted	to	share	that	info	for	anyone	thinking	of	going	beyond	the	32GB	limit.	Hello	again	my	friend,
Was	doing	the	Memory	Dump	from	the	Memory	Dump	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	YT9217C	HIFI	file	and	getting	the	flashing	backlight	at	startup.	Okay	so	thank	you	so	much	@viktorsaari.	Huge	time	wasted	..........	I	can't	download	the	ericsanya	dump	file	from	the	link	in	the	first	post.	That	means,	Im	not	sure	you	can	flash	the	rom	via	TWRP	3.	Set	it	to
Direct	Sleep,	Lets	see	if	it	helps.	I	would	check	the	wiring	first,	the	yellow	wire	should	always	have	power	even	with	car	off.	Tried	format	your	flash	drive	into	fat32	or	try	using	other	flash	drive...	I	really	need	my	android	version	updated	so	that	I	can	make	use	of	the	time	delay/sleep	feature.	I	was	pleasantly	surprised	of	the	sound	with	the	volume	on
low.	I	have	tried	to	use	some	boot	animations	from	the	page	recommended	some	post	above	and	the	problem	is	that	when	I	try	to	preview	the	animation	in	the	head	unit	,	the	preview	do	not	work	....	Reactions:	bitstra	My	issue	isn't	the	waiting	for	USB	permission.	Change	Max	Vol	value	up	or	down,	use	the	set	value	with	the	Set	button.	Oh	nice.
Although	I	have	permanently	soldered	thin	wire	with	a	push	button	at	the	end,	so	I	don't	have	to	open	it	again,	while	I	test	different	roms	:silly:	Viktorsaari,	your	becoming	a	legend	/	hero	in	these	parts	Thank	you	kindly	for	the	response	and	the	upload.	check	the	4pda	forum,	there	are	also	youtube	videos	explaining	the	procedure	of	backup.	Edit2:	the
5th	gray	spoiler	in	the	top	header	of	the	Russian	forum	hosts	the	links	to	the	ROM	RAR	files...	Thanks	Search	for	"ROOT	TWRP"	in	the	forum	you	can	find	both	USB	and	flashtool	versions.	how	long	would	it	take	to	do	"write	memory"?	Thank	you..	For	now	I	will	leave	this	as	is.	The	other	one	only	works	with	the	flashtool.	I	think	it	does.	Last	edited:	Aug
24,	2019	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Thank	you	both	for	the	reply	pertaining	to	Wifi.	Thanks	UPDATE:	Fixed	my	bricked	device	using	this	4GB	memory	dump:	(22.12.2018	MCU1.9)	rar_part1	rar_part2	Afterwards	updated	to	22.05.2019	(Link)	and	MCU	2.8	(Link)	via	regular	usb	upgrade.	Hello!	I	wrote	you	a	private	message	on	the	forum	4PDA.	but	lets
see.	What	is	your	current	version	of	android?	I	think	i've	already	flashed	from	9127	to	9128	using	Android	upgrade	menu	and	zip	file.	It	should	not	be	permanently	powered.	So	it	looks	like	I	need	to	crack	this	unit	open.	Having	hard	time	to	configure	how	to	fix	my	head	unit..grrr	Hi,	I	have	a	problem	with	an	8227l	head	unit	and	found	this	forum	and
your	posts	very	interesting.	The	problem	is	that	the	ROM	in	the	first	page	named	"XYAUTOUPG-701+701Ui1	(1)"	seems	quite	old	version	YT9216B	and	all	my	buttons	don't	work	anymore.	Thanks	Hi,	I	have	been	unable	to	update	via	usb,	can	you	explain	a	little	how	you	did	it?	Would	be	perfect	if	I	could	get	the	volume	issue	resolved.	Device	turns	on
but	I	get	a	black	(backlit)	screen.	Hope	it	helps.	(Link)	there	is	no	difference	in	05	and	06	versions	except	the	equaliser,	06	has	November	2018	equaliser	with	180	button,	and	05	has	December	hifi	button	instead.	I	tried	everything	still	it	sound	so	high	for	each	first	time	load	up.	Quote	user	4PDA	-	CreaturePH.	Most	importently,	exploring	and
learning...	Well	it	has	never	ran	for	me	when	I'm	on	the	Rooted	firmware.	The	file	was	transferred	to	my	free	10GB	account	and	I	downloaded	it	from	there.	Hi	there,	I	got	a	radio	off	aliexpress.	Or	wire	a	physical	on/off	switch	to	the	red	wire	going	to	the	unit.	I	have	got	installed	the	version	mcu	1.3	and	want	to	move	to	2.8.	I	have	the	file	but	I	have	the
following	issue.	Nothing	happened.	Wifi	link	speed	I	see	about	half	of	what	I	get	on	my	phone.	Ideas	anyone?	Do	I	need	a	male	usb	cable	from	both	ends?	The	icon	shows	station	name	and	info.	This	is	making	me	want	to	sell	this	device.	Todo	lo	demas	funciona	bien.	3.	Another	thing	I	forgot	to	mention	is	that	the	unit	and	application	opening	was	a
little	lagged	from	factory.	USB	flash	drive	Update	Files:	Firmware	20190522	HiFi:	(Link)	(Thanks	foxgiggle	,	iSevenAuto)	MCU	3.1	(Link)(Thanks	foxgiggle	)	MCU	2.8	(Link)	(Thanks	lemmon	and	foxgiggle)	Memory	Dump	Procedure:	(Memory	dump	is	only	needed	if	you	need	full	recovery	from	a	backup.	Probably	needs	firmware	update	first,	to	May
2019.	Old	habits	die	hard.	but	check	this	out...	this	pin	is	controlled	by	Subw	slider	in	the	audio	mixer.	Me	da	mucha	pereza	desarmar	todo	denuevo,	tengo	de	desarma	medio	auto	para	quitar	el	hu.	Thanks	Is	it	compulsary	for	me	to	follow	the	version	like	yt9217b	only	and	cannot	use	other	version	like	YT9217C?	Do	that	backup	of	your	firmware	before
doing	anything.	They	work	by	shorting	to	ground.	Despite	it	is	really	hot	you	think	it	is	normal	?	Research	online	reviews,	what	other	buyers	are	saying	and	if	anyone	has	had	negative	experiences	with	the	seller.CC0/Pexels/Pixabay	Check	for	Certification	if	You	Want	ReliabilityThe	best	way	to	ensure	the	used	car	is	reliable	is	to	purchase	it	from	a
dealership	that	offers	certification.	I	tried	the	"Memory	dump	YT9218C..........."	file	that	is	15Go.	Scatter	file	is	OK	however	now	i	get	a	the	same	Error	message	(4032)	over	and	over	again.	So	now	my	MCU	is	updated	but	not	the	Android	version.	Rooting?	not	in	the	first	post	I	think	Thanks	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2019	the	06	version	is	actually	the
YT9217B	not	YT9217C.	System	information	:	1Gb	RAM	/	16GB	ROM	Android	YT9216C_AHD_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	MCU	HW8227L-3.3-SWO-3.1	(in	fact	it	is	AC8227L)	I	have	accessed	the	Factory	settings	and	under	some	menu	I	found	the	radio	information	which	looks	that	supports	name	of	the	station	as	text	:	I	saw	the	name	of	the	station
written	in	text.	It	takes	like	10	seconds	and	then	it	starts	with	the	agama	launching	screen	before	the	agama	launcher	shows	in	the	headunit	....	I	thought	maybe	reinstalling	firmware	will	help..	I	have	tried	yesterday	to	update	using	the	android	upgrade	OTA	procedure	and	it	did	not	work	....	All	the	other	files	would	cause	the	device	to	freeze	moments
after	starting	the	boot	animation.	Are	you	sure	you	have	stored	the	rom	file	under	the	XYAUTOUPG	folder	in	the	USB	dongle?	T.I.A	I	think	I	received	a	doa.	Will	test	if	Sleep	lasts.	----------	Post	added	at	11:41	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	11:02	PM	----------	Curious,	after	a	successful	firmware	flash	how	long	should	it	take	for	the	device	to	boot	up?
links	updated	in	first	post.	Every	post	has	helped	and	I	am	grateful.	Sorry	a	bit	lost	here.....	I	live	in	Japan.	Any	ideas	to	remove	the	Ford	animation	that	comes	with	the	new	rom?	You	need	to	flash	using	SP	flash	Tools	Page	20	Hi	guys	thanks	a	lot	for	your	reply	.:good:	Another	thing	that	annoys	me	a	lot:	this	HU	have	a	terrible	WIFI	réception	(no
external	antenna).	The	app	hides	the	clock	and	the	bluetooth	music	function	is	not	controllable	on	the	home	screen.	You	don't	believe,	I	have	been	looking	out	a	solution	for	more	than	a	year.	So,	I'm	quite	sure	the	problem	is	only	the	radio	app.	Everything	works	ok	(just	quite	slow	I	guess	but	I'll	live).	This	is	one	of	the	reasons	I	was	looking	to	root	my
device	to	possibly	gain	access	to	the	volume	etc.	Thanks,	i	was	able	to	flash	(using	flash	tool)	a	factory	firmware	from	4pda.ru,	then	i	flashed	the	05052019	firmware	using	flash	drive.	Note:	there	is	no	option	to	revert	back	to	default	settings,	therefore	change	only	what	you	need	to,	and	always	keep	backup.	I	just	bought	similar	HU	with	firmware
YT9216C_AHD_00005_V004_20190628_HIFI	(details	on	the	picture),	HU	is	intended	for	Suzuki	sx4	steering	panel.	All	the	top	links	appeared	in	Google	are	completely	SPAM.	I	am	waiting	the	MALE/MALE	USB	cable	to	try	with	SP	Flash	tool.	Any	ideas?	There	is	a	setting	in	ENGEENER	mode	but	normally	you	have	nothing	to	do.	best	of	luck.	Anyone
can	help?	Thanks,	when	I	mounted	the	hu	I	had	an	accident,	the	power	connection	was	very	tight	and	when	I	suddenly	released	it	and	there	was	a	tiron	and	the	screen	mesh	was	damaged,	two	filaments	were	cut	to	see	them.	Also	no	RDS	even	if	the	chip	supports	RDS.	So	I	want	to	disable	datetime	screen	when	I	turn	off	radio	by	long	press	POWER
button.	Page	You're	currently	reading	page	1	Page	2	Page	Next	I	have	just	received	thisHead	Unit	for	Christmas,	and	I	am	wondering	how	I	can	identify	what	software	is	needed	to	update	it?	With	help	from	so	many	people	here	and	at	other	forums,	I	managed	to	fix	mine,	and	helped	others	as	well.	You	are	so	great.	Can	you	please	check	if	your	unit
behaves	the	same	?	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	----------	Post	added	at	01:47	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	01:43	PM	----------	[/COLOR]	1	USB	-	4	pin	connector	2USB	-	6pin	connector[/QUOTE]	Look	like	mine	did	not	came	with	any	second	USB	connectors,	any	way	you	to	have	a	picture	of	the	pinout	next	time	you	remove	the	hu	I'll	try	to	build	one	or	buy
one	already	made?	No	freezing	but	No	Root	which	is	fine.	Sorry	guys	if	I	am	speaking	Spanish	...	Does	this	mean	I	need	to	solder	the	wire	or	can	I	hold	a	wire	to	the	test	point?	If	it	is	a	known	name	brand	unit,	I	would	first	try	the	manufacturer's	home	page.	SP	flash	tool	does	seem	to	work,	I	have	tried	uploading	several	available	roms,	only	these
three	uploaded	successfully,	full_8227L_demo-userdebug	6.0	MRA58K	1534513814	test-keys	Заводская	прошивка	под	флештул	от	09.11.2018	UI1	с	переводом	20181224	TWRP	ROOT	перевод	и	эквалайзер	от	ноябрьской	but	didn't	turn	on	the	device.	You	might	wana	try	the	reset	pin	hole	button	on	top,	instead	of	unplugging	every	time.	I	have	not
yet	found	a	direct	"Vol-"	input	to	the	CPU.	you	have	to	take	red	ACC	wire	from	some	other	device	in	the	car,	like	cigarette	lighter	plug,	fuse	box	or	the	ignition	key	switch.	I	dont'	even	have	access	to	the	device,	let	alone	SP	flash	tool.	*To	be	clear	why	I	ask:	I'm	probing	for	interesting	IO	ports,	in	this	case	to	add	another/new	method	for	updates	via
Fastboot	on	newer	firmware.	Reactions:	Lori.Dr	Hi,	you	are	right,	the	hardware	supports	rds,	but	the	radio	app	doesn't.	Testing	if	it	has	Sleep.	Many	thanks	Can	you	please	remind	me	of	the	test	points	you	mention	in	you	first	post	for	the	memory	Dump	procedure	are	the	2	pins	i	shortcut	with	a	clip?	I	was	about	to	throw	in	the	towel	with	this	unit	and
get	rid	of	it	but	with	the	quick	boot	feature	working	now,	I'm	just	loving	it.	Hello	viktorsaari!	Thanks	for	the	quick	response.	I	will	leave	the	firmware	alone	and	enjoy	the	root	along	with	a	few	must	have	apps.	Turn	on	the	the	head	unit.	I	myself	have	tried	the	YT9217B	version,	on	this	many	google	apps	don't	install.	If	I	can	a	head	gasket	job	on	a	car
than	this	should	be	easy	enough.	I	tried	everything,	connecting	the	test	points,	pushing	reset	button	etc.	Right	?	I	park	at	my	house	yard	and	the	HU	is	barely	able	to	connect	to	my	home	WIFI	10	meters	away	!!!	You	can	add	12cm	wire	to	E2	cable	from	this	diagram	(its	Rear	camera	plug).	Can't	extract	the	launchers,	is	the	file	damaged	or	is	it	a
format	that	cannot	be	extracted	with	winrar?	Everything	else	works	fine.	So	best	of	all	world's!!.	Ill	check	today,	as	it	has	been	24	hours	since	i	installed	it	back	in	car.	not	pre	rooted.	Android	8.1	updated	file.zip	Any	ideas	????	The	unit	starts	with	the	UI	home	screen	every	time.	Check	the	first	post	for	helpful	material.	Is	it	compulsary	for	me	to	follow
the	version	like	yt9217b	only	and	cannot	use	other	version	like	YT9217C?	Also	there	is	an	option	called	"audio	mixing	level"	in	volume	settings	(or	similar)	which	reduces	music	volume	while	navigation	instruction	is	on,	to	your	preference.	It	will	take	aprox	5m	and	youa	re	done	I	need	to	register	in	the	Russian	Forum	but	there	is	catpcha	I	am	not	able
to	translate	so	I	cannot	register.....	and	select	the	correct	scatter	file.	In	the	Flashtool	menu	should	I	be	in:	Download	only	or	Firmware	Upgrade	or	Format	All	with	Upgrade?	I	could	already	calibrate	the	side	buttons	from	touch	setting,	for	some	reason	after	calibrating	the	screen	it	stops	working	to	the	touch	and	connecting	a	mouse	I	went	to	test
touch	and	from	there	I	calibrated	the	screen.	or	I	would	be	missing	something	else	?,	If	you	can	pass	me	a	link	with	detailed	instructions	I	would	greatly	appreciate	them.	o	me	estaria	faltando	algo	mas?,	si	me	pueden	pasar	algun	link	con	instrucciones	detalladas	se	los	agradeceria	muchisimo.	Is	it	possible	to	add	this	option?	The	TIMA	phone
mirroring	app?	----------	Post	added	at	05:17	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	04:57	AM	----------	I	have	not	noticed	any	difference	in	performance	or	otherwise	by	updating	to	24.06	firmware	from	22.05.	Adding	account	in	android	settings	also	don't	work.	I	asked	him	already	but	he	won't	send	them.	I	tried	Tima	app,	but	I	didn't	like	it.	(google	translate	is
helpful)	There	is	always	a	risk	of	bricking	the	device.	Last	edited:	Aug	10,	2019	We	are	the	same,	tomorrow	I	will	try	to	recover	my	hu	through	the	test	points.	Expect	owner-sale	used	cars,	as	well	as	cars	from	used	car	lots	to	have	dings	and	scratches.CC0/StockSnap/Pixabay	What	Is	the	Interior’s	Condition?When	inspecting	the	interior,	you’ll	be	able
to	tell	if	experienced	water	damage	by	looking	at	the	flooring	and	unusual	smells.	This	option	may	not	work	if	you	have	firmware	version	9216	or	9217.	using	mtk	engineering	mode:	and	if	i	go	to	home,	while	radio	is	on:	Wow.	Hi,	Im	using	the	same	unit	like	yours.	no	need	to	download	anything	via	scatter	file.	Congrats	on	getting	your	device	up	and
running!	I	am	still	having	bootup	issues	(	freeze	at	boot	animation,	sometimes	goes	into	recovery,	from	within	recovery	I	do	a	reboot	and	it	starts	all	over	again.	I	tried	Android	Terminal	emulator...no	success.	I	mean	no	one	has	thought	to	develop	a	tuner	application	that	uses	Phone	radio	chip	and	doesn't	need	internet..?!	It	is	crazy	how	people	depend
on	internet	connection	these	days	The	only	way	I	see	to	have	radio	text	is	to	buy	a	30	US$	/	30	euro	DAB+	adapter	or	satellite	radio	SIRIUS+	which	is	very	expensive..	I	just	plug	in	the	wire	to	my	laptop	and	boot	up	the	head	unit	by	plug	in	the	power	cable	and	suddenly	the	computer	detect	and	flash	my	head	unit	Reactions:	viktorsaari	I	can't	say	for
others,	but	in	my	case,	The	flashtool	wouldn't	see	the	unit	as	a	usb	device	unless	test	points	were	shorted.	If	I	remember	correctly,	if	you	try	to	use	0522	without	flashing	06	first,	the	HU	will	show	"incorrect	upgrade"	(or	something	Like	that)	any	link	to	the	06	version	??	Page	25	hey	guys	anyone	found	a	way	to	select	which	apps	to	send	to	the	second
RCA	connectors	?	With	that	procedure	a	card	reader	with	a	fat32	formatted	8GB	MicroSD	works	but	not	with	a	SanDisk	8GB	USB	stick.	So	if	you	stop	for	gas...turn	off	the	car...but	then	move	the	key	to	the	accessories	position,	the	radio	will	just	stay	on.	Now	when	I	plug	the	flash	drive	in,	when	checking	in	the	system	info,	the	upgrade	android	option
stays	greyed	out	and	no	longer	picks	up	the	update	on	the	flash	drive.	Btw	you	need	root,	becouse	it's	the	only	way	to	replace	FMradio.apk	in	/system/priv-app.	What	other	mods	can	be	done	to	Launcher	UI2?...	My	original	firmware	is	working	fine	tho.	Reactions:	Meteor100	I	know	that	i	am	creating	delay	switch	on	arduino	based	on	relay.	I	was	able
to	write	memory	:ROM_1	BOOT1	2.	There	isn't	any	TWRP	flashable	zip	And	I	found	another	bug	is	that	my	wifi	speed	really	slow...	Thanks	Reactions:	Meteor100	Hi,	I	have	been	unable	to	update	via	usb,	can	you	explain	a	little	how	you	did	it?	The	used	car	sale	price	is	a	significant	factor	but	so	are	the	rates	you’ll	be	paying	for	the	lifetime	of	the
loan.CC0/Picsues/Pixabay	Don’t	Forget	to	Look	Under	the	HoodYou	may	not	know	what	you’re	looking	for	initially,	but	it’s	essential	that	you	look	under	the	hood	when	shopping	for	used	cars.	Is	it	just	the	equalizer?	Click	Save.	I	found	them	to	be	exactly	the	same.	I	get	a	error	when	I	use	the	update	method	in	settings	(ziped	rom	on	a	usb	stick).	Many
thanks	yes,	it	gets	hot.	Upgrade:	(Android)	(Thanks	xuan	and	iSevenAuto)	Copy	the	zip	file	(do	not	extract)	to	usb	flash	drive,	(formatted	by	SD	Card	Formatter).	you	saved	my	life	with	the	first	post.	?	(I	have	a	12v	battery,	no	need	to	mount	in	the	car)	I	will	try	with	the	RESET	boutton	+	USB	cable	maybe	a	miracle..	I	have	used	as	alternative	AGAMA
which	is	very	customizable	and	very	nice.	Does	the	radio	station	name	show	when	I'm	the	radio	app	itself?	Remember	to	uncheck	the	preloader.	Any	difference	or	recommendation?	I'll	try	to	upload	it	to	my	mega	account	and	share	the	link	on	the	first	post	soon.	The	drive	is	FAT32	and	only	has	the	zip	file	upgrade	right?	----------	Post	added	at	12:42	PM
----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:37	PM	----------	Yes,	that's	what	I	did,	so	I	guess	that	if	you	don't	use	the	exact	resolution,	it	gets	stuck.	:angel:	Hello	All,	I	re-flashed	the	Rooted_TWRP_	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	I	now	have	a	working	WiFi	and	GPS	(its	cloudy	today	so	GPS	isnt	working	at	strong	as	before	from	my	workbench).	Maybe	try
Viper	Audio?	Also	put	the	USB	into	USB	1	of	the	headunit	not	USB	2.	sorry	to	bother	you	The	boot	logo	corrupted	and	become	like	this	Give	a	link	to	your	picture	logo.	(probably	due	to	wrong	usb)	but	they	both	work	fine	for	others.	I	also	short-connected	the	2	test	points	with	a	flat	screwdriver	head	(they	are	tiny)	:	The	SP	flash	tool	didn't
respond..This	is	supposed	to	be	the	ultimate	solution	or	maybe	I	did	something	wrong.	Has	anyone	tried	this	or	did	you	meet	someone	who	did	it	there?	Also	ROMs	for	2Go/32Go	RAM	are	not	compatible	with	1Gb/16	RAM	models.	The	same	is	the	case	with	MCU	2.8	and	3.1	They	seem	exactly	the	same.	Yes,	LauncherUI4	can	get	mods	too.	I've	used	a
4gb	which	worked	the	first	few	times.	easy	Download	the	following	file	Then	Unzip	the	file	in	a	USB	stick	and	put	the	data	under	the	following	folder	"XYAUTOUPG"	Restart	the	unit	with	the	USB	stick	in	the	USB	1	(not	the	USB2)	and	that's	it....	I	will	try	to	unlock/activate	these	hidden	features	in	LauncherUI2.apk...	Does	anyone	know	how	I	can	solve
the	problem	that	the	touch	buttons	on	the	side	do	not	work?	Trying	to	update	to	the	version	y9217c	with	flash	tool,	I	just	blocked	my	hu,	now	it	does	not	detect	the	usb	cable	when	connecting	it,	the	screen	turns	on	a	blinking	white	color	when	connecting	the	cable,	but	the	connection	sound	is	no	longer	heard,	when	operated	The	flash	tool	contact	key
does	nothing,	before	it	started	charging.	I	have	tried	different	versions	but	still	same	thing	......	Make	sure	you	formatted	your	flash	drive	into	fat32	then	extract	all	files	into	XYAUTOUPG	folder.	Last	edited:	Jul	11,	2019	Reactions:	jfinesse2000	its	the	same	here	too.	Only	fully	unplugging	the	power	plug	works.	RDS	never	worked	for	my	Headunit	on
stock	or	Rooted	firmware.	Multi	Window	Mode:	Go	to	root	folder,	look	for	build.prop.	As	a	result	I	have	ended	up	this	software	setup:	YT9216C_00005_V004_20190523_HIFI	Is	this	because	of	the	Boot1	file	that	was	written	to	memory?	Thanks	A	few	things	REMOTE	CONTROLS	-Anyone	get	the	steering	wheel	remote	controls	to	work	with	this	head
unit,	I	have	not	been	successful	at	getting	them	to	work	on	my	honda.	Otherwise	I	probably	look	for	any	branding	on	the	board	and	any	keywords	I	find	in	system	info	and	hit	Google	hard	for	info.	Sorry	for	my	english	Last	edited:	Jun	2,	2019	Hi,	you	need	to	copy	paste	the	whole	link	until	the	.zip	part,	Check	your	device	specs	first,	if	they	are	not
exactly	the	same	as	this,	then	you'll	probably	brick	your	device	updating	it.	Thats	it.	I	just	want	to	bring	it	back	to	what	it	was	an	hopefully	resell	it	if	I	can.	I	want	to	be	able	to	display	a	video	or	something	like	that	on	the	second	RCA	screen	while	my	main	unit	display	the	launcher	or	google	auto	(I	don't	want	to	get	fined	for	watching	a	kid	show	while
driving	lol)	Is	that	illegal??	any	idea	why	some	applications	are	closing	when	they	are	are	running	in	the	background?	Now	I'm	just	waiting	to	test	the	switch	on	time	when	I	use	my	car	later	today.	unzip	to	usb,	connect	and	reboot.	I'm	doing	this,	really	can't	understand	why	it's	not	working.	I	can	not	leave	a	link	here.	So	far	I	have	fixed	an	issue	with
no	sleep	mode	(thread	is	very	useful)	.	Actually,	just	tried	the	06	version	and	same	thing,	can't	upgrade	to	any	of	them	Ask	the	seller	to	send	you	a	link	to	the	upgrade	files.	Lo	que	hice	fue	usar	el	MT8127_Android_scatter	que	esta	en	a	primer	pagina,	dento	de	la	carpeta	de	Rooted_TWRP_	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	Seleccioné	boot.img	y
Android	solamente.	Hi	this	is	the	one	I’ve	got.....I	installed	right	after	I	recovered	the	unit	from	a	bootloop	using	your	test	point	procedure....	----------	Post	added	at	02:21	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	01:34	PM	----------	Another	question....	I	have	MCU	3.1	but	I	can't	use	andorid	2019.05.22	because	system	crashes	after	android	started	(photo	below,	I
have	2GB	RAM	/	16GB	ROM	version).	Ya	pude	calibrar	los	botones	laterales	desde	touch	setting,	por	alguna	razón	luego	de	calibrar	la	pantalla	deja	de	funcionar	al	tacto	y	conectando	un	mouse	fuí	a	test	touch	y	desde	ahi	calibre	la	pantalla.	Got	my	headunit	to	connect	to	SP	Flashtools.	You’ll	not	only	be	saving	a	considerable	amount	of	money,	but
you’ll	also	avoid	first-year	depreciation	hits	new	car	owners	face.How	Does	the	Mileage	Stack	Up?When	you’re	looking	at	the	condition	of	the	car,	how	does	the	mileage	compare?	Soy	de	Argentina,	Bs.	As.	Compre	este	modelo:	Nombre	del	Modelo:	F-Z-701TA	RAM:	1G	ROM:16GB	CPU:	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	radio:	NXP6851	El	tema	es	que	entró	en	un	estado
de	reinicio	ciclico,	pedi	ayuda	al	vendedor	y	me	envio	el	archivo	para	actualizarlo	por	medio	del	usb1	con	un	video	con	instrucciones,	hice	todo	tal	cual	el	video	y	no	pasó	nada.	Because	I	want	to	use	the	keys	on	the	steering	wheel.	Now	it	does	not	turn	on	the	illumination	of	the	touch	buttons	on	the	side,	I	think	maybe	I	connected	the	small	mesh	of	the
button	plate	badly,	or	it	may	also	be	due	to	the	new	update	and	I	have	to	configure	something.	(Link)	(thanks	Maxkir)	There	is	more	info	and	firmwares	to	chose	from	at	4pda	forum.	Ya	that’s	what	I	want!	With	limited	RAM	the	thought	of	installing	Greenify	as	a	system	app	to	assist	in	smoothing	things	is	a	driving	point.	When	the	Flashtool	is	started
and	is	ready	to	receive	a	connection,	at	this	point	when	you	connect	the	usb	cable,	it	will	start	writing	and	connection	will	continue.	i	think	flashtool	is	the	only	way	for	me	AUTOUPG	folder	put	AUTOUPG	folder	on	fat32	flash	drive	never	worked	on	my	unit.	Thanks	for	the	response	and	sharing	of	the	new	memory	image.	Hi	guys	thanks	a	lot	for	your
reply	.:good:	I	do	listen	a	lot	to	radio	when	I	go	to	work.	YES	The	radio	app	is	horrible	:	in	my	case	no	Station	programming	ie	P1,	P2	etc.	I	will	try	MCU	3.1	on	22.05	version.	Do	you	know	the	files	the	scatter	file	took	from	the	memory	dump?	Sound	volume	can	be	configured	in	the	engineering	settings.	EMMC_BOOT_1,	EMMC_BOOT_2,
EMMC_USER).	Note	that	there	are	also	ROMs	for	flashing	wit	MTC	flash	tool	downloadable.	For	60	euros,	its	more	than	decent.	If	you’re	looking	at	a	truck,	are	the	cab	corner	and	rocker	panels	rotting?	Super	Thanks	----------	Post	added	at	10:04	AM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	09:55	AM	----------	Very	easy	:	download	a	Root	check	app	on	Google
Playstore	so	you	will	know.	I	think	in	order	to	install	google	play	store	you	first	have	to	install	3	other	parts.	it	is	easy	to	remove	one	of	the	AUX_out	pin	and	install	it	at	the	Sub	output.	I've	switched	them,	and	now	if	I	turn	off	the	radio,	it	goes	to	sleep.	The	one	posted	on	4PDA	didn't	work	on	my	unit,	but	the	one	I	posted	did	work.	Yikes!	What	should	I
do?	CPU:	Quad	CoreA7/	1,3	GHz	x	4	Procesador	de	sonido:	TDA7388	Android:	YT9217B_00002_V003_20190225	mcu:	V2.6	Firmware	YT9217B_00002_V003_20190225	que	me	envió	el	chino	XYAUTOUPG-701+701Ui1.zip	enlace	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	Try	this	to	put	it	in	direct	sleep	mode,	n	see	if	it	fixes	the	sleep	mode	issue	without	updating	the
system.	Hit	Write	memory.	Hi,	Me	and	@viktorsaari	have	the	same	problem,	we	are	looking	for	better	radio	app,	trying	them	from	other	HU	similar	to	ours.	Thanks	a	lot	Last	edited:	Jun	10,	2019	If	anyone	can	share	the	stock	music	player	app	on	this	device?	Last	edited:	Jun	16,	2019	I	have	the	same	unit,	with	the	same	issue,	wrong	preloader,	bricked
device.	When	looking	at	used	cars,	be	sure	to	learn	about	what	kinds	of	fluids	are	best	for	the	kind	of	car	you’re	interested	in	buying.CC0/Amber_Avalona/Pixabay	Take	It	for	a	Test	DriveTest	driving	a	used	vehicle	not	only	will	tell	you	if	like	how	it	feels	when	you’re	riding	in	it	but	also	how	it	sounds	on	the	road.	Firmware	via	flash	tool:	Rooted	TWRP
20190523	(Link)	Thanks	Maxkir	(You	may	need	to	remap	side	touch	buttons	in	Factory	settings	(code	8888)	->	Touch	settings	->	Click	start	->	Name	of	the	button	->	The	button	itself	->Repeat	for	all	the	buttons	->	close	->	ok).	I	need	to	reinstall	it	each	time,	bug	on	the	no	sleep	mode	Last	edited:	Jul	22,	2019	All	I	know	is	heat	sink	is	also	warm	to
touch.	I	will	report	back	when	the	touch	buttons	have	been	properly	remapped.	Just	to	be	sure,	is	android	auto	possible	on	this	unit?	Now	go	to	ReadBack	Tab,	Double	click	on	empty	space	next	to	tick	mark,	Select	a	folder	where	you	want	to	store	the	dump	file,	and	Type	a	name	for	the	dump	file	you	are	going	to	creat,	(ie.	So	this	variant	was	my
favorite	method...	I	started	this	thread	asking	help	to	fix	my	own	unit.	Thank	you	kindly	Maxkir,	The	touch	buttons	have	been	properly	remapped.	Run	the	sp	flash	tool.	It	kinda	looks	the	same	as	mine.	but	the	amplifier	is	burning	when	I	touch	it	.....	The	one	posted	on	4PDA	didn't	work	on	my	unit,	but	the	one	I	posted	did	work.	and	I	like	it.	You	need	to
experiment	and	find	which	is	which.	Other	than	that,	I	don't	think	there	is	any	thing	else	affecting	the	default	volume	at	boot	or	at	quick	start.	Okay	so	which	radio	app	are	you	using?	:highfive:	Gracias,	al	armar	el	hu	tuve	un	accidente,	la	ficha	de	alimentacion	estaba	muy	agarrada	y	al	soltarse	pego	un	tiron	y	la	malla	del	display	se	dañó,	se	cortador
dos	filamentos	que	para	poder	verlos	tuve	que	quitar	el	display,	los	soldé	con	dos	cables	pequeños	y	por	suerte	funciónó.	so	I'm	only	guessing	it	only	see's	1gb	ram.....	Hope	you	find	a	solution	to	boot	your	HU...	Everyone	contributing	has	been	absolutely	awesome,	and	I	deeply	grateful	for	such	a	warn	and	helpful	thread	of	wonderful	caring	and
sharing	members	from	all	over	the	world.	Is	there	any	rom	support	for	my	device	here???	I	am	a	bit	lost...	How	to	permanently	change	region/	time	zone?	If	so,	it	is	a	breakthrough.	So	my	question	/	request,	is	there	anyone	that	has	the	wiring	schematic	or	at	least	back	panel	drawing	with	wiring	labels	on	this	HU?	Thanks	Yes,	try	the	usb	uprgades	I
have	shared	in	1st	post.	I	have	been	looking	in	other	threads	for	this	but	nothing	in	regards	to	our	head	unit.	My	microsd	was	defective.	I	reduced	its	brightness	in	the	key	light	settings	under	factory	settings.	Try	this.	And	the	fast	boot	loads	my	agama	launcher	in	less	than	2	seconds	and	music	starts	within	5.	I	would	try	the	16gb	version,	and	hope
the	system	picks	up	the	2gb	ram.	I	have	held	my	own	by	rooting	and	installing	custom	ROMs	on	all	my	15+	Android	devices	in	the	past,	and	never	bricked	on!	With	that	being	said	I	need	some	help	because	now	my	device	boots	to	a	backlight	screen	and	flashtools	doesnt	recognize	its	USB	connection.	pantalla	negra	Buenas	tardes,	mi	nombre	es	felipe.
Using	USB	mode	upgrade	then	reset	the	Android	OS	via	settings.	Thanks	the	link	takes	me	to	the	main	page.	Last	edited:	Aug	2,	2019	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Page	18	Thanks	everyone	who	contributed	in	my	effort	to	fix	my	bricked	device.	Detach	the	flashdrive.	Just	the	fact	I	have	a	custom	screen	in	my	car	can	get	me	a	fine	since	I'll	have	to	prove	I
wasn't	watching	something	on	it	while	driving	lol	Is	my	unit	similar	to	these	units	Hello	Good	People,	By	now	many	are	aware	of	the	slow	transfer	rate	using	Wifi,	as	a	result	this	can	keep	you	in	your	vehicle	longer	when	trying	to	download	and	install	apps	like	maps	etc.	I	have	the	pin	out	in	my	kia	says	canH	and	canL	in	the	original	harness,	and	in
4pda.ru	there	is	a	canH	and	canL	on	the	pinouts	in	the	8227	head	unit.	Entiendo	que	todavia	lo	puedo	salvar	usando	flash	tool,	pero	no	entiendo	mucho	del	tema,	hace	varios	años	salve	un	celular	usando	flash	tool	pero	habia	encontrado	un	tutorial	bien	detallado	paso	a	paso,	pero	hasta	ahora	no	encontré	mucho	sobre	esto.	No	car	configured.	In	the
folder	XYAUTOUPG	firmware	files.	The	stock	launcher	is	crap	and	I	cant	find	any	better	free	launcher	than	webguru	now.	in	my	HU	red	and	yellow	were	switched	in	the	iso	plug	(yellow	on	PIn4	And	red	on	PIN	7).	You	can	even	check	out	car	settings	for	some	of	the	other	vehicles	but	won't	be	functional.	Super	Thanks	Hello	again	All,	I	dont	mean	to
hyjack	this	thread	as	my	own	personal	project,	I	hope	to	learn	and	grow	from	this	experience	and	if	my	additional	post	can	help	someone	in	the	future	that	would	be	a	good	thing.	SP	flash	tool	does	seem	to	work,	I	have	tried	uploading	several	available	roms,	only	these	three	uploaded	successfully,	full_8227L_demo-userdebug	6.0	MRA58K	1534513814
test-keys	Заводская	прошивка	под	флештул	от	09.11.2018	UI1	с	переводом	20181224	TWRP	ROOT	перевод	и	эквалайзер	от	ноябрьской	but	didn't	turn	on	the	device.	It	has	been	the	fastest	and	most	stable	for	me	so	far	Last	edited:	Jul	10,	2019	Reactions:	bitstra	I	also	had	trubble	with	rooted	20190522	version	from	4PDA	and	Headunit	Reloaded
(waiting	for	USB	permission)	So	I've	moved	the	Headunit	Reloaded	app	from	/data/app	to	/system/priv-app	(aka	install	as	system	app).	I	did	not	go	further	accepting	the	animation	because	I	am	scare	of	getting	a	loop	.....	That	link	doesn’t	do	anything	for	me.	Estas	diciendo	que	luego	de	puentear	los	contactos	le	diste	alimentación	y	entro	en	modo
recovery	como	el	de	los	celulares?	Super	Thanks	Estamos	igual,	mañana	intentare	recuperar	mi	hu	mediante	los	puntos	de	prueba.	Try	with	un-powered	device,	usb	link	and	spflashtool.	Weird.	And	via	boot	update	the	update	wont	start	at	all.	Insert	into	USB1.	Press	Ctrl	Alt	V	,	then	go	to	Window	and	select	"write	memory".	Unfortunately	the
"Memeory	Write"	method	with	the	big	file	Memory	Dump	Rooted	TWRP	20190523	YT9217C	HIFI	didn't	work	for	me.	I	purchased	a	ST-LINK/v2	mini	and	I	am	trying	to	figure	out	how	to	program	eMMC	through	it.	Select	a	dump	for	your	version	of	the	firmware	that	you	originally	had	from	the	store.	I	have	accessed	the	Factory	settings	and	under	some
menu	I	found	the	radio	information	which	looks	that	supports	name	of	the	station	as	text	:	I	saw	the	name	of	the	station	written	in	text.	your	processor	is	AC8317	acording	to	specDevice.	I	have	got	myself	one	unit	from	China	without	any	Google	apps	and	manual	installation	of	Google	apk	doesn't	work.	any	link	to	the	06	version	??	I	gave	up	trying,
because	honestly,	I	don't	listen	to	radio	that	much.	I	used	USB2	as	with	my	previous	update.	Any	help	at	all	would	be	appreciated.	Another	clue	is	the	autofrenquecy	function	(that	works	really	bad,	and	i	want	to	turn	it	off).	My	HU	motherborard	original	specs:	MCU	3.1	Firmware	YT9216C...	Everything	is	already	working.	I	may	be	able	to	get	access	to
a	friends	computer	running	Windows	10.	File	name:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	FLASH	So	DONT	USE:	YT9218C_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	-	UI2	Reactions:	EagleSoldier	Make	sure	you	download	the	file	with	the	term	"flash"	in	it.	that's	why	most	boot	animations	are	30	sec	long.	Oh.	So	no	need	to	update	for	now?	Uploading
Firmware	(full	or	parts)	via	flashtool:	If	you	are	uploading	the	firmware	available	in	parts,	you	only	need	to	upload	"BOOTIMG"	and	"ANDROID"	(SYSTEM).	Device	is	a	bit	on	the	slow	side,	but	as	they	say	"you	get	what	you	pay	for".	it	boots	normally,	but	it	freezes	after	using	it	for	a	minute,	i	tried	flashing	the	software	again,	but	it	only	works	from	the
system	info	screen,	it	works	(flashes	the	firmware)	Reactions:	eyadmojahed	CVBS-IN	?	As	of	user	mode?	Buenas	tardes,	mi	nombre	es	felipe.	I	hope	it	works.	Can	you	share	which	setting	you	set	in	MTK	audio?	----------	Post	added	at	12:42	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:37	PM	----------	so,	it	is	not	advisable	anymore	to	change	the	resolution,	i	guess..
Yet	still	radio	sound	like	4	or	5....	Can	you	help	me	with	process	to	map	the	touch	boutons	?	any	solution	for	this?	T.I.A	The	usb	needs	to	be	formated	fat32	via	"sdcard	formater"	(link	in	first	post).	Its	suppose	to	be	fun	and	yet	I	am	sweating	bullets	making	sure	I	get	this	right.	Okay,	thanks	Try	the	regular	ota	upgrade	via	usb	drive	after	that.	Copy	all
files	from	the	RAR	to	a	flashdrive	in	root	folder.	YES	The	radio	app	is	horrible	:	in	my	case	no	Station	programming	ie	P1,	P2	etc.	I	have	not	yet	come	across	YT9216C_AHD	upgrade	zip.	One	more	question.	In	my	opinion	the	YT9217C	is	far	better	in	this,	I	never	faced	any	problem	updating	or	installing	apps	on	it	.	I've	paid	$110	for	2Gb	RAM	16GB
ROM	version.	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	and	cafsta	Any	idea	how	to	update	it	via	twrp?	Upgraded	perfectly	after	that.	Hi	there	Have	you	noticed	any	memory	issue	in	the	unit	after	the	update	to	20190522	y	MCU	2.8	Mine	randomly	closes	applications	in	the	background.	First	off	I	want	to	give	a	huge	THANK	YOU	to	everyone	on	the	thread	that	has
responded	to	my	post.	On	the	site	4PDA	you	need	to	use	the	firmware	for	the	links	with	the	words	"Для	флештул"	Many	thanks	O	have	a	capitel	of	stupid	questions	....	Here	is	a	nice	instructions	file.	Check	this	and	see	what	memory	size	it	says	on	it?	Woah.	I	know	that	i	am	creating	delay	switch	on	arduino	based	on	relay.	I	was	careful	not	to	install
any	YT9217	firmware	due	to	a	radio	chip	difference,	much	less	YT9216	firmware.	Hello	Good	People,	By	now	many	are	aware	of	the	slow	transfer	rate	using	Wifi,	as	a	result	this	can	keep	you	in	your	vehicle	longer	when	trying	to	download	and	install	apps	like	maps	etc.	It	says	so	on	every	screen	you	show	Also	another	indicator	is	the	price	:	1Go	RAM
=>	100-120	US$	2Go	RAM	=>	200	US	$	or	more.	ya	quedo	todo	funcionando.	T.I.A.	My	car	webguru	also	doesn't	work.	@viktorsaari	do	we	have	engineering	test	debugging	code	in	factory	settings	menu?	Boot	update	didn't	work	for	me	either	for	the	latest	version.	It	seems	that	SP	Flash	Tool	doesn't	recognize	the	HU	at	all	!	It	doesn't	react	or	maybe
I	need	to	load	another	Memory	dump	file.	i	saw	alot	user	having	these	problem	but	after	they	use	other	flash	drive	they	manage	to	get	it	upgraded.	on	top	with	ui2.	Last	edited:	Aug	8,	2019	System	information	:	1Gb	RAM	/	16GB	ROM	Android	YT9216C_AHD_00005_V004_20190522_HIFI	MCU	HW8227L-3.3-SWO-3.1	(in	fact	it	is	AC8227L)	This	didn't
work	for	me	on	2	different	USB	sticks.	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	it	depends,	what	was	the	original	rom	version	on	your	device?	After	that	I	would	experiment	with	different	MCUs	available	out	there,	(at	own	risk	of	course).	I	was	able	to	jump	the	two	large	test	points	using	a	pair	of	tweezers.	Thanks	Apparently	boot1	does	not	fit.	Another	glitch	is	that
some	times	when	a	switch	on	my	car,	the	unit	stars	with	the	multi	window	screen	(	the	android	screen	where	you	see	all	running	applications	).	There	is	an	air	outlet	right	behind	the	head	unit	which	was	meant	to	cool	the	original	head	unit.	Chip	ID:	6625	Wow.	(Link)	The	animation	preview	didn't	work	for	me,	but	I	installed	it	anyway	and	it	worked
fine.	Thank	you	I	need	help!!!	Thanks	everyone	who	contributed	in	my	effort	to	fix	my	bricked	device.	Last	edited:	Sep	2,	2019	What	maps	are	you	Good	People	using?	So	next	upgrade	I	will	not	be	able	to	use	USB	upgrade?	these	gives	me	headache..,	???	I	did	enter	the	factory	code	8888	and	was	in	the	menu	but	I	don't	understant	how	to	map	the
buttons	with	HU.	Is	there	an	OTA	upgrade	menu	within	the	settings	of	the	head	unit?	It	happened	to	me	just	like	you,	with	the	screwdriver	I	was	not	successful	in	bridging	the	test	points.	This	is	done	through	the	MTK	engineering	mode,	to	enter	it,	install	the	MTK.apk	program	and	look	in	the	Hardware	Testing	tab,	the	Audio	item,	and	in	it	the	sub-
item	Headset	Mode.	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2019	Hello	Good	People,	Has	anyone	using	the	Agama	launcher	been	able	to	control	the	volume	level	from	within	the	Agama	launcher	"+"	and	"-"	buttons.	Than	I	flashed	firmware	Rooted_TWRP_	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	without	the	preloader	3.	I	hope	it	helps.	I've	tried	all	of	these	setting	but
nothing	changed.	Has	anyone	tried	the	CVBS-in	ports?	I	use	a	powered	USB	Hub	for	the	main	USB	because	charging	is	slow	with	just	the	main	USB.	Now	for	some	reason,	no	test	points	needed	:	The	HU	is	detected	as	soon	as	i	lauch	Dowload	button	from	SP	Flash	tool	the	I	get	an	error:	exemple	of	same	image	:	----------	Not	sure	I	want	to	continue
with	this	HU	--	I	have	spent	litterally	hours	trying	to	revive	it.	----------	Post	added	at	12:40	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:35	PM	----------	Anyone	tried	and	succeeded	with	the	rooted	twrp	version	of	May2019	firmware?	Soft	touch	buttons	stay	on	for	about	a	minute,	and	then	they	go	off.	The	firmware	used	was:	Rooted_TWRP_
YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2)	Now	I	cannot	get	the	Wifi	and	GPS	to	come	on	to	make	a	connection.	Sorry	I	am	far	from	being	a	technical	guy	....	I	purchased	lately	from	a	Chinese	reseller	a	head-unit	SEICANE	H543	which	at	my	big	suprise	doesn't	not	support	RADIO	RDS	functionality.	Only	difference	in	the	files	I	shared,	I	think,	the	June
update	is	for	YT9217B	and	the	May	update	is	for	YT9217C	There	is	no	difference	in	performance	either	way.	Post	the	image	/	info	on	this	thread	so	it	can	clearly	be	seen	so	you	can	get	the	best	help	Pictures	in	attachment.	sorry	for	that	1.)	if	I	can	use	the	firmware	with	the	words	Для	флештул	without	deassembling	the	unit,	why	do	o	need	to	use	the
test	point	procedure	?	after	that	the	22.05	update.	I'm	about	to	do	the	same	with	Arduino,	i	prepared	the	sketch	and	the	circuit	diagram,	but	it	shouldn't	be	a	delay	timer,	it	should	be	a	timed	pulse	to	keep	the	inside	capacitor	charged,	and	not	to	turn	on	the	screen	(pulse	in	milli	seconds)	each	30	or	less	seconds,	i'll	share	the	full	solution	with	diagrams
once	i	finish	it.	After	acc	off	some	time	it	will	goes	back	to	loud	on	radio	each	quick	boot	and	I	had	to	press	up	or	down	to	bring	down	the	volume.	I	was	thinking	of	adding	a	small	12v	fan	at	the	back	as	well,	but	haven't	got	around	doing	that	yet.	I	would	like	to	weld	red	LEDs	to	match	my	dashboard.	but	for	last	month	version,	it	did,	but	only	with	this
file	xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L_demo-ota-20190522_HIFI.zip,	Others	at	4pda	have	been	using	all	sorts	of	bootabe	firmwares,	witch	have	never	worked	on	mine.	Upon	completion	of	the	firmware	at	the	bottom	it	will	be	written,	pull	out	the	flash	drive	and	press	reset.	Hi,	I	have	a	problem	with	an	8227l	head	unit	and	found	this	forum	and	your	posts
very	interesting.	I	asked	a	lot	of	questions	and	got	a	lot	of	responses.	I	am	almost	there	thanks	to	all	of	you!	Thank	you	the	HU	is	recognized	in	Windows	Device	manager	as	"Mediatek	USB	Preloader	adapter"	for	1-2	seconds	then	even	if	I	hold	the	test-point	it	shows	as	disconnected.	Last	edited:	Sep	9,	2019	My	new	(received	Aug	2019)	unit	was
shipped	with	Android	firmware	"YT9217B_00002_V004_20190530"	and	MCU	firmware	"HW8227L-3.3-SW0-3.1"	When	I	boot	it	with	the	test	points	shorted,	it	does	NOT	automatically	look	for	updates	on	the	attached	USB	disk.	Hit	Write	memory,	then	plug	the	usb	cable	in,	while	shorting	the	test	points	together.	armv7l	Architecture	Resolution:
800x480,	160	dpi,	68Hz	Memory:	881	MB	Cores:	1	I	don't	think	this	thread	fit	your	unit	Reactions:	prabsbox	I	will	try	to	help	as	best	as	I	can.	I	reversed	USB	male-male	sockets	:	no	change.	Reactions:	SharkysRacing	I	installed	all	the	launchers	ui,	none	finished	convincing	me,	I	expected	more	from	ui5.	It	just	has	the	mentioned	USB	issue	above.	Or
another	method	to	select	Fastboot?	Still	no	luck	with	the	MCU	2.8	though.	I	guess	there	are	subtle	differences	in	devices	and	firmwares	out	there.	It	seems	not	running...should	i	fill	in	"File	Path"?	The	upgrade	option	for	me	only	works	on	USB2.	Future	how	to	upgrade?	Your	latest	firmware	2019.05.05	There	is	no	sleep	mode	in	this	firmware.	Also	you
posted	Launcher	UI5	in	4PDA?	Originally,	when	I	connected	my	iPhone	X	to	it	using	the	original	charging	cable	it	would	charge.	Also,	it	takes	like	30	seconds	for	gmaps	to	load	and	become	responsive?	For	my	the	new	icon	does	not	show,	the	radio	station	names	that	have	RDS	do	not	have	the	RDS	IDs,	and	my	Auto	Search	function	to	automatically	set
radio	station	presets	under	the	WEAK	or	STRONG	setting	works	fine.	I	will	try	to	flash	0522	build	and	after	that	the	new	one.	I	think	the	only	way	is	the	test	point	method.	It	shows	a	black	(with	light)	screen.	bother	work	the	same,	in	my	opinion.	easy	Download	the	following	file	Then	Unzip	the	file	in	a	USB	stick	and	put	the	data	under	the	following
folder	"XYAUTOUPG"	Restart	the	unit	with	the	USB	stick	in	the	USB	1	(not	the	USB2)	and	that's	it....	This	thread	will	get	you	up	and	running.	Firmware	versions	1GB	RAM	and	2GB	RAM	are	not	compatible.	MCU	Upgrade	Procedure:	Extract	the	mcu	file	into	flash	drive	or	microSD	card.	Plus	the	online	radio	,like	Radiogram,	are	far	more	versatile.	I
have	the	agama	launcher.	If	still	not	detected	then	you	might	need	to	short	the	test	points	(see	picture)	(without	power	this	time)	and	then	plug	in	the	usb	cable.	I	have	got	myself	one	unit	from	China	without	any	Google	apps	and	manual	installation	of	Google	apk	doesn't	work.	I	knew	I'll	be	flashing	more	than	once,	So	I	soldered	2	thin	wires	(found	in
old	desktop)	to	the	test	points,	and	brought	them	outside	the	unit.	I'm	using	a	4GB	cheapo	flash	drive	and	it	never	give	any	issues...	See	attached	screenshot.	I	switched	to	the	20190522	version	posted	on	the	very	first	post	and	it	works	well.	Please	give	me	some	days,	because	I'm	working	on	unlocking	the	hidden	features	in	LauncheUI2.	I	flashed
Rooted_TWRP_	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523(UI2).rar	MT8127_Android_scatter	continued	to	fail	MT3367_Android_scatter	went	through	the	transfer	process	and	gave	the	"green	download	ok"	check	image.	Okay,	thanks	Out	of	15gb,	the	firmware	part	is	under	3gb,	the	rest	is	empty	space,	If	you	want	to	try,	read	through	the	scatter	file	for
locations,	and	use	a	hex	editor	to	crop	out	just	the	firmware.	Shutdown	with	Egnition	key	switch	???	i	fllash	before	without	using	test	point	method.	you	might	find	something	useful	there.	It	should	at	least	shut	down,	if	not	going	to	sleep	mode.	Maxkir	mentioned	it	has	sleep	mode	in	his	post	at	4pda.	Save	the	information	appeared,	in	a	text	file	for
later.	Where	do	I	go	from	here?	Last	edited:	Aug	1,	2019	I	really	can't	understard	why	My	HU	doesn't	go	to	sleep	mode,	it	turn	off	every	time	I	turn	off	the	car.	The	pink	ones	are	some	stick	on	heat	sinks	I	found	in	the	junk	box.	FM	radio	app	Anyone	noticed	that	RDS	info	is	shown	in	the	Notification	area	and	also	in	the	Engineering	mode,	but	not	in
the	Radio	app	itself	or	on	the	home	screen?	after	that	connect	the	usb	cable	to	pc	while	connecting	these	two	test	points	(picture)	with	a	small	piece	of	wire	to	each	other.	Read	the	1st	post	for	instructions.	shift	the	dot	to	each	corner.	Thank	you	again	sir	for	your	amazing	help	and	insight.	The	device	will	self	reboot	the	process	and	eventually	goes
into	TWRP	Recovery	What	should	I	do	now?	It	boots	normally	every	time.	A	working	unit	is	better	than	a	non	working	unit,	a	rooted	unit	is	better	than	a	non	rooted	unit.	Gracias.	Can't	install	apps	etc,	instant	freeze.	Connect	the	flashdrive	to	USB	1	slot	of	the	head	unit.	Can	you	check	with	a	multi-meter	if:	car	stopped:	Voltage	between	pins	1	(black)
and	pin	2	(yellow)	12VDC	or	more	Voltage	between	pins	1	(black)	and	pin	3	(red)	0VDC	car	started:	Voltage	between	pins	1	(black)	and	pin	2	(yellow)	12VDC	or	more	Voltage	between	pins	1	(black)	and	pin	3	(red)	12VDC	Last	edited:	Aug	4,	2019	have	you	upgraded	mcu	and	android	to	the	version	supporting	sleep	mode?	Thanks	Try	the	memory	dump,
boot1,	boot2	and	user.	the	test	points	are	actually	"volume	up"	points,	I	tested	by	attaching	a	small	push	button	to	the	wires.	When	I	get	my	side	touch	buttons	working	I	will	be	good	to	go.	Then	I	volume	down	again	and	sound	is	actually	lower...	:highfive:	Okay	so	thank	you	so	much	@viktorsaari.	Extract	those	files	into	XYAUTOUPG	folder.	3.1?	I
would	try	the	"Reset	factory	data	and	settings".	i	think	flashtool	is	the	only	way	for	me	Last	edited:	Jul	24,	2019	RDS	info?	I	do	not	need	help	with	Flashing	updates	(yet	When	you	are	into	boot	menu	have	you	tried	to	validate	optin	with	a	usb	mouse,	maybe	it	works	When	you	are	into	boot	menu	have	you	tried	to	validate	optin	with	a	usb	mouse,	maybe
it	works	That	was	an	excellent	suggestion.	This	can	be	seen	in	the	layout.xmls	of	Homescreen.	Viktorsaari	is	the	man	with	the	plan,	he	helped	me	every	step	of	the	way,	without	his	help	my	head	unit	would	still	unrooted	and	or	bricked.	Sorry	not	sure	to	understand	Are	you	saying	that	if	I	press	the	volume	up	instead	of	the	test	points	I	will	be	able	to
write	without	opening	the	headunit	?	It	takes	about	10	minutes.	I	get	an	error	message,	anyone	know	who	I	can	resolve	that	or	would	there	be	smaller	user	files	available?	Do	you	have	any	issues	with	20190522	from	the	4PDA	forum?	I'm	at	my	wits	end	with	this	damn	head	unit	[emoji2365][emoji2365][emoji2365]	Sent	from	my	PRA-LA1	using
Tapatalk	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	In	my	case	only	the	firmware	named	"xyauto_ui2_9218C_full_8227L-20190522_HIFI.zip"	worked.	Do	i	have	to	be	on	22052019?	Can	you	extract	it	and	share	it	here?	I	have	the	rootchecker	software	installed	and	it	says	I	am	not	rooted.	Which	radio	app	are	you	using?	I	just	need	to	ask	a	few	more	questions	to	settle
my	nerves.	That	is	the	correct	response.	there	might	be	problems	with	wrong	scatter	file.	Anyone	know	anything	about	this?	Reactions:	jfinesse2000	Nice	bro,	I've	a	question.	My	8227L	installed	on	Peugeot	Partner,	switch	off	immedialtely	with	Engine,	it	cannot	be	ON	with	ACC	key	,	is	realy	booring,	any	help	or	change	please	?...	Each	time	I	had	to
do	that.	only	thing	is,	after	the	wake	up	from	deep	sleep,	it	takes	a	while	for	the	aps	to	get	the	emulated	sd	card,	like	igo	displays	message	to	"insert	sd	card"	but	after	a	while	starts	normally.	@viktorsaari	Sorry	for	being	off	topic	again	Last	edited:	Jul	14,	2019	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	can	someone	share	the	original	recovery?	Okay.	-----	update	-
Dumped	all	memory	(32G	:/)	-	Flashed	only	recovery	image	(recovery-twrp-UI1-mine_20190127-1726.img	-	warning	touch	is	reversed)	-	Installed	SuperSU-v2.79-SYSTEMMODE.zip	Last	edited:	Sep	1,	2019	Android	9.1?	i	guess	it's	fake,	like	our	8.1	go	Btw	it	would	be	nice	to	have	a	copy	of	your	FW	(maybe	you	can	ask	to	the	seller?)	Fake	AF,	it's
marshmallow.	Super	Thank	you	1.Open	unit	and	connect	a	short	out	the	two	test	points	with	a	single	wire?	At	this	time	I	disconnected	the	USB	cable	and	powered	up	the	unit.	With	the	unit	unplugged	do	I	simple	use	a	wire	or	small	metal	object	to	connect	two	of	the	five	test	points?	If	your	time	permits	would	you	please	walk	me	through	the	exact
steps	needed	to	perform	root	using	Flashtool?	Bootloader	file	is	not	needed	if	the	device	is	booting	normally.	(requires	android	22.5.2019	and	mcu2.8)	I	haven't	noticed	any	adverse	effect	so	far.	Last	edited:	Aug	9,	2019	Also	another	indicator	is	the	price	:	1Go	RAM	=>	100-120	US$	2Go	RAM	=>	200	US	$	or	more.	Can	I	dump	it	myself?	I	tried	port	1
and	port	2	but	neither	works.	My	device	doesn't	flash	via	usb	drive	so	I	have	not	tested	it.	For	some	reason	it	didn't	work	when	installed	in	my	car	even	unit	was	off	--	I	removed	completely	the	HU,	took	it	to	my	desk	and	connected	with	USB.	Pero	mi	memoria	estaba	fallada	y	a	la	mitad	del	flasheo	salio	error,	y	mi	dispositivo	quedo	un	ladrillo.
Reactions:	raphael.atienza	Just	a	tip	to	everyone	who	are	having	hard	time	to	connect	the	shortening	of	the	two	points...u	dont	need	to	solder	the	two	points...	No	flashing	process.	(Read	above	"Memory	dump	procedure"	for	the	usb	connection	setup).	On	USB1	it	just	fails	and	says	update	error.	even	after	trying	to	increase	it	in	the	audio	setting?	My
issue	is	the	unit	just	locks	up	when	I	plug	any	phone	on	USB1.	I	am	very	concern	about	the	temperature	or	the	head	unit	.....	If	you	use	the	original	harness	no	problem.	May	be	someone	can	shed	some	light	on	this?	Best	regards	I	think	I	may	have	a	different	Radio	chip	then.	make	sure	the	permissions	are	all	correct	for	it,	and	remove	all	other
launchers,	or	at	least	disable	permissions	for	the	other	launchers.	How	did	you	root	your	HU?	Reactions:	PamelaGirl	Congrats	to	all	who	successfully	flashed	their	head-unit.	I've	tried	3	different	usb	drives,	with	different	FW,	the	XYAUTOUPG	method	never	worked	for	me.	i	have	the	same	issue	Xyautoupg	f-z-701ta	2.1	Thanks	for	the	link,	much
appreciated!	When	the	download	was	complete	I	put	all	the	files	on	my	USB	and	had	the	unit	reboot.	typically	for	Boot_1	and	2	the	length	is	0x0000000000400000	and	for	USER	(16GB	models)	the	length	is	0x00000003a8000000	Click	OK.	Okay	that	is	way	beyond	what	I	know	about	customization	of	the	launcher	of	Android	Headunits.	Sadly	the	reset
button	doesn't	bring	it	out	of	not	responding.	I	have	used	8888	for	factory	access..	There	is	a	setting	in	ENGEENER	mode	but	normally	you	have	nothing	to	do.	I	am	no	stranger	to	having	rooted	all	my	Android	devices.	Do	you	mean	I	can	install	yt9217c	rom	on	my	head	unit?	It	would	be	nice	to	know	what	all	the	settings	in	menu	do.	Give	a	link	to	your
picture	logo.	You	are	a	star...	My	8227L	installed	on	Peugeot	Partner,	switch	off	immedialtely	with	Engine,	it	cannot	be	ON	with	ACC	key	,	is	realy	booring,	any	help	or	change	please	?...	Close	the	Flash	Tool	app	and	try	again.	Everyone	chooses	for	himself.	The	seller	was	less	than	helpful,	so	Aliexpress	refunded	me	in	full.	Next	I	put	the	content	of	the
download	into	a	folder	called	XYAUTOUPG.	solo	me	queda	desarmar	y	probar	sin	corriente	puentendo	los	puntos	de	prueba,	si	tienen	algun	consejo	estaré	agradecido..	With	this	method	I	can	monitor	large	apps	being	installed	that	can	take	hours(maps)	while	still	being	in	the	house	doing	other	things.	Sygic	for	the	most	times.	What	other	mods	can	be
done	to	Launcher	UI2?	Also,	updated	the	MCU	to	3.1	without	any	problems	so	it's	kind	of	weird	Sleep	mode	works	fine	on	my	end.	2.)	what	is	the	difference	between	memory	Dump	procedure	vs	usb	update?	The	scatter	file	in	the	original	8227L	Hi-Fi	folder	did	not	show	the	three	partitions	on	the	device.	does	it	mean	that	one	will	heat	more	than	the
other	?	I	ended	up	staying	with	the	ui1,	the	ui4	is	pretty	good,	just	missing	a	widget	that	shows	the	speed.	Unfortunately	the	GND	+	test	points	or	Short-2	test	points	gives	the	same	result	in	my	case	:	the	HU	is	recognized	in	Windows	Device	manager	as	"Mediatek	USB	Preloader	adapter"	for	1-2	seconds	then	even	if	I	hold	the	test-point	it	shows	as
disconnected.	I	have	soldered	external	wifi	antenna,	as	shown	in	the	modifications	link	I	shared	earlier,	which	helps	with	signal	strength,	but	speed	is	the	same.	Please	let	me	know	if	I	need	anything	special	Thanks	Sometimes	it	is	the	fault	of	the	USB	drive.	(copy	and	paste	the	whole	link	until	the	.zip	part)	Android	8.1	updated	file.zip	Any	ideas	????
Sent	from	my	iPhone	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Jul	29,	2019	Page	15	Hello	again	All,	I've	been	on	the	4PDA	site	for	hours	looking	for	the	illusive	file	that	I	can	unzip	or	unrar.	Each	boot	or	quick	boot	after	acc	off	some	time,	radio	will	load	as	it	was	last	open	app	then	my	default	volume	is	1...	I'm	doing	this,	really	can't	understand	why	it's	not	working.
Did	you	try	formatting	the	usb	drive	with	SD	card	formater?	Thanks	again	There	is	a	difference	between	equalizers.	Thanks	ROM	Firmware	for	Chinese	7"	Head	Unit	with	AC8227l	YT9217	YT9218	1GB/16GB	Do	some	of	these	head	units	NOT	come	rooted?	I	am	gonna	have	to	take	a	closer	look	and	get	it	setup	again	when	I	have	more	time	was	just
wondering	if	anyone	has	had	success	with	this	approach.	I	tried	every	other	way	to	no	avail.	If	it	does	the	upgrade	via	ZIP	using	USB2	should	work	on	stock	firmware.	Thanks	you	----------	Post	added	at	04:51	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	04:48	PM	----------	Maxkir,	Thanks	for	the	post	with	the	instruction	and	video.	Thank	you	for	posting	the
instruction.	Cheers	To	increase	the	speed	of	wifi,	on	some	firmware	disabling	the	bluetooth	in	the	curtain	helps.	When	researching	2008	used	cars	for	sale,	for	example,	you	can	pay	the	dealership	a	small	fee	to	produce	these	records	for	you.CC0/Free-Photos/Pixabay	MORE	FROM	QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET	Twrp	Moto	G4	Upgrade	Driver	USB	in
Twrp	Moto	G4	Dwa	547	Driver	8	Solutions	to	upgrade	Driver	on	a	Dwa	547	Driver	How	do	I	Unlock	with	Z38	Unlock	J5	2016	Top	2	Ways	to	upgrade	Android	Driver	on	Unlock	J5	2016	Root	for	Topcon	X30	5	Methods	to	Root	on	Topcon	X30	ROM	/	Firmware/	Brick	Recovery	for	7"	Android	Head	Unit	AC8227l	YT9217	YT9218	1/16GB	Thanks	everyone
who	contributed	in	my	effort	to	fix	my	bricked	device.	I	have	added	link	to	the	Root	TWRP	May	firmware	to	the	1st	post,	which	worked	on	my	unit.	I	don't	know	which	was	the	cause	of	the	blockage,	I'm	a	little	scared.	Last	edited:	Aug	6,	2019	Hi	I	am	new	on	this	forum.	Pictures	{	{	{	{	Last	edited:	Aug	27,	2019	Hi,	can	anyone	help	me	with	YT9217B



radio	1.	I	need	some	help	Received	firmware	files	from	seller,	but	its	probably	the	update	files,	not	the	complete	firmware.	Could	I	install	the	latest	rom	or	mcu	to	get	Google	to	work?	I	accidently	flash	preloader	and	end	up	bricking	the	device	undetected	to	the	pc.	I	will	send	you	a	private	message.	As	for	audio	while	reversing,	there	is	an	option	in
"car	settings"	called	"reverse	mute	off"	you	have	to	tick	it,	to	keep	audio	playing	while	reversing	(which	is	dangerous	by	the	way).	Pencil	lead	works	too.	I	had	similar	problem.	tried	both	ways	powered	and	un-powered	tried	with	spflash	and	other	software.	1.Open	unit	and	connect	a	short	out	the	two	test	points	with	a	single	wire?	If	there	are	a	lot	of
stains	in	the	upholstery	or	if	something	smells	off,	then	consider	looking	at	other	cheap	used	cars	on	sale.CC0/lqiuz/Pixabay	Shop	Around	for	LoansEven	if	you’re	looking	at	a	used	car	sale	site,	it’s	critical	that	you	shop	around	for	the	best	loans.	This	is	a	really	annoying	bug...	Page	19	I	would	double	check	the	wiring,	Yellow	=	continuous	12v.	Thanks
The	headunit	Reloaded	app	is	so	that	you	can	use	Android	Auto	from	a	phone	via	USB	or	Wifi.	Here	is	all	that	I	have	found	useful	in	successfully	reviving	my	device.	T.I.A	A	mi	me	pasó	lo	mismo,	a	mi	usb	le	di	formato	con	el	formateador	de	memoria	sd	y	no	paso	nada.	Mine	provides	HVAC	controls	for	my	Honda.	2.	Igualmente	las	dudas	que	tengo	al
momento	es	si	necesito	instalar	algun	driver	para	que	el	flash	tool	detecte	el	equipo.	Maybe	i	have	different	chip?	Sorry	a	bit	lost	with	all	different	procedures	.....	So	I	suggest	you	make	a	backup	first.	you	can	find	it	in	google	....	I	have	tried	everything,	but	I	cannot	make	the	unit	go	in	META	mode,	the	test	points	thing	did	not	work,	and	the	computer
does	not	detect	the	device	when	plugged.	Sorry	I	can't	upload	an	image	for	the	moment.	My	YT9T218C	doesn’t	show	that	in	the	notifications	Sent	from	my	iPhone	using	Tapatalk	For	the	Android	Upgrade	Procedure......can	you	please	confirm	if	with	the	update	the	apps/	configurations	already	in	the	unit	are	lost?Thanks	Rooted	TWRP	version?	I	need
to	reinstall	it	each	time,	bug	on	the	no	sleep	mode	Reactions:	raphael.atienza	Have	you	tried	other	navigation	apps?	What	I	did	was	use	the	MT8127_Android_scatter	that	is	on	the	first	page,	in	the	Rooted_TWRP_	folder	YT_9218C_00005_V004_20190523	(UI2)	I	selected	boot.img	and	Android	only.	the	June	update	is	for	a	slightly	different	firmware,
containing	letter	B	instead	of	C.	The	subwoofer	output	is	on	another	pin	(See	Picture).	I	think	I	may	have	a	different	Radio	chip	then.	I	assume	all	can	be	done	by	just	plugging	in	USB	drive.	a	bit	off	topic...	You'll	see	the	new	multi	window	option	there.	Thanks	again	for	the	response	and	all	the	help	and	support	once	again.	Last	edited:	Aug	9,	2019	It
depends	on	what	file	you	are	using	to	upgrade.	This	was	before	I	connected	the	amplifier.	The	stock	launcher	is	not	customizable	at	all	and	I'm	using	Web	guru	now	but	volume	control	is	not	working.	Did	you	know	where	to	locate	all	the	internal	logo	folder	in	the	head	unit	system?	Also	the	process	of	installing	firmware	via	XYAUTOUPG	folder	has	not
worked	for	my	device,	but	I	have	heard	it	works	on	other's.	Thanks	Okay	I	see,	I	think.	I	have	MCU	2.8	and	rooted	May	FW.	Can	you	explain	what	you	soldered	please?	Someone	solve	this	issues	with	flashing	diff	rom	which	make	for	2/16G	or	32G.	The	truth	that	I	was	afraid	of	this	procedure	with	the	test	point,	Thank	you	for	all	the	information	you
provide	in	this	forum,	if	it	were	not	for	these	now	I	would	have	a	brick	thrown	on	a	shelf.	Setting	touch	buttons.	mi	microsd	estaba	defectuosa.	and	your	system	memory?	My	Male	to	Male	USB	cable	is	ready	to	go.	Ok,	I	think	i've	fixed	it.	They	seem	to	be	very	similar	but	have	a	different	user	interface,	wondering	if	then	chinese	units	can	be	flashed
with	that	firmware.	Remove	the	short	when	write	process	starts.	Black	=	continuous	Ground,	Red=	12	only	when	key	turned	ACC	or	car	ON.	Last	edited:	Jul	31,	2019	bootloop	after	installing	new	launcher	Hi,	i	have	the	following:	Android:	YT9217C_00005_V003_20190425_HIFI	kernel:	3.18.22	DDR:	2G	Flash:	32G	cpu:	A7	1.3GHz	x	4	Amplifier:
AC7315	MOS	bile	duct	45W	X	4	Dispaly:	1024*500	MCU1:	HW8227L-3.3-SW0-1.9	i	have	installed	a	new	launcher	from	play	store,	and	my	device	is	now	on	bootloop	i'll	have	to	reset	it	via	flash	drive,	but	what	is	the	latest	firmware	that	i	can	install	on	it,	since	i'll	be	reseting	it,	and	might	be	a	good	time	to	flash	a	new	firmware	Agama	launcher	to
change	sound	level?
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